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ABSTRACT 

In this study, the use of mus1c therapy with ce r ebral palsi ed 

children aimed to establish consistent motor control and extend 

rehearsal of functional motor actions . Music therapy processes 

e xplored the effect of auditory rhythm and pentatonic melody on the 

quanti ty and regularity of arm-hand motor action of children with 

cerebral palsy. Eight chi ldren, aged five to eleven years , were 

involved, each child being considered as a single subject case study . 

The design of the study was an interrupted time series design (ABACA). 

A constant beat sound st im•tlu s, emitted by a music-based computer, was 

de tPrmi nNI from the pe 1·sonal tPmpo of each child and formed a beat-

only cone! it ion in A sections. That be:l t sound was joined by chi lei

activated pitched sounds in B and C, t ogether with a third compatible 

mus1c stimulus Jn s e ction C, '"hich WAS s inging by the therapist. 

PitchPd sounds ancl singing \vere restricted to the five notes of a 

selected pentatonic scale . Each c hild was asked to 'p lay with the 

beat', making arm-hand contact on a special l y constructed keyboard . 

Measurements were r e co_rcled instantly by the compute r, which registered 

number of contacts made, average note dura t ion, note change s made, and 

three measurements n~ lating to regularity of con t acts made . 

Results s howed that all chi l dren attended to the music-based task 

of playing with the beat . Melody plus rhythm s t imuli gave more motor 

contact actions than rhythm stimulus alone, for all children. 

Measurements of regularity of motor control, (deviation from beat, 

average 

ways by 

tempo 

melody 

and pulse-tempo deviation), were affected 1.n 

plus rhythm·: Some neuromuscular delay 

varying 

could be 

inferred , although Anticipation of beat sound and muscle action 

inherent in a rhythm task was present. This suggests that cerebral 

palsied children respond to a music-based task with extension of 

effort and some control of muscle tone. 

Results from pre and post tests done using selected items from 

the Bruininks- Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency did not give results 

that could be regarded as significant. A longer experimental period 

than three weeks is suggested for similar studies . 
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Computer mea surement o f time-based motor behaviour resulting from 

music stimuli was objective and accurate. Similar type music therapy 

studies could find this use of a music-based computer fo r measurement 

most useful. 

Overall the a1m of the study '"as to look at the effect o f mus1 c 

therapy on motor control of cerebral palsied children. Regular rhythm 

was us ed to provide structure for t he reCJuired time -ordered behaviour, 

and the pace of beat stimulus given was personal to each child . In 

'playing with the beat ' the child attempted to synchronise a rm-hand 

action with the beat-bas ed signal; this process required cognitive 

anticipation of a sensorimotor fiction . The ability to make regu lar 

contact was relative t o degrpe of neuromuscular dysfunction, age and 

maturation and a f fective interest in the task . The independent 

vAriables of m11sic therapy, with rhythm And melod y, were employed in a 

planned, ~equential order so that the depende nt variable, motor 

control, could be measured relative to the whole task and to rhythmic 

and melodic components in the task. 

The planned processes of a simple mus1c therapy task, us1ng 

rhythm and melody stimuli, supported extension of rehea r sal of a motor 

task and improvement of motor control . 
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OUTLINE 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Music affects human beings. The nature of this 

effect needs some exploration as does present 

psychological and educational understanding of this 

power of mus1c. This chapter attempts to move from 

genere1l description of use of music with people to 

a particular focus on music therapy where planned 

use of music provides an interactive process 1n an 

educationAl setting. 

1.1 HISTORICAL 

That mus1c can have a powerful effect on human beings has never 

been disputed. Alvin (1975) provides a rich summary of historical 

anecdote regarding tlte magical, rational and religious healing effect 

of mus1c. This has appeared in a wide range of literary sources. 

Philosophers 1n ancient Greece attributed specific ethical qualities 

to the scalic modes which formed the basis of vocal or instrumental 

melody. In Aristotle 1 s time the Dorian mode was believed to have and 

to inspire a spirit of Valour, while the Lydian mode was suited 

particularly to use with young children. 

Chailley ( 196Lf) stated tllat certain lively rhythms unbridle prl

mitive instincts in human beings, which are demonstrated in physical 

activity as illustrated by ~~rly accounts of frenzied witches 1 dances 

or tribal rituals. In modern times the introduction of rock and roll 

music in the late fifties with its solid beat and syncopation inspired 

energetic new dance styles . . These caused consternation among parents 

and preachers regarding the antisocial behaviour that such gyrations 

might inspire (Melly, 1970). Through the ages, more even rhythms have 

been recognised as having a steadying effect as in work songs, or a 

soothing role, as in lullabies. 

Every musical situation involves people 1 s feelings. The effect 

of melody, rhythm, timbre, harmony, form or dynamics, either 

separately or in combination, is such that some aspect of intrinsic or 
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extrinsic behaviour is altered. Certain mus~c evokes certain moods 

and poets, novelists and playwrights through the ages have found a 

rich source of descriptive material from this connection. 

Music has var~ous dimensions. 

skill resulting in a performance. 

It can be regarded as a rehearsed 

This requires physical technique 

together with ability to read and interpret created mus~c ~n a 

that gives aesthetic experience and enjoyment to an audience. 

enricbment, for both performer and audience, can form part of 

educative process or can be a chosen part of general life 

experience. 

way 

This 

an 

Music can also be an adjunct to another activity. It can be used 

as a positive reinforcement for acceptable effort in a behavioural 

programme both by its presence and by withdrawal of sound until 

appropriate behaviour is resumed. 

Finally, mus~c ~s used as a therapeutic agent in an interactive 

process between therap~st and client with social, physical, intellec

tual or emotional ne eds. In this century more specific study has been 

made of this use and effect of music on behaviour and learning. This 

has resulted in the growth of planned use of music for therapeutic and 

remedial purposes in schools; hospitals, many areas of training and 

retraining, aPd in the community where need has been established. The 

process that has developed from this planned use can be termed mus~c 

therapy. 

1.2 WHAT IS MUSIC THERAPY? 

1.2. 1 Definitions and Descriptions 

The understanding of mus~c therapy is more accessible from 

participation ~n mus~c therapy practice than from the descriptive 

realm of words. This becomes obvious when formal definitions from 

various professional music therapy organisations around the world are 

looked at. First, from America: 

Music therapy is the use of music ~n the accom

plishment of therapeutic aims: the restoration, 

maintenance and improvement of mental and physical 



health. It is the scientific application of music, 

as directed by the therapist ~n a therapeutic 

environment, to influence changes ~n behavior. 

(National Association for Music Therapy, U.S.A., 

1982). 
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The leaflet giving that definition went on to reinforce the working 

relationship between the professional music thera~ist and other 

professional analysers, planners and evaluators of procedures used for 

a client in supporting him/her towards a more appropriate adjustment 

to society. 

Another careers leaflet on mus~c therapy published by the 

Australian Music Therapy Association (1984) had a briefer description 

of mus~c therapy: "The planned use of music to achieve therapeutic 

a~ms with children and adults who have special needs because of 

social, emotional, physical or intellectual needs." 

There ~s definite use of the term therapeutic ~n both these 

definitions. The American version relates specifically to behaviour 

change, the Australian definition stresses needs, and the planned use 

of music. 

The Association of Professional Music Therapists, Great Britain 

( 1987) listed var~ous responses to the question "What ~s Music 

Therapy?" Their leaflet stated that the ability to appreciate and 

respond to music is an inborn quality in human beings, and that a 

skilled music therapist is ·able to use music to arouse and engage 

clients, helping them to realise their full potential. Music therapy 

provides a framework in which a mutual relationship is set up between 

client and therapist. Thus there is emphasis on an interactive 

process, with skilled use of music as the interactive medium. 

The three information brochures cited contain prepared statements 

intended to provide, 

enquiring public, 

for intending music therapy students and for the 

access to the principles of music therapy. The 

brochures give broad, introductory descriptions of music-based inter

actions between therapists and clients with special needs but make no 

attempt to give precise reasons for the effectiveness of music in an 
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intervention situation. Early mus1c therapy practitioners (Alvin, 

1975; Gaston, 1968) also made statements about music therapy 1n 

general philosophical terms r athe r than giving analytical reference to 

musical components . Their music therapy practice was documented 1n 

case-study form or as anecdotal evidence of observed behavioural 

change. In these earlier days of a developing profession the need for 

empirical research was not a pri ority . Music therapists concentrated 

first on music therapy practice, in order to demonstrate the effec

tiveness of mus1c therapy, and secondly on the establishment of 

profess ional training cour ses. 

Jt 1s important, however to try to define more precisely what 

does happen in music therapy pr<1ctice that leads to observed change . 

Music-making happen s through time, 1s made up of many elemental sound 

components and 1s primarily a non-verbal means of communication . 

Discussion of these aspects of music in relation to mus1c therapy 

practice will give further defin ition to the nature of music therapy. 

1.2. 2 The Nature of Music Therapy Practice 

A succinct overv1ew of the practice of music therapy was given by 

Boxill (1985). Beginning with a definition of mus1c as structured 

tonal sound moving in time and space, Boxill identified the basic 

elements of music as rhythm, melody, harmony, pitch, tempo, dynamics, 

timbre and the text of song. These can be considered to have impact 

singly, 1n different combinations and as a gestalt. Therapy, when 

applied to the treatment of mental, psychological and behavioural 

disorders, becomes, according-~o Boxill, interchangeable with the term 

psychotherapy. She considered music therapy an amalgam of music and 

therapy : 

When music, as an agent of change, 1s used to 

establish a therapeutic relationship, to nurture a 

person's growth and development, to assist in self

actualization, the process is music therapy . In 

this process, music is consciously used for the 

enhancement of living, being and becoming . Broadly 

defined, mus1c therapy is the use of music as a 

the rapeutic tool for the restoration, maintenance, 



and improvement of behavioral , developmental, 

physical and social skills - all within the context 

of a client-therapist relationship. A non-verbal 

treatment modality that is applicable to both the 

verbal and non-verbal person, it serves those of a 

wide age range and with a wide diversity of 

disorders ( p. 5.) 
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Li sting fundamental reasons for the effectiveness of music as a 

therapeutic agent Boxill continues: 

* It is a cross-cultural mode of expression. 

* Its non-verbal nature makes it a universal 

means of communication . 

* As a sound stimulus it ~s unique 1n its power to 

penetrate the mind and body directly, whatever 

the individual's level of intelligence or 

condition. As such, it stimulates the senses, 

evokes ,feelings and emotions, elicits 

physiological and mental responses, and ener

gizes the mind and body . 

* Its intrinsic structure and qualities have the 

potential for self-organization of the indi

vidual and organization of the group . 

* It influences musical and non-musical behavior. 

* It facilitates learning and the acquisition of 

skills . 

>'< 
' · 

It 1s an eminently functional, 

aesthetic modality applicable 

populations. (p. 6.) 

adaptable and 

to all client 

Also, the writer described mus~c therapy as both an art and a sctence. 

Both are acts of discovery, imagination and inspiration that give 

r~se, on one hand, to symbolic and aesthetic expression, and, on the 

other, to verifiable and investigative expression. 

Duerkson (1981) tackled the question of how to investigate mus~c 

as a non-verbal form of communication during music therapy sess~ons. 
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He suggested evaluation can be based on examination of two different 

facets of client behaviour:-

1. What does tile individual do with the musical activity? 

2 . What does the individual do during the musical activity? 

The client's actions with tile mus1c activity can be examined 1n 

respect to attention (selectivity, distractability, span), auditory 

perception and discrimination, physical dexterity, co-ordination, 

endurance and strength, vocal control and inflection, short- and long

term memory, sequencing skills and acculturation. In evaluating 

client behaviour during th e mus ic th erapy session the situation can be 

organised to examine activity level, r ea lity orientation, attitudes 

towards self, others and music, physical behaviour, interpersonal and 

social behaviour, and gener<~l approach and avoidance responses . 

Following these eva luation categories, Duerksen lists intervention 

possibilities us1ng music where th erapeutic objectives can be set . 

These interventions can support cognitive, affective, psychomotor, 

social, perceptual, seJf-image and creative development, also develop

ment of self-reliance . 

Duerksen (1981) set out l ogical categories for planning and 

evaluation of mu s1c therapy practice, showing that an expressive, 

aesthetic exper ience such as music-making can be looked at objectively 

1n terms of what the client does. He affirmed the opinion of Gaston 

(1968) who, in comparing music education and music therapy, stated 

that the music educator 1s more concerned with the musical behaviour 

of the child whereas the music therapist is more sensitive to the non

musical behaviour of the child. The music educator working in special 

education uses mus1c in a directive style. The music therapist 

working 1n the same client area provides a similar structure but 

operates in a more divergent musical style to match the perceptual 

cognitive, social and affective needs of the client . 

The construct and process of mus1c relative to therapy was 

classified by Sears (1968) as experience related within structure , in 

self- organization and in relat~ng to others . In other words the 

client performs or listens i n a music session with a t herapist who 

provides structure by being there , supports choice of response and 
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becomes an interactive agent in the process of relating through mus1c. 

Music itself provides structure because it occurs through time and can 

be repeated in content and time. 

Music shared between therapist and subject becomes a 

communication channel throttgh which ordered and structured messages 

can pass back and forth. These sound messages can use perceptual, 

cognitive, motor or affective channels to initiate a mus1c cue or 

cause response to one. The interactive nature of such messages relies 

on some form of learning, some level of conceptual awareness and 

understanding. 

Content of mus1c therapy sess1ons can use composed material or 

improvised sound-making to promote musical interaction. A wide range 

of composed resources 1s available; songs, instrumental p1eces, 

individual and group playing and moving to sound, and listening. All 

styles of mus1c are accessible and valuable in music therapy because 

the process of making a cue-based musical connection relies on 

personal responsiveness to some sort of chosen sound by the client. 

Music therapists therefore need flexible music skills to provide 

immediacy of response or initiative to the client's music statements. 

Live music has more therapeutic potential than recorded music (Nordoff 

and Robbins, 1973). The inflexibility of recorded music, especially 

in respect to rhythmic pace, does not allow for a music process that 

meets and matches a client's capabilities and varied responses. Music 

therapists, working on a one-to-one or small group basis, therefore 

need musical and personal skills to devise varied strategies for 

communication using both composed and improvised mus1c. This is 

especially important 1n working with handicapped children where 

physical, intellectual, social and emotional needs are not separate 

entities and the child has different levels of capacity to make verbal 

or non-verbal contact with others. 

Every human being 'knows about' music; even the deaf can observe 

the periodicity of rhythm 1n a musical or movement task (Korduba, 

1975). Yet children, and most adults, are not able to describe this 

knowledge. This is an important point for both music education and 

music therapy practice. In both fields the structure of rhythmic and 

tonal music 1s stable and organized. The teacher or therapist 
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utilizes a framework of composed or improvised sound and encourages 

rehearsal and understanding of simple, then more demanding, skills and 

concepts. There is secure, repeatable music structure within which a 

participant can perceive then demonstrate that perception and under

standing through a gestural or vocal response or even by a small 

physical movement 1n response to rhythm. This 1s recognized as a 

specific response to a sound stimulus and the response signifi es a 

change. Also the participant may respond to the emotional appeal of 

the mus1c thereby releasing potential for c hange that cannot be 

reached by an intellectual challenge alone (Cameron, 1970). The 

trained mus1c therapist recognises and encourages appropriate change 

through mus1c and knows how to plan music content relative to diag

nosed need. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 1. 2 

Music therapy a1ms to acknowledge, challenge and support, through 

music, a child or Adult with s pecial needs . The elements of rhythm, 

melody, t ex ture and harmony, together with dynamics and form, are used 

t o enhance perceptual and cognitive processes through auditory, 

visual, tactile and propriocep tive chan ne ls of in teraction . Even the 

simplest of elemental music experiences involves a complex gestalt of 

doing and f eeling , and it is the affective powe r of music that forms 

the heart of music therapy. 

As sta ted earlier (Boxill, 1985), mus1c therapy owes much to a 

relationship with psychotherapy. The next section overv1ews briefly 

the impact and influence th~it psychology generally has had on the 

development and style of music therapy practice. 

1.3 INFLUENCE OF PSYCHOLOGISTS ON MUSIC IN THERAPY 

1.3. 1 Writers on Psychology of Music 

Until recently psychologists have not written about the effec ts 

of muslc in a way that is useful to music th erapy. Rather they 

studied specific emotional, physical, perceptual or cognitive aspects 

of human response to the production of sound. 
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Lundin (1967) reviewed the writings of psychologists on mus~c 

crediting the 19th century acoustic studies of Helmholtz and, later, 

Stumpf, as laying the experimental foundations of the psychology of 

mus~c. 

(Mursell, 

Lundin stated that major earlier 20th century studies 

1937; Seashore, 1938; Schoen, 1940) were largely subjective 

co~tributions which centred on the mind and its reactions to music. 

Later psychologists contributed more directly to the planned use 

of music, and various aspects of their work are useful to music 

therapy. Buck ( 19l~4) stressed the need to develop performance skill 

through rehearsal. Davies ( 1978) explored the nature of human need 

for, and love of, mus~c. Later he postulated an internal template 

theory for perception of musical events; inner groupings of pitched 

notes, with rhythm, give recognition or learning of tunes (Davies, 

1983). Radocy and Boyle (1979) provided a behaviouristic perspective 

on what people do with musical stimuli. This provides a good overv~ew 

for music therapists exploring reasons for client behaviour. 

A social psychol?gist, Farnsworth (1969) made observations of 

relevance to music therapists. He looked at applications of music to 

industry and therapy and pointed out that the student who looks for 

scientific validity in the medical and industrial worth of music will 

be offered little besides anecdotes and legends. Data can be shown 

which demonstrate unmistakable emotional adjustment or improvement in 

work output; then the student learns that a host of other therapies 

or changes in industrial atmosphere were present. One is left to 

puzzle over the part mus~c may have played in the process, wondering 

whether it was really the musrc that induced the changes, or another 

therapy, person or circumstance. 

It ~s interesting that Farnsworth used the phrase "medical use of 

music" and later ~n the same chapter questioned why the "curative 

qualities" of music are not more easily demonstrated. Acknowledging 

that music can alter both the moods and some basic physiological 

processes of many persons he associated music therapy with hospital 

situations where a research programme can only be incidental to the 

prime focus on cure, and where a variety of therapies are utilized in 

what he termed a "buckshot" policy of effecting cure. Besides the 

difficulty of isolating the effect of one therapy by itself, the 
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friend l y suppor t ive attention provided by the the r apist or caregiver 

may be the active agent towards subsequent "cure". Nevertheless 

Farnsworth did credit music with the capacity to lessen boredom and 

extend endurance in doing repetitive physical exercises . He also 

stated that listening to music is used to re-establish contact with 

reality for a withdrawn person, that interpersonal music-making 1s a 

resocializing agent and that musical performance gives a sense of 

achievement and prestige. 

Det•tsch (1982) drew together foremost authorities on musical 

processing in terms of perceptual and cognitive studies relating to 

neurology, psychoacoustics, subjective effects of sound, temporal 

aspects of sound, pitch relationships, musical ability and performance 

and the role of music in every-day life. Contributors provided con

densed summaries of major research findings and projections in their 

field of speciality, and the volume is a valuable resou r ce for mus1c 

therapy researchers and practitioners . Information on rhythm and 

tempo (Fraisse, 1982) and melodic information processing and develop

ment (Dowling, 1982) have been of particular relevance and value to 

this project, and will be referred to again in a later section . 

In trying to relate research in the cognitive psychology of mus1c 

to the actual practices of musicians, Sloboda (1985) pointed out that 

many psychologists lack musical training, that theoretical develop

ments in the psychology of music have been slow, that psychological 

research has been dominated by processes involved in perception of 

single entities rather than larger musical structure, performance or 

composition, that psychologists in trying for rigorous control and 

measurement have opted for too finite a musical dimension and that 

they have not related to or addressed themselves sufficiently to 

practiGing or academic musicians . His book helps the psychol ogist 

break an in t erdisciplinar y barrier to encompass this wider pe r spective 

of music itself . This may encourage psychologists to become more 

aware of the nature of mnsic therapy which does not rest r ict its 

processes to use of single entities of music . 

Bruscia ( 1987), a psychologist and music therapist, has given a 

detai l ed synopsis of over 25 models of improvisational music therapy 

developed over the last 30 years. He pointed out that music therapy 
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practitioners who write substantially about their work hav~ widely 

differing approaches, with few stating a direct affiliation to one or 

more psychological theories. Priestley is one exception, describing 

her approach to analytical music therapy in terms of various psycho

dynamic theories especially those of Freud and Klein. Bruscia (1987) 

attributed existential/humanistic orientation to the work of Gertrude 

Orff and termed his own experimental improvisation mus1c therapy as 

having strong existential leanings . He not ed that Alvin's approach 1s 

strictly musical and that music therapy is considered as a develop

mental process planned and implemented in segmental stages of growth. 

Nordoff and Robbins too use music itself as the principal therapeutic 

agent in interaction between therapist and client. 

In Music therapy . and its relationship to current treatment 

theories, Ruud (1980) examined four models used 1n psychiatry and 

psychology to see how diffe r en t procedures 1n mus1c therapy are 

related to general tre nds in treatment thought and to various philo-

sophical orientations. The four models examined were medical, 

psychoanalytical, behavioural and humanistic-existential. He found 

little connection between music therapy practice and a medical model 

which is based on biological man and treatment of disease. He noted 

the emphasis on behavioural theory in music therapy in America since 

the foundation of the National Association of Music Therapy which 

prompted a strong demand for more research. To meet the demands of a 

prevalent scientific attitude, music therapists explored behavioural 

techniques 1n their work and research 1n an attempt to establish 

procedures along more scientific lines. Ruud thought that some recon

ciliation of constraints and ~rocesses between behavioural and psycho

dynamic models 1n psychology is a possible base for a conjoint 

approach. 

establish 

fields of 

He acknowledged however that music therapy can never 

theories and procedures separated from those within the 

psychology and philosophy. Music therapy differs from 

psychology in that music therapy is concerned both with man and the 

relation between man and music, giving it unique status. Thus 

research procedures in music therapy focus on concern for man, and 

music therapy is the science of man and his music. 

Facts from anthropological sciences differ onto

logically from the facts of natural sc1ences. 



Natural phenomena react, man acts, it 1s said. 

Introducing the concept of action into a field of 

science means in this case that at the same time as 

the scientist is contributing something to the 

knowledge about himself, he is at the same time 

transforming the knowledge about himself. (p. 70.) 

I 2 

Ruud (1980) took a stance that bears some resemblance to the 

cybernetic model in psychology which views the individual as a pur

poseful, self-regulating biological system which is kept in balance by 

feedback in the cycle of perception/input and action/output. Spender 

and Shuter-Dyson (1981) consider this model appropriate to mus1c 

experience. It can be observed in music therapy that aural, tactile 

or multi-sensory input and output can be influenced by the actions of 

client or therapist with the therapist supporting the client towards 

what Ruud terms "transforming the knowledge about himself." 

Ruud (1980) advocated that mus1c therapy should operate 1n an 

open field where different models of understanding collaborate with 

one another. He concluded that procedures within music therapy ought 

not to be judged on the basis of whether they are humanistic, 

scientific, but rather on the basis of their consequences. 

true or 

Theories and models in the psychology of mus1c field both respond 

to and catalyse specific research. Much of this has come from the 

base of educational or clinical psychology without necessarily 

including music-making as a component. Yet research such as response 

to a basic beat or single ' tone may provide fresh insight into a 

working process in music therapy practice. 

Many studies in the large and diverse area of mus1c research can 

provide information helpful to the development of mus1c therapy. For 

this study reference will be made only to research that has relevance 

to music therapy with younger special needs children and to cerebral 

palsy. 



1.3.2 Relevant Research ~n psychology of music 

(a) Extent of research 

13 

In 1971 Eagle and Dubler gathered current figures on publications 

in psychology of music research. Psychology of music referred to 

mus~c "affecting the organism"; 68 American journals had published 

223 relevant studies in the previous 10 years. In coverage of 

American and foreign journals, research was considered relevant if it 

"was concerned with the influence of music on human behaviour". Nine 

categories were distinguished in journals using computerized key-word 

groupings: 

1. Dimensions of tone (loudness, pitch, timbre, time) (55) 

2. Combination of tones (32) 

3. Learning and remembering music (23) 

4. Affective response to music (13) 

5. Measurement of musical behaviour (20) 

6. Performance reactions to music: by type or kind (25) 

7. Performance reactions to music: by instrument (31) 

8. Music on work tasks (10) 

9. Music in therapy (135) 

Numbers in brackets total the studies listed ~n each category. 

The mus~c 

(59), medical 

~n therapy category had 3 sub-categories: physical 

( 14) and psychological and neurological (62). There 

were three cerebral · palsy studies ~n the 

neurological sub-category. 

psychological 

Eleven years later Eagle (1982) compiled a mus~c therapy 

bibliography comprising 501 annotated entries from a computer 

source of over 10,000 pertinent citations to music therapy. Of 

501 entries, 17 related to cerebral palsy. 

and 

based 

bank 

the 

In the 1971 Eagle and Dubler project research relating to musical 

development was not categorized even though education journals were 

included in the survey. Since that time however there has been a 

marked ~ncrease in research on perception and cognition relating to 

music elements. 
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(b) Research related to Piagetian developmental concepts 

Much research 1n musical development in recent years has been 

given a conceptual framework from the theories of Jean Piaget (Cohan, 

1984). Most attention has gone to the principle of conservation, 

looking at the ability to recognize the constancy of one aspect of a 

stimulus while other aspects change. 

Looking for a cognitive assessment tool for music, Rider (1977) 

developed two auditory conservation tasks involving perception of 

changes in rhythm and tempo in music; these were modelled on Piaget's 

visual assessment tasks. Later (Rider, 1981) a developmental sequence 

of 15 auditory tasks was established for children aged two to 12 

yea rs. Rider stated that ability to conserve rhythm and tempo 1s 

achieved by a child when he/she is about to enter the Piagetian 

developmental level of formal operations. Learning disabled subjects 

could experience delays 1n acquisition of these temporal concepts 

particularly where there are difficulties 1n vocal or motoric control. 

Rider suggested, however, that comparative assessment for some 

handicapping conditions could be possible using his auditory 

assessment tasks. 

Further research relevant to this project included a study of 

developmental sequence in acquiring rhythmic concepts by Zimmerman 

(1984). First, beat is recognised, then rhythmic pattern, then at 

about age nine years and six months the concept of metre is conserved 

(metre 1s constancy of time-based measure 1n mus1c even when 

durational values of individual sounds within the time-span of each 

measure vary). 

A 1980 rev1ew of Piagetian research 1n music by Serafine related 

aspects of Piaget's theory of stages and theory of structuralism to 

cognitive development in music. Later, Serafine (1983) in a full 

rationale of cognition in music, proposed several cognitive processes 

- global, temporal and non-temporal - as fundamental across musical 

styles and as fruitful areas for research. She placed music firmly in 

the activity area of cognitive or mental processes. Serafine con

firmed the premise that performance of a music task improves with age. 

As yet well-defined stages are not identified though the effect of 
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task training progresses from a negligible level (at the pre

operational stage) to a positive level (at an older age). There is 

little research information about the effect on task performance of 

variables such as environment, experience, memory and aural percep

tion. Serafine also confirmed a positive relationship between music 

conservation tasks and Piagetian conservation tasks. 

(c) Acquisition of music concepts related to melody 

The research quoted earlier (Rider, 1981; Zimmerman, 1984) gave 

some indication of the acquisition of rhythm concepts by children. 

Melody, also an important and recognisable feature of mus1c 1 1s 

another major focus for developmental research. Dowling (1982) sum

marised the developmental sequence of a child's ability to relate to 

tonal difference. A baby can distinguish gross features such as 

melodic contour and pitch level and gradually the child develops 

ability to distinguish more subtle features of key change and small 

interval alteration of pitch. Krumhansl and Keil (1982) studied age

related perceptions of tones (sequences of which form melodies). 

Using tones that were components of chords they determined that chil

dren aged six to ten years were more sensitive to simple, physically 

defined properties of tone stimuli. Whereas adult musicians value 

complexity (Griffin and Eisenman, 1972) and may tend to use complex 

melodies, younger children like simple melodies that end on 'home' 

notes in a given key. 

(d) Music and the brain 

In a study that involves cerebral palsy some reference to 

cerebral hemispheric function 1n mus1c 1s relevant. Cerebral palsy 

can involve brain damage which could inhibit not only motor control but 

also perception of rhythm or melody. 

Rainbow and Herrick (1982), while researching a process strategy 

theory for music and hemispheric activity, tested musicians and non

musicians with pitch and rhythm cues. Non-musicians related better to 

rhythm cues than pitch cues. It was suggested that non-mus1c1ans may 

centrate on rhythm, a more innate process than pitch centration. 
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Borchgrevink (1982) summarized a series of studies on the cereb-

ral processing of speech and music. By selective anaesthesia of 

successive hemispheres it was demonstrated that musical rhythm and the 

act of singing were processed by the speech hemisphere while reception 

of pitch and tonality were supported by the non-speech hemi sphere (the 

right hemisphere for right-dominant subjects). As production of 

rhythm and voice activities and reception of pitch and tonality are 

controlled by different cerebral hemispheres almost any musical per

formance implies extensive integration and co-operation between the 

hemispheres. Wilson (1985), a clinical neurologist, wrote of the 

capability of music t o provide "one of the most powerful experimental 

tools we have ever had for st udying the workings of the human brain." 

(p.40). Implications for cerebral palsy subjects r elate to both 

physical and perceptual .reactions to music stimuli which may be deter

mined by the position and amount of ce r ebral hemispheric damage in the 

brain. Performance of certain music tasks could be affected. Con

versely, this performance could assist in asse ssment of brain damage, 

as Wilson inferred. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 1. 3 

(Other res ea r ch studies from the psycho logy of music literature 

relating to the use of rhythm as a learning medium in music and music 

therapy will be presented in a lat e r chapter . Rhythm has particular 

relevance to this study and is central to the practical proce ss used 

in the r esearch.) 

The influence of psych-o logy .on the use of music in therapy has 

been of .value to both disciplines. Psychologists explored the effect 

of sound on people primarily through an awareness that visual percep

tion, the most accessible area for perceptual research, has interes

ting comparisons with auditory perception. Also educational and 

social psychologists have observed specific effects relating to 

behaviours and music; mus1c modifies certain actions and reactions. 

Music therapists know from continuing practice and observed 

results that th e medium of music is their e ffective tool for change, 

yet music therapists have difficulty in expl aining how or why change 

takes place in a wide range of behaviours. The work of psychologists 
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and musicians together gradually is interweaving theory and practice 

to produce some constructs which give a basis for some explanations . 

The prime change of emphasis from a medical model to a humanist

behaviourist model whetl relating music's effect upon person s provided 

a major catalyst (Ruud, 1980). Instead of music being considered as a 

global entity which seemed to effect various degrees of ' curat ive' 

improvement, the use of mu s ic became accepted as part of an inter

active process. 

Then interest grew 1n an analysis of the components of mus1c. 

Rhythmic r ecognit ion 1s obtained in a developmental sequence which 

goes from simple beat to more complex patterns (Rider, 1981 j 

Zimmerman, 1984). Components of rhythm and melody make individual 

contribution to an interaction between sound and person. Serafine 

( 1980) confirmed that music, of all styles, 1s an active mental 

pursuit; this adds strength t o the premise that music is an effective 

learning medium. The three studies reported above r elated to 

Piagetian concepts and helped determine for this study the preferred 

age for subjects, als~ gave some guidance to aspects of rhythm content 

and need for some r ehearsal of ta sk . Some of the problems relating to 

motor control with ce rebra l palsy subjects were signalled by Rider 

( 1981). 

Music has a r epeatable structure, a predictable security 1n time 

which reassures the person . New discoveries about bilateral proces-

s1ng of musi c in the brain (Borchgrevink, 1982) lend credibility to 

its influence on perceptual a nd cognitive processing modes. Therefore 

the brain damage of t en as~bciated with cerebral palsy will affect 

performance and understanding of a physical task based on mus1c 

stimuli to a degree that will vary from subject to subject. 

Music findings relating to developmental stages of tonal and 

rhythmic concepts should influence music therapy resources and 

processes chosen and used . Single-line or open-textured 

accompaniments to me lodies rather than dense chordal accompaniments, 

use of harmonies that enhance simple melodies - these are some of the 

musical approaches that should be considered in interactive mus1c 

therapy at earlier stages of child development. Children and special 
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needs children and adults thereby have direct access to a sound-based 

process which can provide extension of many forms of learning. 

Following 

psychology of 

precisely on 

this consideration of relevant research from a 

mus1c base, it 1s now appropriate to focus more 

the historical background and nature of mus1c therapy 

then later to explore processes of music therapy. 

1.4 NATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC THERAPY 

1.4. 1 In America and Britain 

There are many general statements about the nature of music 

therapy; they diffe r in emphasis depending on the philosophical and 

hi s torical base from which they come . 

Gaston (1968) regarded mus1c as an essential form of human 

behaviour which has both biological and psychological concepts. Music 

therapy therefore rests on secure foundations as it strives to 

organise, classify and describe until a system emerges that 1s 

behavioural, logical and psychological. 

Michel (1976) termed music therapy a behavioural sc1ence based on 

research. It is not performance of music as an end in itself, but 1s 

concerned with all aspects of human behaviour and what brings about 

changes in that behaviour. 

Michel and Gaston are p1oneer American mus1c therapists, both 

based strongly 1n the beha~iourist tradition. Music therapy 1n 

America developed in an identifiable way after World War II, when th e 

effect of mus1c on war-injured servicemen was observed to be very 

supportive to physical and psychological rehabilitation. E. Thayer 

Gaston was among those responsible for the gathering together of music 

practitioners who were working, with success, 1n areas of music 

remediation with handicapped ch ildren and adults, geriatric and 

psychiatric clients. Meetings of clinicians led to the formation of 

the National Association for Music Therapy and the enunciation of 

basic principles for the discipline of music therapy, its theory, 

practice and research. These were published in Music in Therapy 

(GaBton, 1968), still an essential text for music therapy students; it 
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represents a considered distillation of opinion on music the rapy 

effect, based mainly on observations by well-experienced practi

tioners. Writers 1n the book acknowledged the need for definitive 

research and a section on possible research procedures was included, 

thus giving music therapy r esearch a much- needed impetus in America. 

Another base for mus1c therapy development was provided by 

Juliette Alvin, a practi tioner and writer in Britain. Born in France, 

she was a professional solo cellist before pioneering mus1c therapy in 

Britain by founding the British Society for Music Therapy in 1958, and 

founding a postgraduate training course in London in 1964 (Campbell, 

1983). British mus1c therapy practice uses a broad repertoire of 

musical performanc e and elicitive skills including a strong emphasis 

on improvisation tech nique s and individual and group participation 1n 

musical activities. Bunt (1984) pointed out that this produces 

literature based, for the most part, on the descriptive case study or 

on philosophical speculation . While respecting the importance of such 

pioneering work, Bunt stressed the need for specific outcome research 

methods to be devised to establish links between treatment and out

come. In his own work at City University, London, he developed a 

raring scale to measure changes of behaviour observed by filmed mus1c 

therapy programmes. Observed common criteria listed were increased 

eye contact, more social interaction, more general arousal, 1ncreases 

in vocalization, playing time (with specific instruments) and reaching 

be haviour . Time and frequency measures used to record changes in a 

programme with 18 handicapped children from three special-case day 

nurser1es in two matched groups obtained significant statistical 

results. In 1985 Bunt was .. the first recipient of a mus1c therapy 

doctorate from a British university and he is a lecturer at the post

graduate mus1c therapy course at the Guildhall School of Music and 

Drama, London. 

1.4.2 Influences 1n New Zealand 

Music therapy growth and status in New Zealand owe much to the 

work of two Americans, composer Paul Nordoff and his co-therapist, 

Clive Robbins. ~hese two men p~acticed in the United States and at 

Goldie-Leigh Hospital, London, on a regular basis and lectured and 
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demonstrated extensively on music therapy throughout the world, first 

working in New Zealand in 1974 . 

Nordoff and Robbins had a remarkable impact on mus1c therapy 

practice in New Zealand. They emphasized the use of full musical 

re sources (including movement) and of original composition. They 

stressed the need for quality 1n all sound used, and used improvised 

and specially directive musi c to elicit or support response . Their 

m1x of behavioura l a nd humanistic approaches t o 1 the music child 1 1n 

eac h child gave diversity and balance to their professional style 

(Nordoff and Robbins, 1973, 1975, 1977). 

New Zealand music therapy development has been influenced by the 

visits to this country of both American and British music therapists 

and also by the training, primari ly at the post-graduate music therapy 

course at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London, of six music 

therapists by 1987. The Guildhall <> curse reflects 
" 

strongly the 

original influence of Juliette Alvin who taught that the nature of 

mus1c therapy was cre~tive experience. This music-based experience 

should help any child or adult discover and extend any ability posses

sed and may be directed t owards other ends than purely musical ones 

(Alvin, 1975). Guildhall gr aduates have been schooled in sound and 

movement improvisation and learn first-hand th e powerful self-

awareness that comes from these musical explorations. 

As more interest 1.n mus1.c therapy has developed and more musl.c

based work attempted, the New Zealand Society for Music Therapy began 

negotiations in 1980 for prof~~sional recognition for music therapists 

in education and health fields . This involved many discussions on the 

value and definition of music therapy with professional groups . As 

part of this ongoing discussion, a New Zealand Education Department 

working party of musicians, music therapists, psychologists and 

educationists published this definition of music therapy: 

Music therapy 1s a powerful and useful tool 1n 

establishing communication with children and adults 

and in supporting learning and relearning in intel

lectual, physical, social and emotional areas of 

need. (A Department of Education brochure 1980, p. 1) 
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This ratjonale requires a broad understanding of the practice of 

mus1c therapy. It has taken some time for music therapy to develop 

this understanding through professional processes of observation, 

evaluation and planning for future work. It is important to realise 

the historical sequence of gr0111th of music therapy process and prac

tice to accept the present state of development of the profession in 

New Zealand. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 1.4 

Music therapy is a new discipline in the professional sense. The 

National Association of Music Therapy, America, was formed in 1950, 

the British Society for Music Therapy was founded 1n 1958, the New 

Zealand Society for Music Therapy began in 1975 and the other music 

therapy organizations 1n the world (Australia, Japan, Denmark, France, 

West Germany, Finland and small groups in South America) are all 

comparatively new groups. Each new music therapy group has developed 

a professional practice style reflecting the background experience of 

its own culture and of its mus1c therapy training. In early 

development the therapeutic nature of mus1c was recognised intuitively 

and music therapy practice was uncritical, usually relating to current 

treatment methods and ideas from other disciplines. Music therapists 

looked for supportive theories upon which to base their positive 

practice findings. As Bonny ( 1984) put it, "Again we come to the 

'cart before the horse' dilemma: practice precedes therapeutic 

design". 

Where mus1c therapy practice has used behaviour modification 

techniques that style of research is possible. New Zealand has taken 

a more eclectic approach to the nature of music therapy because of 

training influences; its developing training styles reflect this, as 

will research. For instance, the nature of improvisation in mus1c 1s 

not compatible with the demands of empirical research because improvi

sation consists of a wide and changing content of both music variables 

(rhythm, melody, texture, dynamics, form) and client-therapist inter

action. Also, the nature and content of mus1c therapy changes 

considerably from client to client, and can change from sess1on to 

session. What provides an appropriate music interaction in a music 

therapy session for an emotionally disturbed adolescent can be totally 
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different to a rhythm-ba sed task used for physical rehearsal effort 

with a person who has cerebral palsy. 

An attempt must be made however to analyse the actual process of 

mus1c therapy, to look at its 1nne r content and wide client 

application. This is done next by a r eview of writings about thes e 

aspects of music therapy. 

1.5 PROCESSES OF MUSIC THERAPY 

As me ntioned previously, Gaston (1968) exerted a strong influenc e 

on the early development of music therapy in America and his encourage

ment towards research led to a systematic investigation of behavioural 

sciences by music the rapis ts. However Gaston felt that psychologica l 

theory with no relationship to organismic states was certain to result 

1n false theory pointing out that music had been shown to alter 

physiological states - galvanic skin response, heart beat and 

breathing. Heading therefore towards a biod ynami c theory of human 

behaviour he stated that 

mus1c therapy, using a behavioral approach , should 

be buttressed at every strategic point and in every 

critical a rea with whatever will be helpful from 

othe r sciences and fields of knowledge. (p. 9) 

The nature of research processes therefore, rather than support 

for a single philosophicat" 'stanc.e, was the prime reas on for the 

emphasis on using mus1c in therapy as a behaviour modifier or 

reinforcer or as contingent r eward. 

Gaston also championed the r ecognition of aesthetic needs in 

human beings and the capacity of music to meet those needs. Aligning 

this need to a deve lopmental schema he stressed the importance of 

exploration of sights, sounds, shapes, textures and rhythms, 

particularly for children . Many music experiences, such as movement 

to sound or playing of instruments give these experiences which Gaston 

stated were essential to normal growth and deve lopment. Music, as a 

broad-based sensory experience, can thus enhance a l e arning process. 
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Sears (in Gaston, 1968) outlined three classifications that 

underlie the constructs and processes of music therapy as 

1. experience within structure 

2. experience 1n self-organization 

3. experience in relating to others. 

He developed this further. Structu re 1n music demands time-ordered 

behaviour, therefore reality-ordered, immedia te and continuously 

objectified behaviour . Self-organization involves self-expression, 

enhancement of pride in self from successful experiences, opportu

nities for socially acceptable reward and non-reward and compensatory 

endeavours for the handicapped subject. Experience 1n relating to 

others uses mUSlC as a socially acceptable agency, allows for 

individual choice of response 1n groups, encourages responsible 

behaviour, enhances verbal and non-verbal communication and provides 

for learning co-operative, recreational and realistic social skills 

and behaviour patterns. 

Sears' full analysis of mus1c th erapy application is a useful 

referrant for planniryg music therapy content relative to established 

client need in behavioural t erms. 

Emphasis on s el f-awareness for the c li ent has been consistent 1n 

much music therapy literature since 1970, reflecting a growth of 

interest i n a humanistic model for music therapy . 

In work with handicapped children, Nordoff and Robbins (1975) 

regarded mus1c therapy interaction as a growth process to be initiated 

by the child. They contribu~ ~d greatly to the interest in interactive 

musical procedures in the developing field of music therapy, often 

using improvisational music . In a musical situation where there 1s 

active participation from the child (who is playing a drum, cymba l or 

pitched percussion instrument in a free way) Nordoff improvised mus1c 

at the piano to cue into the spontaneous musical statements being 

given him . Simple "improvised" sound statements from the child were 

matched, challenged or answered by the music improvised by the 

therapist : 

The right mus1c, perceptively used, can lift the 

handicapped child out of the confines of his 



pathology and place him on a plane of experience 

and response where he 1s considerably free of 

intellectual or emotional dysfunction. (p . 239) 
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Previously, Boxill's (1985) linking of mus1c therapy with psycho

therapy is described. Another writer, Ruud (1980) attempted a psycho

therapeutic explanation of the music therapy process based on theories 

of the development of the ego. From a basis of Freudian thought that 

the ego arose from conflict between the id, superego and reality, Ruud 

suggests that a consistent ego or consistent positive concept of self 

comes from a behaviour repertoire that is both differentiated and 

flexible. Such a repertoire can be established, extended or modified 

through the planned use of music. 

SUMMARY OF 1.5 

Whether the process of mus1c therapy 1s considered from the 

behavioural, humanist or psychotherapeutic theoretical standpoint, 

mus1c therapy depend~ on the use of a wide re pertoire of musical 

activity which involves a diverse range of musical ingredients. From 

this develops an interactive process between client and therapist. 

Each individual has an access point for musical dialogue. It is the 

job of the trained music therapist to initiate or respond to t he 

right melodic, rhythmic, textural or harmonic cue and to work with a 

subject from that entry point. Recognition by the client that the 

therapist has done this is given, usually by a musical response. This 

recognition and the sort of music made by the subject has direct 

relationship to improved self-image .• 

All writers cited in the above section stress the importance of 

positive self- esteem as a goal for music therapy practice. Gaston 

(1968) , 1n advocating an eclectic approach to music therapy, empha

sised the satisfaction to be obtained from sensory experience. 

Nordoff and Robbins (1975) work with musical initiatives made by child 

clients, and Ruud's (1980) emphasis on a consistent self- concept also 

confirmed the central place that a good self-image has in music 

therapy practice. 
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Overall the process of music therapy is ·based on a planned use of 

appropriate and accessible music to effect an alteration of behaviour 

or self-image that is both possible and desirable. In this non-verbal 

dialogue the medium of music provides a flexible and enjoyable com

munication process. 

1. 6 MUSIC THERAPY LINKS WITH EDUCATION 

1.6 . 1 Early developments 1n mus1c education relev~nt to mus1c therapy 

Music educators, prior to 1970, seldom considered that mus1c 1n 

special education programmes was anything more than a training process 

for rhythmic and muscular deve lopment and for enabling participation 

in group experiences like rhythm bands (Graham, 1975) . It made some 

attempt to follow the precepts of philosopher-psychologist Edouard 

Seguin (1812-1880) whose sensorimotor training for the retarded advo

cated teaching in context, teaching by relations towards concepts 

rather· than by rote, and us1ng th e materials and sounds of daily life 

1n both intellectual and moral instruction. Graham named Seguin as 

"the fountainhead of the field of mus.ic education with exceptional 

children" (Graham, 1975) and noted that educators like Montessori and 

Dalcroze (both of whom includ ed auditory perception and discrimination 

in their work) were influenced directly by him. 

Music therapy seems to have been a term once reserved for music 

with emotionally di sturbed children. Graham (1975) found ambiguity in 

the role of music educator and music therapist though both had the 

ultimate goal of helping th~·child towards overall personal develop

ment as well as towards musical goals. 

The American behaviourist development 1n mus1c education and 

mus1c therapy was not paralleled in approach by Alvin (1975) as she 

began her more holistic work in 'remedial music' with handicapped 

children. Her opinion was that remedial music helped the mental, 

perceptual or emotional growth of the handicapped child, irrespective 

of his/her musical aptitude or ability. She looked to music realizing 

basic needs of love, acceptance, security and success and providing 

means of self-expression . Alvin in he r later years used the term 

music therapy for this work. 
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1.6.2 Effect of advocacy for rights of special needs children 

In 1975, Publi c Law 94-142 1n the United States basica lly guaran

teed a free public education to all children, including special needs 

children. Music educators and music therapists had to re-examine their 

roles in the light of this l ega l requirement. Jellison (1979) took an 

extremely function a l view of the possible future role of the rnus1c 

tl1erapist in the educational se tting, suggesting an input in non-rnus1c 

and rnus1c areas of the curriculum at horne, school and in the com-

munity. She gave detailed educational strategies for the music 

therapist to follow with guidance for development of course content 

and evaluation. Alley (1979) poin ted out that in American society, 

rnus1c 1s a revered, highly normalising activity, enjoyed in a group 

situation where there is reinforcement of self and group esteem and 

where aesthetic experiences promote its positive value. She iden-

tified mus1c educators as the persons responsible for teaching the 

knowledge and skills of mu sic itself, 

sible for teaching academic, social, 

and music therapists as respon

motor and language objectives 

through the use of rnus1c. While having separate roles both profes-

sions have the same objective, to enhance the growth and development 

of the chi ld. 

Suggested amendments in 1987 to the Education Act (1964) in New 

Zealand would make equality in educational opportunity mandatory. All 

children should l earn in the most supportive environment. Normalisa

tion will be developed as far as is appropriate to the nature of 

special needs observed. It is important therefore for musicians to 

plan the delivery of educati~nal content in a flexible way that meets 

the individual needs of each child . Both educators and therapists 

us1ng music support the development of the "whol e" child through 

processes us1ng rnus1c skills, receptive listening and movement. 

Research which confirms this developmental and supportive role of 

music will be considered next. 

1.6.3 Music and Music Therapy Theories and Research Related to 

Relevant Educational Objectives 

Much present-day research attempts to validate claims about the 

educational effect of music or music therapy. Studies in perception, 
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cognition, affect or motor activity usually try to isolate one 

measurable variable f r om separate or conjoint elements of music and 

then measure change resulting from the use of that variable. Little 

is understood yet about how or why change occurs . 

(i) Some frameworks for planning education or r esearch 

Lathom (1971), linking concepts of information theory 1n a 

relationship with music therapy, pointed out that for communication to 

occur a rece1ver must understand a message, so it must be presented 1n 

a manne r which allows arrangement of the incoming stimuli 1n some 

order. The message , music, may be given increasing degrees of order 

until it becomes so redundant that it no longer demands full attention 

a nd other tasks can accompany it; then an educational effect can be 

observed. 

Cameron (1970) 1n looking at the uses of mus1c to enhance the 

education of the ch ild with brain damage said: 

Basic l ea rning abstractions may be pract i sed and 

promoted c ircuitously by the application of intrin

sic musi c symbols , starting with l earning at the 

most elementary level. (p. 32.) 

Preparation can take place for l ea rning t o write, for reading skill s 

and for development of number concepts in an acceptable social outlet, 

namely music-making. This presents simple material 1n logical steps 

in many ways, with frequent repetition and a large number of suppor

tive clues for l e arning. Cameron stated also tl1at the emotional 

appeal of music may release potential which is not reached by intel

lectual challenge alone . 

In a more recent study, the relationships between cognitive and 

affective growth 1n children were described in music learning by 

Nelson (1983) as cyclic . Children experience, then formulate, then 

label music. Music can provide new and exciting experiences which 

lead to formation of ideas a~out textures, melodies and rhythms. 

These are then identified and understood as concepts as different 

music exper1ences take place . It is important to appeal to both 
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affective and cognitive readiness, and mus~c can offer a variety of 

channels by which to do this. 

A structural analysis of mus~c and paralleled learning 

progressions in music is given by Moog (1984). A single sound is the 

simplest unit of musical learning; it possesses timbre, duration, 

volume and dynamics and is non-relational. Next comes awareness of 

relational temporal elements of music, of the duration and 

accentuation of rhythms (which are relational to a succession of 

single sounds). A further step in mus~c cognition involves the 

relational element of pitch change, so awareness of melody is added to 

the sound and rhythm recognition. Finally harmony, hearing sounds 

simultaneously and making connections between them, ~s included ~n 

this hierarchy of music . learning. 

Moog's theory provides a useful framework which confirms a more 

graded elemental content approach in music where there is difference 

in developmental level. 

(ii) General research relevant to development of this study 

Much research has been done showing the positive effect of music 

therapy on language development, reading skills and mathematical 

response. While these learning areas are important ~n education, 

considerations of this large area of research literature ~s not 

central to this study. More directly useful is material to support 

the need for structure ~n a therapy programme, the goal to ~mprove 

motor control, new work u.s ing sensory integration principles and 

interactive processes in music which support social learning. 

(a) Structure in music therapy 

Working with special needs children is not effective if there ~s 

no structure that has relevance and accessibility to the child or 

group. Differing needs for external structure by mild, moderate and 

severe emotionally disturbed children were explored by Gibbons (1983) 

using a rhythmic imitation task •. She decided that rhythm work could 

have assessment value for such groups; subjects in the mild need for 
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structure group performed significantly better than subjects ~n the 

moderate and severe need for structure groups. 

(b) Motor development for special needs 

The research in this section does not relate to cerebral palsy 

children specifically (this will be dealt with later) but does point 

to positive work done using music to improve motor control. 

The effect of a motor development programme on motor and intel

lectual abilities of trainable mentally retarded children was studied 

by Harkins (1971) over a six month period. Levels of motor develop

ment improved, with gains by the experimental group in body percep

tion, balance and locomotor agility. Karper (1979) used music as 

background to learning a novel motor skill; style of music selection s 

heard (popular music or classical music) did not influence learning of 

the motor skill. Holloway (1980) taught two behaviours to eight 

severely retarded children and adolescents each with contingent mus~ c 

listening (a passiv~ reinforcement) and contingent rhythm instrument 

playing (active motor reinforcement). The study aimed to ~ncreas e 

pre-academic and motor skills; both pass~ve and active mus~c 

reinforcement had a positive effect with a tendency for more 

to meet the criteria during 

consistent with Madsen and 

active reinforcement. This 

Forsythe's 1973 study (in 

behaviours 

result ~s 

Holloway, 1980) for normal subjects using listening and active music 

contingencies. 

(c) Sensory integration 

Little 

theory of 

research in mus~c therapy relates 

sensory integration, but this is an 

consideration. 

specifically to 

important area 

the 

for 

Sensory integration as a model for music therapy practice and 

research has been put forward by James (1984) who pointed out that in 

theories of perceptual-motor development developed by Kephart, Cratty 

and others, children first interact with their environment motori

cally. Motoric actions enable sensations to be produced and received. 

Following this 1984 statement, and relating also to Ayres' (1972) work 
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on perceptual motor development, James, Weaver, Clemens and Plaster 

( 1985) looked at the influence of paired auditory and vestibular 

stimulation on levels of motor skill development in a controlled study 

within a severely mentally retarded population. The experimental 

group shm11ed significant gain in motor skills following a programme 

which combined beat-based music stimuli with movement on a sw1ng 

giving varied body positions in space . The results reinforced the 

premise that provisionofauditory stimulation through music provides a 

key channel to processes of intersensory integration . 

James stated that subjects' effectiveness in process1ng sensory 

information is directly related, before birth and throughout life, to 

the amount of interaction that occurs with their environment. Sensory 

integration is a receptive process, but its evaluation and assessment 

occur through the expressive mode. Higher functioning levels may 

develop only when certain prerequisite abilities are integrated. 

Where normal sequential patterns are not always followed (this can 

happen with mental retardation and cerebral palsy), therapeutic inter

vention must enter an existing abnormal pattern and work around 

disabilities which may have been present for many years. 

(d) Music therapy a11d social learning 

The use of mus1c the rapy to improve social skills and modify 

incompatible behaviour has a large body of supportive literature. 

Madsen and Wolfe (1979) rev1ew much of the related work recorded, then 

discuss a study which used interrupted music during a reading task, a 

listening task, an incompatibie response using rhythmic movement and a 

negative practice-listening procedure. The four experimental con

d itions were used to investigate those variables on bodily movement 

and attentiveness of normal subjects. Results indicated that when a 

task requires an individual to attend to music there is a high degree 

of participant involvement, thus creating a reduction in the "other" 

behaviour. Alternatively where music becomes a competing factor to 

another task (such as reading) the music may actually be phased out of 

awareness 1n order for the person to attend to the primary task . 

Effective use of the work of innovators 1n music education such 

as Orff and Kodaly has been transferred with positive results to mus1c 
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therapy. Both Orff and Kodaly use simple, practical music-making with 

children, in a developmental approach with sound and movement content 

that was derived originally from folk material. Four studies which 

have used Orff and Kodaly interactive processes effectively are Bevans 

(1969) with multiply handicapped, blind children, Hollander and Juhrs 

(1974), with autistic children, and Ponath and Bitcon (1972) using 

behavioural analysis processes with handicapped children. These 

three studies used Orff-Schulwerk, a speech-sound, body image, instru

mental music programme which has full participation and flexibility as 

its landmarks. A fourth study from Latham (1974) applied Kodaly 

concepts (using song and rhythm) in music therapy work. 

SUMMARY OF 1.6: MUSIC THERAPY LINKS WITH EDUCATION 

Early developments in mus~c education for special needs children 

and mus~c therapy showed more congruence than diversity in respect to 

music content and process. Whether the approach was based on 

behavioural or humanistic theory, a range of needs-based approaches 

was used to interact ~ith children, 
. . 

us~ng mus~c. In America, the 

mandatory Public Law 94-142 forced a more conscious use of music ~n 

education and therapy to pursue educational objectives, and there 

followed a more considered differentiation between the nature of mus~c 

therapy and music education in the special needs area (Jellison, 1979; 

Alley, 1979). The extra component that mus~c therapy has to offer 

relates to the way it uses elemental or more complex sound ~n an 

interactive process which nurtures and extends special needs children 

in learning areas not related to music skill development. 

It has been difficult to recognise fully this particular inter

active role of music therapy in qualitative terms. Early music therapy 

research established music's value to encourage and extend general 

personal development in intellectual, physical, social and emotional 

areas of need. There followed an increased volume of research which, 

understandably, headed towards areas where quantifiable measurement 

was possible. Specific areas of learning development researched with 

music therapy therefore related to motor and language development, 

reading skills, mathematical response and social learning. Assessment 

was often based on music used as a contingent reward for successful 

task completion, on improvement in time-based measurement of task 
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ccutpletion, or on gains ~n responses of identifiable units such as 

words or numbers. In recent years there has been more acceptance of 

validity of qualitative measurement of affective response to music. 

Music therapy should be a process where change of mood or enjoyment is 

possible and this can be assessed in a comparative way by mus1c 

therapists (Simpkins, in Bruscia, 1987). 

Music education theory and psychological theory have led to music 

models which do not use music as the primary focus 1n therapeutic 

intervention. Some music educators assume an exclusively behavioural 

stance using applied behavi our modification techniques where mus~c 

becomes th e continge nt reward f or app roved behaviour or removal of 

unwanted be haviour. Studies of this type seldom cite the actual music 

used beyond s ome time s stating th a t it is music of the client's choice. 

The music chosen c ould be folk tunes, beat-based pop or rock music, 

classical opera or instrumental music or a solo pan-pipe, depending on 

listening exper~ence. While this personal selection could reflect 

mood it is based on generalised choice of known mus~c. Its mood ~s 

not necessarily r e l9ted to the particular and present environment. 

Matching of content, style and mood of music to immediate identified 

need is a skill developed by a music therapist through observation and 

interaction, often using original music, improvised sound or adapted 

mus~c. It is essential to do this in music therapy. 

The model of sensory integration theory (James, 1984) has much 

appeal for music therapy practice. As an auditory integrator mus~c 

can facilitate learning of direction, distance, sound level and sound 

differentiation concepts. 

memory can be developed. 

.. 
Thus auditory discrimination and auditory 

Music also involves tactile experience when 

instruments or body sounds are used, and music-based action involves 

proprioception. 

music tasks. 

music making. 

Visual perception and motor control combine for many 

Sensory integration is therefore much ~n evidence 1n 

A positive influence from psychology to mus~c therapy has been 

the development of psychotherapeutic techniques and diagnostic skills 

with which to facilitate interaction. From music education comes a 

positive approach to planning and later related evaluation of music 

sessions. Also, from both disciplines, the emphasis on consultation 
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with other colleagues, giving a team-based approach to goal-based 

planning for special needs, has been important for music tl1erapy. 

Many psychologists and music educators subscribe to the humanist 

tradition. Rather than being considered as an adjunct to intervention, 

or as a passive ingredient in a curative process in a medically

orientated treatment model, music tl1erapy is now more properly regar

ded 1n its own right . It 1s seen as a dialogue process where a 

planned approach uses mus1c to make a non-verbal connection to the 

client thus activating that client in a direction towards supporting 

self-identified need. 



CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF TilE LITERATURE 

Out line 

There are four compone nt s 1n this lite r a ture 

review: 

2 .1 An outline of cerebral palsy aetiology a nd 

treatment options is give n, followed by r esearch 

about cerebral pals y relevant to this study . 

2 . 2 Th e use of music as an intervention with 

cerebral palsy i s r ev i ewed by a range of anecdota l 

and r esearch-based maleri. a l. 

2 . 3 Th e particular music element focussed upon 1n 

this music t herapy study is rhythm. Its importance 

as a n auditory stimulus that has to be anticipated 

1s recognised. Personal t empo , sequences 1n 

development of rhythm r ecognition and motor control 

r esponse , and the affective va lue of r hythm a r e 

described. 

2.4 As this study involves a computer , some 

comments are i ncluded about the use of computers in 

mu sic therapy r esearch . 

2 . 1 CEREBRAL PALSY 

2 . 1.1 Description of Cerebral Pa l sy 

34 

A s tra i ghtforward description of cerebra l palsy (Bell a nd Klemz , 

198 1) ca ll s it 

a group of conditi ons characteris ed by disorders of 

moveme nt and posture a nd following lesions in the 

brain which may have occurred before, during or 

af ter the birth of the chi ld (p . 47). 

Mild physica l handicap is present at one end of the continuum of 

neurological damage; at the other end severe cerebral palsy is 

associated often with a multiplicity of physical and menta l handicaps . 



2 . 1.2 Definition of Cerebral Palsy 

Vining~~· (1979) note, 

Cerebral palsy encompasses many facets of disease 

but is not a specific disease state with an accep-

ted cause, pathogenesis, pathological picture , 

clinical presentation, treatment or prognosis. (p. 43.) 
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From a background of confusion about definition, terminology and 

classification, some agreement has been reached. Thus the definition 

used by developmentalists at the Kennedy Institute (Vining et ~., 

1979) provides a useful functional statement: 

Cerebral palsy 1s a non-progressive disorder of 

motion and posture due to brain insult or 1nJury 

occurring 1n the period of early brain growth 

(generally under three years of age). (p . 43 . ) 

This definition impli~s that no active disease is present at the time 

of diagnosis, and that the causat ive insult or injury takes place 1n 

the 

life 

early development of the cent r al nervous system from intrauterine 

through early childhood ; the upper age limit 1s not st r ictly 

defined but varies from three years to eight or nine years, relating 

to the perceived plasticity of the brain unti l that age . 

2 . 1.3 Types of Cerebral Palsy 

Two basic groups within cerebral palsy are identified: 

1. Pyramidal- spastic 

2 . Extrapyramidal -non-spastic, usually athetoid . 

Elements of both groups are present in a large number of 

cases, forming a third mixed ce r ebral palsy group. 

Group one - Pyramidal - spastic cerebral palsy . 

Spasticity 1s characterized by involuntary tightening of the 

muscles which slows down motion . and makes it clumsy and stiff . More 

spec ifi cally the spastic limb or limbs will spasm in a ' clasp-knife ' 

way, will display many involuntary reflexes and convulsions , and show 
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a marked tendency to develop contractures which may require surgery to 

straighten the affected limb or limbs. Spastic cerebral palsy can 

present as hemiplegia (two limbs on the same side), double hemiplegia 

(all four limbs affected, th e upper more especially), quadriplegia 

(all four limbs witl1 lower limbs slightly more affected) and diplegia 

(all four limbs affected, the lower limbs markedly so). 

Group two - Extrapyramidal cerebral palsy 

The term extrapyramidal stresses a contrast 1n movement to the 

jerky pyramidal movement of spastic cerebral palsy. Especially 1n 

athetoid 

movement, 

flexion 

cerebral palsy tl1ere can be marked variability 1n 

muscle tone can have steady increase or decrease 

and extension although hypertonic tone often relaxes 

posture 

during 

to a 

floppy state during sleep. When lower cranial nerves are involved 

grimacing, drooling and dysarthria (difficulty in chewing and swal

lowing) may occur. Contractures do not characteristical ly develop, 

although some imposition of fixed position may lead to an apparent 

'set' in that positioq over time. 

Group three - Mixed cerebral palsy 

Vining !! !l· (1979) quoted 20% of cases as being in the mixed 

cerebral palsy grouping. People with primarily spastic or extra

pyramidal condition but who also present two or more criteria of the 

other form are categorized as having mixed cerebral palsy. 

2. 1.4 Causes of Cerebral Paisy 

Factors ' during pregnancy and in the perinatal period which place 

a child at risk for cerebral palsy include: 

(a) Maternal rubella during the first three months of pregnancy. 

(b) Anoxia, during and immediately after birth; this is a common 

cause. A neonatal history of severe anoxia, convulsions, cyano

tic episodes or difficulty with feeding is often found; 30% of 

hemiplegia is a result of post-natal insult (Vining!! !l·' 1979). 

(c) Eight percent to 10% of children with cerebral palsy are from 

multiple births and usually are diplegic. 
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(d) Premature birth and low birth weight, abnormal position of the 

foetus and intracranial haemorrhage during and immediately fol

lowing birth due to difficult delivery. 

(e) Meningitis and encephalitis, both infections of the brain, can be 

post-natal causes. 

2. 1.5 Presentation of Cerebral Palsy 

Developmental observations, often made first by parents, can lead 

to diagnosis of cerebral palsy . Delayed motor development, strong 

right- or left-handedness before 12 months, a non-active infant mov1ng 

one limb less than others or with fisted hand position (after three 

months), toe-walking or shuffling are observable cues. The severe 

spastic form of cerebral palsy can be recognized by developmental 

paediatricians within the first few days of life; the athetoid form 

may not be recognized until the characteristic movements develop, 

which 1s usually after 18 months. Primitive reflexes form early 

'markers' for child development and changes and delays in tl1e matura

tion sequence of thes~ give main test references for cerebral palsy. 

Cerebral palsy disability is most obvious as motor handicap, and 

therapy from occupational and physical therapists provides non

surgical modes of treatment tailored to the individual child . Ortho

paedic and/or neurosurgical intervention 1s sometimes required, often 

to allow limb alignment to become more regular. Cerebral palsy 1s 

also associated with disturbances in perception and capacity to react 

to stimuli. Auditory defects (deafness or hearing loss) are observed 

1n around 15% of subjects, vi~ual defects are present in 25%, the most 

common being strabismus (squint condition). Speech problems (dyspha

sia) can be expected in many cases . The incidence of epilepsy in the 

cerebral palsy population is around 35%; Foley (in Vining~ !!•, 
1979) evaluated 165 children with cerebral palsy to study the 1nC1-

dence of seizures and abnormal electroencephalographic findings. His 

results showed that approximately 50% of spastic children and 12% of 

athetoid children had seizure disorders. The deficit most commonly 

associated with cerebral palsy 1s mental retardation, occurring in 50% 

to 70% of subjects . It 1s often difficult to ascertain the extent of 

intellectual 

exhibited. 

limitation because of the sensory- motor deficits 
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sonality 

prevent 

cerebral palsy child can be at risk for emotional 

disorders. The restrictions imposed by their 

full participation in recreational and social 
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and per

disability 

activities. 

Awareness too of limitations within a learning situation can evoke a 

tendency to non-adaptive or labile behaviour. Also the cerebral palsy 

child often appears more sensitive to comment and intervention 

demands. 

2 . 1.6 Phys ical Treatment for Cerebral Palsy- the Bobath Programme 

In relation to this study the treatment programme developed by 

the Bobaths is of inte r es t. They (Bobath and Bobath, 1964) presented 

a theory of reflex postural adjustment which aims, by physical 

therapy, to inhibjt abnormal reflex activity and facilitate normal 

motor patterns. The child with cerebral palsy 1s hindered by abnormal 

patterns of posture and movement. These must be stopped by sensor1-

motor trea tment which gets active automatic reactions from the child 

to specific techniques of handling. At the same time · as inhibiting 

the abnormal reactions the handling stimulates and develops normal 

r~actions; always the therapist must be guided by the child's 

response. 

Bobath (1967) advocat ed very early trea tment of cerebra l palsy, 

1n the first nine months if possible. Plasticity of the brain, espe-

cially in the first 18 months of life , the importance of sensori-motor 

experience for l ea rning , the prevention therefore of perceptual dis

turbance (from deficiencies 1n sensory experiences), the early 

inhibition of abnormal post~ral reflex activities, the prevention of 

contracture and deformities and the overriding belief that quicker and 

better results are obtained make the advocacy for early treatment a 

strong one. Bobath (1971) further emphasized the importance of move

ment, its effect 1n general development and its use in treating 

developmental and neurological deficits together for cerebral palsy 

subjects. With movement a child discovers self, learns about space, 

explores the environment and in doing so develops perceptual and 

visual-motor skills. 

The Bobaths stated that for the older child with strong spas

ticity or athetosis, with already established faulty motor patterns, 
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the sequence of normal child development cannot be followed so 

closely. However it is still important to use similar techniques of 

handling to obtain a more normal muscle tone, possibly helping the 

child to acquire the most important patterns of postur al adjustment 

which have been missed in earlier development. 

2. 1.7 Psychological, Physica l and Developmental Research in Cerebral 

Palsy 

Res earch 1n cerebral palsy relevant to this study has been 

selected and a brief summary of pertinent findings follows:-

(a) Perceptual and visual-motor disorders 

Abercrombie et al. (1964), comparing perceptual and visual-motor 

disorders with motor handicap, squint and specific sensory disorders, 

produced three main findings. First, poorer performance in Wechsler 

Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) tests by many spastic children 

1s not due simply t o ,lack of motor experience. Secondly, using the 

Frostig Test of Visual Perception , visual perception disorders were 

found to be very high in incidence with spastics a nd not with 

athetoids; these disorders were not shared by non-brain-damaged 

children who had been motor-h andica pped from birth, so limitat ions of 

spatial experience could not be entirely responsible . Thirdly, all 

cerebral palsied groups t ested showed poor right-left discrimination . 

A psychological study of cerebral palsied children by Nielsen 

(1966) suggested that visu~i-motor deve lopment is not impaired but 

only delayed compared with normal children of the same age. Visual

motor skills were related t o intelligence , not to the degree of handi

cap. In learning efficiency tests cerebral palsied children needed 

many more trials than did tl1e control group before they could complete 

the test. Significantly more failed to learn, more forgot what they 

had already learned (p < 0.05) and hemiplegic children performed les s 

well than paraplegic . 

A study of auditory-visual .integration in brain-damaged and nor

mal children (Birch and Belmont, 1965) suggested that there 1s a 

primary defec t in auditory-visual integration 1n cerebral palsied 
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children unrelated to age or intelligence. The results were not due 

to deficiency in auditory memory (another study in a series had con

trolled for that). 

From the above studies it becomes apparent that cerebral palsied 

children have a particular disadvantage in visual-motor areas related 

to the nature of cerebral palsy itself rather than lack of spatial 

exper~ence or memory factors. The degree of physical and mental 

handicap also influences the response. Music tasks which involve eye

hand coordination therefore could be more difficult for them because 

of this. 

(b) Developmental studies 

Birch and Bortner (1967) used a matching of function task to 

study stimulus competition and concept utilization with cerebral pal

sied children. Results showed that, when chronological and mental age 

were held constant, normal children tended to match on the basis of 

class and function ~ore frequently than cerebral palsied children. 

All the cerebral palsied children performed better when stimulus 

grouping of form and colour were absent. The findings suggest that 

brain-damaged children can think in abstract terms, but this expres

s~on is inhibited by the 'first signal system'. Distracting stimuli 

compete for their attention, and this should be taken into account in 

planning their education. 

(c) Muscle control processes 

Physical therapists and occupational therapists traditionally use 

processes of movement in habilitation or rehabilitation of motor 

control. Where neurological deficiency or damage has been responsible 

for lack of muscle control there appears to be some difference of 

approach between traditional physical therapy and therapy processes 

based on neurological-developmental perspectives (such as the Bobath 

method mentioned earlier). Hourcade and Parette (1984) gave an 

annotated listing of 18 studies of motoric changes following thera-

peutic 

palsy. 

intervention with infants and young children who had cerebral 

The authors' overall evaluation of the 18 studies suggested 

that research-based enquiries into the effectiveness of traditional 
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interventions 

occupational therapies 
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and neurodevelopmentally- based 

deficient, quantitatively and 

qualitatively . A closer look at each group classified reveals some of 

the problems to an evaluator. 

In group 1 (no control group/descriptive studies), 10 studies 

showed treatment to have positive effect, three using Bobath-style 

techniques, seven traditional physical therapy. Three of the studies 

correlated improved test scores with higher intelligence scores. 

Of the four studies in group 2 (contrast design) the first showed 

greater progress for children with higher IQ ' s and who had received 

surgery, the second found that Bobath-style intervention produced sig

nificantly greater gains than functional treatment, and the third 

study noted that a younger age group developed the observed skills 

distinctly earlier than did the older group. The fourth study found 

that all subjects responded better to active than passive therapy, 

that spastic individuals responded to treatment better than athetoid, 

that individuals with ,IQ's higher than 70 responded better than lower 

functioning individuals and that the degree of motor handi ca p was a 

contributing determinant of response to treatment. 

Group 3 (control group design) contained four studies, three of 

which showed no significant difference in gain scores, the other, 

where a neurophysiological approach was used, showing superior gains 

to the treatment group in motor status, social maturation and home 

management by parents. 

All these 18 studies involved younger children and point to the 

multiplicity of factors to be considered 1n comparative studies. 

While Hourcade and Parette (1984) note that "utilization of the more 

rigorous methodology of a control-group design is relatively recent in 

the literature" (p. 524) it is apparent that the varied environments 

and aetiology of cerebral palsy subjects makes rigour in control group 

study extremely difficult to achieve. The study quoted Parette and 

Hourcade (1983) as warning that therapists who provide the same thera

peutic intervention to all c~ildren diagnosed as being cerebral 

palsied may be unnecessarily inhibiting the cognitive growth of the 

child without achieving the anticipated motoric gain. Different 
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presentations of muscular control by spastic and athetoid subjects for 

instance require totally different physical intervention. 

This question of difference ~n muscular control was considered by 

Neilsen and McCaughey (1982) 1n an experimental r eflex training prog

ramme devised for four young adult cerebral palsied subjects with a 

mixture of spacticity and athetosis. Over 18 months, measurements of 

contraction level and tonic stretch reflex sensitivity from the 

triceps brachii muscle were shown to the subject on meter displays. 

Achievement of goals was sensed automatically and activated a cassette 

tape of favourite mus ic of the subject. All four subjects learned to 

self-regulate spasm and spasticity at the elbow and to regulate 

stretch reflex sensitivity independently of contraction level. 

subjects were severely disabled with negligible arm function. 

tonic 

These 

They 

were asked to "reduce muscle activity to zero" rather than "to relax", 

as a conscious effort is often required to inhibit involuntary muscle 

activity; relaxation as a directive may not be the key to reduction 

of muscle activity level. The study, being a long-term project 

related to severity o~ disability, used the music as a reinforcement 

for achieved small step set goals which led to graphed improvement. 

Although spasm and spasticity were reduced 1 improvement in functional 

control of movement was ve ry poor . This is consistent with results 

from Neilson and O'Dwyer ( 1981) cited in Neilson and McCaughey (1982) 

where it was felt that movement disability in cerebral palsy result s 

primarily from an inability to formulate and communicate appropriate 

motor commands to muscles rather than simply overcoming the tendency 

for voluntary movement to be disrupted by spasm and spasticity. 

(d) Effect of biofeedback 

Certainly tlte Neilson and McCaughey (1982) study demonstrated the 

effectiveness of immediate feedback as well as reinforcement for 

progress. A 1976 report (Goldberg) on the effects of electro

myographic biofeedback on the development of voluntary muscle control 

in spastic cerebral-palsied children showed reduction during the study 

processes, but permanent improvement in voluntary control did not 

occur. Mroczek (1976) looked ~t biofeedback effects on biceps or 

wrist extensors of hemiplegias resulting from cerebrovascular accident 

and found that both biofeedback and physical therapy were equally 
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effective ~n producing an improvement in movement range. She con

cluded that biofeedback was not a therapy in the sense of producing 

function, but rather a stimulus modality which can be used to motivate 

and thus facilitate function within a therapist-patient interaction. 

SUMMARY OF 2.1 

Cerebral palsy is a condition that has varied causes and widely 

differing presentations. It is not surprising that treatment ~s not 

uniform in style, nor that research does not reveal a uniform pattern 

of response to stimuli or physical intervention. Factors of age, 

degree of physical impairment, intellectual level and amount of 

reinforcement of a task affect the results of physical responses 

tested. 

Also there are basic problems ~n realistic 

cerebral palsy subjects because of the diversity 

mental presentation from each subject, coupled 

measurement 

of physical 

with a lack 

for 

and 

of 

appropriate measurem~nt tools that take this diversity into account. 

A cerebral palsy subject may in fact be able to control involuntary 

spasm if relaxed (Nielsen and McCaughey, 1982) and if that does not 

happen it may relate to a neurological inability to shape and send the 

right message to the right muscles. The principle of biofeedback 

providing positive stimulus for continued interaction has direct 

relevance to the use of music ~1ich can be regarded as possessing, in 

itself, a biofeedback modality. 

It ~s therefore appropriate now to look at the limited research 

that has been done using music with cerebral palsy subjects to see 

what effects music might have on the condition, and also what 

potential for comparative assessment has been established using music. 

2.2 MUSIC AND CEREBRAL PALSY 

2.2. 1 Early Papers 

(a) Responses to music by cerebral palsied children 

Writings about cerebral palsy and music therapy are not plenti

ful. Some pertinent commentaries were made by musicians working in 
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the education and health fields about the physical capabilities of 

children with cerebral palsy. May (1956) reported on work with music 

done 1n a school for children with various types of cerebral palsy 

athetosis, spasticity and ataxia. In the nurs ery group the mus1c 

activities included listening, creative rhythms, singing, finger plays 

and rhythm bands. "The finger plays and rhythm band are an excellent 

medium to improve grasp and finer co-ordination of t he fingers, hands 

and arms." (p. 321). For the senior group May commented "Songs with a 

rapid tempo seemed to be more chal l enging and hold interest for them", 

and regarding act:ion songs "There seemed to be le ss involuntary motion 

associated with these actjons than with those actions upon which they 

had to concentrate" (p. 323). 

This anecdotal approach, relative to the developmental state of 

music therapy at that tjme, 1 s apt. Schneider ( 1956 ) however pointed 

out that such r eports do not ind:icate the type of music used, for what 

purpose specifica lly, or with what types of cerebral palsied chi ldren. 

Also, assumptions had been made that cerebral palsied children would 

respond to mus1c 1n the same way as non brain-damaged chi l dren. 

Physically sedative music, with flowing melodies, smooth rhythms and 

moderate tempos, had been assumed to have relaxing qualities, bene

ficial to performance behaviour. Physically stimulative music , with 

marked rhythms, staccato type melodies and syncopated musica l figures, 

had been assumed to produce tension and thus be a negative influence 

on performance behaviour of cerebral palsied children. Quoting his 

own doctoral research, Schneider indicated t hat not all cerebral 

palsied children respond in the same way to the same type of music. 

Generally, children diagno;ed as spastics responded to physically 

stimulative-type music, with marked rhythms usually, with improved 

motor control and attention and quieter, more stable emotional tone. 

Physically sedative-type music (flowing melody, slower tempo) tended 

to develop or increase tension. Conversely athetoid children, with 

stimulative music, were increasingly distractable and showed impaired 

motor control; and with sedative music athetoid children appeared to 

relax and had better behaviour. 

Schneider 

affected 1n 

stressed that not all cerebral palsied children 

this way by music. The differential diagnosis of 

a r e 

the 

disorder (relating to the extent and degree of neuromotor and psycho-
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logical impairment), age, and amount of therapy received, are 

variables which can influence behaviour. Hi s results do indicate that 

caution must be exercised in style of music used with motor activities 

for cerebral palsied subjects . 

Alvin (1961), influenced strongly by Schneider's research, was of 

the opinion that further research of this kind could give useful 

diagnostic information. The reactions of specially selected subjects 

to different kinds of music could add to the dimensions of motor 

control tests. Her work, with physiotherapists, used music that 

blended melody and rhythm to g1ve a feeUng of regular, continuous 

mus1c. 

She 

,.,ri th 

and 

A traditional minuet would provoke movement without 

increasing excitability , a reel would be too strong 

a stimulant. The music should first fit the type 

of response required from the child and the 

condition of the chi ld. ( P• 256 .) 

pointed out that the rhythm and duration in music can 

motor control in time and space. Regular recurrence 

the continuity of melody may help the child co-ordinate 

to more sustained effort and further physical extension . 

be linked 

of accent 

movements 

Another earlier study (llolser and Krantz, 1960) also quoted 

Schneider ' s warn1ngs about sedative and stimulative music and dif-

ferential effects. Unlike Alvin who used instrumental mUSl.C 

predominan tly, these music therapists included group singing as well 

as rhythm instrumental work in a programme planned with occupational 

therapists. They noted as well the need to keep pitch l evels low; 

natural pitch first displayed ranged between A below C and D above 

middle C. 

Early comment and research point out important parameters for the 

use of music with cerebral palsy subjects; that the stimulative/non

stimulative style of music chosen was of great importance to avoidance 

of muscle spasm and was relative to type of cerebral palsy (Schneider, 

1956); th at vocal and instrumental music was more effective if there 

was regular melody and rhythm (A.lvin, 

preferable (Holser and Krantz, 1960). 

1961) and that lower pitch was 
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An early focus for musicians and therapists was the training of 

cerebral palsied children for general life tasks . 

(b) Music and training of cerebral palsied children 

Snow and Fields (1950) produced an excellent article on the use 

of music as an adjunct in the training of children with cerebral 

palsy. 

We are concerned both with the physical and 

emotional aspects of the child . The habilitation 

program in cerebral palsy is not one of re-learning 

lost patterns of co-ordination, but the development 

of patterns that have never existed. (p . 147.) 

They saw that a combined emotional and physical approach was needed to 

reduce tension, give immediate satisfaction and so engender a feeling 

of security to proceed with a given task. The authors described this 

approach as functional music, music used to accomplish a specific 

purpose other than entertainment. They stressed the importance of 

rhythm, of using th~ right rhythm for the particular child, noting 

that overstimulation gives uncontrollable motion which actually 

prevents the child from doing the very thing he desires . Snow and 

Fields advocated selecting the most positive element 1n any motor 

pattern that the child can use and matching that with an appropriate 

instrument (for rhythm band work) and appropriate pace. Also the 

length of time of music playing should be judged carefully, to just 

below the threshold of tension . 

Functional mUSlC with cerebra l palsied children is di scussed also 

by Weigl ( 1954 ) who commented on the value of music as a means of 

emotional expression , as an outlet for aggressive feelings and as an 

integrator with a group through adjustment to the tempo of others. 

Live music, ra t her than r adio or record reproduced music, elicited 

better response; the live performance of well-known music from records 

or TV gave much satisfaction because of the pleasure of recognition 

and familiarity. More and better performance in "physical exercises" 

was noted . 
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(c) Rhythm patterns of cerebral palsied children 

Sato (1962) reported a full study made on rhythm patterns of 

cerebral palsied children . The article was descriptive but neverthe

less made some strong points :-

(i) Cerebral palsied children can explore a limited area of 

rhythmical expression onl y . 

(ii) In giving rhythm training to cerebral palsied children with a 

view to developing their ability in musical expression, selec

tion of proper tempo is of utmost importance. 

(iii) It 1s extremely difficult for th e cerebral palsied child to 

develop normal ability in musical expression and no high expec

tations should be made . There is urgent need for earlier 

musical training 1n rhythmical movement and sense of rhythm 

although 

and of 

th e effects it will have on the children are limited 

varying degree . The cerebral palsied children of low 

int e lligenc e 1n particular will achieve only limited adaptation 

to different rhythm patterns. 

SUMMARY OF 2.2. 1 

Work with cerebral palsied children using music has been 

happening fo r a number of years; early writings and research contain 

guidelines that are still relevant, especially to music therapy. The 

style of mus1c chosen can produce or reduce physical and emotional 

tension which controls spasm; the cerebral palsied child can be 

encouraged to find satisfaction in a training process which includes 

music; rhythm work needs to ~·se selected tempos. 

Functional music, as described by Snow and Field (1950) and then 

Weigl (1954) seems to foreshadow the definition and practice of music 

therapy as being music used to achieve a specific purpose. 

2.2.2 Later Research on Music and Cerebral Palsy 

(a) Visual-motor sequencing and music 

A 1971 study (Berel, Diller and Orgel), "Music as a Facilitator 

for Visual Motor Sequencing Tasks in Children with Cerebral Palsy", 

looked at first to have a direct contribution of relevance. The study 
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however did not specify sufficient detail of mus1c content used to 

make it useful. It r eceives comment because it appears in many 

references on music and cerebral palsy. 

(b) Music as contingent reward and reinforcement 

Two studies have used automated interrupted music as a reinforce

ment to encourage proper head posturing of cerebral palsied 

individuals . The first, Ball, McCrad y and Hart (1975), with two 

cerebral palsied children, used transistor radio music as contingent 

reward. Dropping the head forward automatically stopped the broadcast 

music. A comparison of base line and treatment phases showed that 

contingent mus1c encouraged strong control of head orientation. 

The second study by Wolfe (1980) worked with 12 children and 

adults with spastic cerebral palsy measuring the effect of automated 

interrupted mus1c on head posturing . An ABAC individual subject 

design had two baseline conditions of mu sic and two treatment con

ditions -interrupted , music/silence and interrupted music/tone. A 

tilt of the head of 20 degrees or more interrupted the mus1c and 

replaced it with silence in the first treatment condition. In the 

second, wh e n the head was improperly posi tioned a 493 Hz tone would 

replace the music until th e head was lift ed ; then music would resume. 

Head control improved for four subjects, one subject seemed to respond 

only to the music/tone condition, and the remaining subjects showed 

minimal improvement 1n head posturing throughout the experimental 

conditions . In the discussion Wolfe pointed to several important 

real-life problems for the ~tudy - time on task was too long, a 

shaping procedure would have been better (especially for those with 

hypotonia), there were problems in focus on a central auditory 

stimulus without being distracted by surrounding noise and the sub

ject's retardation levels possibly precluded sufficient awareness of 

the nature and process of the task. Profoundly retarded subjects may 

have a degree of cortical damage which distorts the process1ng of 

various auditory stimuli . This study is a full and comprehensive 

statement with results that are promising for the use of music as a 

contingent reinforcer for cerebral palsy and motor control. 
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Linking the findings of several researchers (Mroczek, 1976; Ball, 

McCrady and Hart, 1975 ; Goldberg, 1976; and Wolfe, 1980) Scartelli 

(1982) looked at the effect of sedative music on electromyographic

assisted biofeedback relaxation training of spastic cerebral palsied 

adults. EMG biofeedback training can be beneficial to relaxation 

which may be central to the education or re-education of muscle tissue 

which exhibits tension due to neuromuscular disorders like cerebral 

palsy. 

(c) Early developmental experiences 1n time and sound 

Three studies from non-mus1c sources which deal with the neces

sity for early use and reinforcement of rhythmic sensory input are of 

interest for cerebral palsy, because they point to what children with 

neurological damage may not experience. Roberts on (1982) found that 

healthy, awake babies have intrinsic temporal patterning 1n their 

spontaneous movement of between 0.24 and 1.86 cycles per minute. The 

second study, Dernany, McKenzie and Vurpillot (1977), looked at rhythm 

perception 1n early ~nfancy and showed that skills of temporal anal y

S1S (recognition of different speeds between s ound intervals) and 

synthesis are present well before the stage of speech and are pre

requisites for operating within the sequential dimension of language. 

Early experience of time and sound therefore is more complex than 

generally realised. Barnard and Bee (1983), authors of the third 

study, observed tl1e impact of temporally patterned stimulation on th e 

development of pre-term infants . Infants born prior to term were 

given kinaesthetic rocking and auditory stimulation; at eight and 24 

months the experimental infants ~cored significantly higher than a 

control group on the Mental Development Index of the Bayley Scales 

(1967). Early environmental stimulation therefore contributes posi-

tively to infant development. 

SUMMARY OF 2 . 2.2 

This later relevant research contributes mainly to the use of 

mUS1C as a contingent reward. Wolfe 1 s work (Wolfe, 1980) 1n this 

contingent area however highlights difficulties of providing non-

distracting environmental conditions for cerebral palsy subjects, also 

the possible difficulties of understanding of task requirements by 
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brain-damaged subjects . The advocacy of shaping behaviour for such 

subjects is a reminder that tasks need to be simple and 

straightforward. 

More positively the early developmental studies relating to time 

and sound, show that babies and young children have a rich 1 bank 1 of 

time-based experiences from which to continue learning; brain damage 

that was caused by accident rather than birth damage could mean a 

remainder of some of this 1 bank 1 being avai l able for learning . 

A full experiential sensory development scheme for babies and 

chi Jdr e n with cP.rebrfll palsy would provide as full and varied a prop

rioceptive, visual and auditory environment as possib le t o compensate 

for the physical and possibly mental impairment caused by damage to 

the central nervous system. While all forms of music-making provide 

full and varied sensory experiences , the need for simple music tasks 

that promote learning r e lated to motoric skill development turn s 

attention to a particular base component of mus1c, namely rhythm. 

2.3 RHYTHM 

2.3. 1 The Importance of Rhythm 

Whether one thinks of rhythm as a regularly occurr1ng impulse as 

1n a heartbeat, or as a regularly recorded respon se as in the cardio

graph of a heartbeat, there is a common factor in both event and 

response - both happen through time. Neither heartbeats nor their 

resultant charts present themselve$ as uniformly symmetrical entities. 

Though there is a basic outline in sound or shape that repeats itself 

in a regular and recognisable way, there are differences within that 

aural or visual structure. Rhythmic events maintain this characteris-

tic of difference within an expected constant. The combination in 

regular motion of differing time factors of speed and distance is a 

prime factor in human body movement. Neurological prediction or 

response to stimuli makes this movement possible. 

Rhythm therefore has an essential element of anticipation 

(Fraisse, 1982), and this is a major component of the function of 

rhythm 1n mus1c therapy. The planned use of rhythm uses the prior 
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perception of rhythm to motivate and extend the rehearsal of a motoric 

task, as in this study. Or it can promote a perceptual and cognitive 

framework for learn ing about temporal order with the effect of moti

vating and sustaining a l earning activity . Temporal s tructure, as 

experienced for instance 1n musical games which have regular rhythm, 

provides a major support 1n educating the growing child towards com

prehension of a temporal map of the world as it is, and as it will be 

in the future . 

This important ide a of rhythm as anticipation will be returned to 

1n a later section (Synchronisation and motor induction) . 

2.3 . 2 Definitions of Rhythm 111 Music 

Musi c therapist Gaston ( 1968) called rhythm the organ1zer and the 

energizP.r . 

Jn music, rhythm involves organisation of sound through time. 

Cooper and Meyer (1960) list ingredients of this temporal o r ganisation 

in archit ectonic l evels. First pulse; a pulse is one of a series of 

regularl y recurring, precise ly equivalent stimuli. Pulses mark off 

equal units in the temporal continuum, are usually supported in sound 

by objective stimuli but can be subjective . A sense of regular pulse, 

once established, t ends to be continued in the mind and musculature of 

the listener even though the sound stimulus has ceased . Other levels 

of temporal organisation involve metre, the measurement of the number 

of pulses between more or less regularly recurring accents, and what 

Cooper and Meyer ( 1960) t erm specifically rhythm, the way in which one 

or more unaccented beats a r e grasped in relation to an accented beat . 

Alternative musical terms in temporal organisation are beat (for 

pulse) and pattern (for Cooper and Meyer's rhythm) . Because most of 

the relevant literature from musical and non-musical sources uses 

rhythm as a general term for temporal organisation of sound, and uses 

beat and pattern (instead of pulse and rhythm as above) the terms just 

stated rhythm, beat and pattern will be used 1n this study. In the 

later method section of this study, pulse will be used as a special 

term to refer to the standard deviation of the time between physical 

contacts made. 
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Rhythm, then, is organisation of sound through time. As Schafer 

(1967) put it, " I am rhythm. I am here, and I want to go there . " (p . 

21 ). Beat is regular sound or impulse occurring at predsely equi-

valent intervals of time . Metre is the term used for perception of 

regular group1ng of beats be twe en regularly occurring accented beats . 

Pattern is the experience of sound or impulses with and between beats 

in a time continuum. 

Baa Baa Black sheep have you any \•IOol? Yes sir, yes s1r three bags full . 

Diagram 1. Example of mus1 c showing beat, metre and pattern. 

The beat, experienced in the four even sounds open1ng "Baa, Baa, 

Black Sheep" (Diagram 1), becomes established extern ally (by singing, 

clapping, conducting etc.) and continues as an inwardly-perceived 

impulse throughout the piece whether the individual sounds experienced 

are longer or shorter in time value. Four beats are experienced 1n 

one unit, then a small accentuation of sound marks the beginning of 

the next unit of four beats '(a unit is called a bar of music). The 

metre therefore is four beats in a unit; in this example the metre 1s, 

in musica l terms, four crotchet beats to a bar. The pattern in "Baa, 

Baa, Black Sheep" is the experience of every sound along the time 

continuum; a physical response t o pattern would result in 16 actions . 

2.3.3 Rhythm and perception 

Some attempts have been made to analyse what children perceive 

from auditory rhythm . Moog (1979) pointed out that rhythm is a factor 

according to which auditory phenomena are shaped in a meaningful way; 

that hearing ~f rhythm requires first, sufficient mental awareness, 
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secondly, 

thirdly, 

memory to perceive and present items for combination, and 

the ability to organise acoustic items in actual, available 

His study compared the perception of rhythmic forms by both time. 

physically handicapped children and those of low intelligence with the 

percepti on s of non-ha ndi capped chi ldre n. Moog fo rmul a t ed four hypo

theses:-

1 . The perception of one-bar rhythms is easier than the perception 

of two-bar rhythms. 

2. Prese ntation of r hyt hm with notes of different pitch makes the 

perception of rh ythms easie r. 

3. Simp l e inner structu res a r e easier for pe r cept ion than thos e with 

compli cated structures; (this r efe rs to the amount of pattern :in 

th e rhythm). 

4. The pe r ception performances of the three 

diffe r from eac h other ove r all and also on 

pitc h- fo rm ta sks and diffi culty level t asks. 

subject groups 

bar length 

wi 11 

tasks, 

His results were c l ear for the first hypothesis. The length of 

rhythmic shapes i n fl~ences perception - shorter is eas 1er . Divided 

results for hypoth es is two s howed that perce ptions by low-intelligence 

and non-handicapped participants are better if r hythms are heard 

together with melody . It was fe lt t hat pitch dif ferences cause no t 

on l y greater attent ive be haviour but also become the primary forms of 

experience for physically handicapped children ; due to their handicap 

they have more limit ed sensory experience of rhythm. With hypothesis 

three the research showed that internal struc ture of rhythmi c form 1s 

of no importance for perception achieveme nt performance. The fourth 

hypothesis results s howed ~~at both l ow intelligence and physica l 

handicap co rrelate with significant underachievement in rhythm percep

tion . Moog•s study, in practical terms, suggests that task material 

presented by a music therapist for a perceptua l development programme 

should inc lude simple songs with some rhythmic pattern for low intel

lige nce s ubj ec ts, and s imilar content for motor per fo rmance activities 

with physically handicapped children . This study a lso showed the 

long- t erm ef f ec t of limitation of muscle movement on rhythmic percep

tion; it reduces the capacity for rhythmic perception. 

Results from ano the r stud y 1n a n area of sensory depr ivation , 

deafness, g1ve further pointers towards the way a perceptual rhythm 
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task can be e xperienced. Korduba (1975) looked at the duplication of 

rhythmic patterns on drums by deaf and normal-hearing chi ldren while a 

regular metronome sound was heard. Deaf children scored twice as well 

(p < 0.5) as hearing children in duplicating beat measures using 

visual and kinaestheti c channels of attending and imitating. The 

score s for rhythmic pattern duplication indicated no sizeable dif

ference in mean error scores however. These findings s uggest a 

developmental continuum of skills relating to r hythm perception with 

accurate beat response at the more primitive end of the continuum and 

pattern perception at the more sophisticated end. Korduba stated that 

the small quantity of research in rhythmic r esponses apparent 1n 1975 

may be due to the lack of measuring devices which could give precise 

measurements of temporal-spatial impulses . She also noted that 

auditory impulses, not relevant for deaf children, seemed to hinder 

accurate rhythmic patterning in normal learning chi ldren . These 

latter, in their attempts t o follow the metronome sound and drum sound 

stimulus used, would a lways fluctuate between accurate responses, 

close approx imations and deviant responses thereby producing responses 

scored as rhythmica~ly accurate, but deviating sUghtly from the 

established beat impulse. The deaf ch ildren, relying heavily on 

visual and kinaesthetic sensory channels, had attended to t he task 

through those non-a uditory modes , a nd had given regular responses. 

Korduba recommended that eye contact to stimuli or the experimenter, 

plus kinaesthetic imitation of the experimenter are attentional 

measures that shou ld be addressed in design of f urth e r s tudies for 

normal-hearing ch ildren . 

Another study ad ded t~~ dimension of fast or slow pace to the 

perceptual approach to rhythmic experience . Investigating the percep

tion and performa nce of beat, identified as the basic element of 

rhythm, Tee (1985) tested 450 four to five year old children on three 

separate beat tasks graded 1n difficulty of 'beat perception' . The 

children had to beat a drum 1n time with the t ester 's played drumbeat 

the rate of which was established by an electric metronome, a task 

similar to that in Korduba's study . The three beat tasks were recor

ded on an event-recorder over a range of tempi, 80, 100 and 120 beats 

per minute. Results indicated that the fastest beat-rate was easiest 

to matc h and the slowest was hardest. 
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The three studies above on the perception of rhythm give focus to 

some areas of rhythm experience that indicate preference for subjects 

who have sensory deficits . Moog's (1979) lower intelligence or 

physically handicapped children preferred short, simple rhythms that 

were accompanied by some pitch difference. Korduba (1975) suggested 

that normal-headng childrf'll should be able to see the s tjmuli or 

experime nter so that they can identify what sound source is t here or 

what rol e model to follow. Tee's (1985) results showed preference 1n 

n beat-mntching tnsk for fnstPr rnth er than slo\~er rntes of bee~t. 

2.3.4 Rhythm and General. Motor Response 

From an approach specific to beat and rhythm perception it would 

be useful to look at a general motor response to rhythm within var1ous 

special needs areas . Rhythm, used 1n a ser1es of actions in a sus

tained presentation, can be looked upon as a unifying agent. 

Working with a younger age group of mentally retarded children, 

an int ense four-week .training programme in rhythm skills gave marked 

improvement 1n use of instruments and in control of body movements 

(Ross, Ros s and Ku c henbecker, 1973) . This study stated that temporal 

attention is task specific. When a child can maintain a rhythmic 

tempo he or she i s more able t o develop skills 1n task areas over a 

wider range of general activities than previously. 

The 

physical 

mUSlC, 

effect of rhythm-based rehearsal was well tested 1n a 

needs area 1n a study by Staum (1983) where superimposed 

beats and marches, facilitated proprioceptive control and co-

ordination in walking . 

Rhythm span scores from a beat imitation task gave a comparative 

basis for assessment of auditory memory for mentally retarded persons 

with speech and articulation needs in a study by Maranto, Decuir and 

Humphrey (1984) . Music tasks can be presented non-verbally where such 

verbal deficiencies are present, and response also can be presented 

and scored from a non-verbal base. The motor response becomes the 

measurement tool . 
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2.3 . 5 Rhythmic Deve l opment and Motor Control 

Rh ythm is a n important factor in a musical event . Lundin ( 196 7) 

made the point that rhythm is both a pe rceptual and a mo tor response 

invo lving the whole orga nism; 

re s ponse . 

he considered th is to be a learned 

(a) Use o f motoric skill s as a test measure 

The diffi cu lties involved with establishing t est measures 1n 

mus1c have been related to the numb er of elemental sound components 

within mu s1c . There needs to be an accura te breakdown of individual 

physical components of r esponse as well. Motor r esponse to r hythm 

appears to be a contained area of exper 1ence with inner components . 

An important s tudy by Gilbert ( 1979) looks at motor skill deve-

l opment within 

ability (Groves, 

a musi ca l context. Previous stud ies on rhythmi c 

1969 ; Rainbow, 1977 ; Small, 1974 and Small, 1975) 

showed that improvem~nt in spatial and temporal accu r acy was related 

to maturation, but the tasks were not related to use of music-based 

skills. Gi lbert's tasks involved striking a musical instrument (drum, 

t one bar , xylophone) with a mallet through use of vertical arm and 

hand motion . Hav ing defined these striking skills, var1ous song and 

activity sour ces were analysed to record and describe musical ta sks 

which required similar skills. 312 items selected from these musical 

scores all contained forms of moto r patte rn co - ordination . Gi l bert 

furth e r refined the selection of items unti l she had five sub-tests, 

reliable and valid, to give-~he Motor ic Motor Skill Test base. These 

subtests involved motor pat tern co- ordina tion, eye-hand co-ordination, 

speed of movement , range of movemen t and compound factors. All chil

dren tested displayed significant age-related improvement (p < 0 .0001) 

1n all sub-tests. There was significant sex difference 1n three 

subtests where girls improved t o a greater extent than boys, in motor

pattern co-ordination (p < 0.0001), eye-hand co-ordination (p < 0 . 001) 

and compound factors (p < 0 . 0396). Internal consistency of e ac h 

subtest was high (0.78 to 0 .89) as was test-retest reliability for 

small numbers of children who were retested 30 days after the original 

test . Correlations of from 0.50 t o 0.78 were obtained when the sub

tests were compared wi th selected items of the Linco ln-Oseretsky Motor 
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Development Scale. (A development from this Scale is used 1n this 

study.) The Motoric Music Skills Test (MMST) therefore provides a 

sound, reliable and appropriate measure to assess certain motoric 

music skills in young children. Unfortunately, despite enquiries to 

the source of publication, it has not been possible to obtain 

Gilbert's test battery yet i11 New Zealand . 

In 1981 Gilbert published results of a longitudinal investigation 

1n motoric music skill development in young children using striking 

skills in an instrumental music context, and using some of the chil-

dren from the earlier 1979 study. A year from first scoring 87 

children on the MMST a further series of subtest scores was taken and 

mean scores for Year 1 and 2 were computed. Confirmation that indivi

dual improvement in motoric music skills was age-related was obtained. 

Significant age-related differences in gain scores was established, 

with the youngest subjects demonstrating the greatest absolute gains 

in performance skills in every subtest . The gain scores of the four-

year-old group were significantly greater than those of the seven-

year-old group . Gilbert points out that this result confirms the 

claims of general motor tl1eorists that most fundamental motor patterns 

emerge before the age of five, and after that age motor skills are 

merely stabilised . 

(b) Factors of pace 

A s tudy of the micro-s tructure of tapping movements in children 

(Schellekens, Kalverboer and Scholten, 1984) looked at goal-directed 

movements and identified two ·control processes:-

] . A rapid-moveme nt phase primarily to get through distance (there

fore not as accurate as 2) . 

2 . A homing phase, with a sequence of finer adjustments under visual 

control. 

This study also pointed out that children are slower information 

processors than adults; developmental stud i es show that movement time 

decreases with increasing age caused partly by a decrease in the 

homing phase time. 

age. 

Movement speed therefore improves with increasing 
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Morrongiello, Kulig and Clifton (1984) confirmed that develop-

mental change occurs with cl1ildren in relation to pace. More time a 

required for younger children to process temporal information which 1n 

their study was related to judgement of onset time of two brief acous

tic events. 

For children with no maJor physical or intellectual handicaps, 

tlte above studies indicate increase of motor-control with age, with 

the strong reminder that fundamental motor patterns develop before the 

age of five years. From Gilbert's (1979) study, which broke down the 

tnner components of a steady 'hitt ing-of- instrument' music performance 

task, there was both an analysis of the many skills involved together 

with innovation, where the possibility was explored of motoric skills 

being measured by a rhythm task. This could be a major breakthrough 

area for the research base of music therapy. 

2.3.6 Rhythm and Personal Tempo 

The first mu sical attempts of a child using an upper-body 

physical action are characterised by a "regular, unaccented beating", 

probably physical in origin, according to Moorehead and Pond (cited in 

Shuter-Dyson and Gabriel, 

to introduce 

1981). A little later the child will begin 

accentuation within the regular sertes of beats 

which he has set up, such accentuation being most 

often irregular. His rhythms, therefore, are not 

repetitive nor necessarily symmetrical, but their 

structure almost inevita~ly is related to the fun

damental pulsation. (p. 113) 

Moorehead and Pond also remark: 

The child has great ability to maintain his own 

rhythmic concepts against all competition and 

:interference. When he plays simultaneously with 

other children each child is likely to go his own 

way. (p. 11 4) 

In an early study on personal tempo, Rimoldi (1951) discovered 

that spontaneous speed in various kinds of performance is a highly 

stable characteristic. 



Each subject seems to adopt a certain temporal 

pattern for a particular group of activities and 
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this is the best de finition of his personal tempo. (p. 302.) 

Fraisse (1982) used the term spontaneous tempo , measured by the 

natural speed of tapping and with a duration of 600 milliseconds as 

its most r e presentative measure. 

this tempo between individuals, 

Fraisse found great variability in 

from 200 to 1400 milliseconds. But 

individual variability was slight, between 3% to 5% which is within 

the range of differential thresho ld for durations of this type . Spon

taneous tempo of the forefinger had a good correlation with that of 

the palm of the hand, with the swinging of the leg when seated and the 

swinging of the arm when standing. 

Fraisse defined a difference between spontaneous tempo and pre-

ferred tempo . He categorised the latter as belonging to a succession 

of sounds (or lights) that appears to be the most natura l, nei t her too 

slow nor too fast . The most frequent measurement for this has been 

about 600 millis econds. An individual does have a constant preferred 

tempo but the correlations between the constant preferred tempo and 

the constant spontaneous tempo of an individual are not higher than 

0.40. 

Fraisse also point ed out that although the rhythm of the heart, 

of walking, of spontaneous and of preferred tempo are all around 500 

to 700 milliseconds, it has not been established that one of these 

rhythms acts as a pacemaker for the others. It had been verified 

several times that acceleration of the heart beat does not correspond 

to an acceleration of spontaneous tempo (Tisserand and Guillot, cited 

in Fraisse, 1982). There had been however a noted correlation between 

the rhythm of walking and of spontaneous tempo (Harrison, 1941 j 

Miskima, 1965, in Fraisse, 1982). But one cannot be explained by the 

other despite the narrow range of frequencies of natural, or volun

tary, rhythms and of preferred tempo . 

However it would be realistic to establish and use preferred or 

spontaneous tempo for an indivi~ual, and then to rehearse real-life 

phJsical activities involving movement using that tempo . 

attempts to work within this framework of rehearsal. 

This study 
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2.3.7 Synchronisation and Motor Induction 

Fraisse (1982) had other important statements to make about 

rhythm: spontaneous motor tempo and pre ferred tempo are often asso-

ciated; people can readily accompany a regula r series of sounds with 

a motor act. By one year, often earlier, a child rocks to rhythmic 

mus1c. From three to four years the child can accompany a metronome 

beat, synchronizing a tap with the sound (Fraisse et ~' 1949, 1n 

Fraisse, 1982) . 

This simultaneous occurrence of the stimulus and the response 1s 

a remarkable exception in human behaviour. Inst ead of a motor res-

ponse coming after the stimuli, in synchronising the reaction with the 

sound a motor command is anticipating the stimulus production. The 

signal for the response is not the sound stimulus itself but the 

temporal interval between sound signals, which are periodic. Chang 

and Trehub, (1977) found that thi s anticipatory effect in perception 

to rhythmic sound stimuli appears very early in life, at five months. 

As the child deve lops, learning to inhibit involuntary movements 

occurs when rhythmic stimuli are experienced and motor-control over 

actions is achieved. Experiments where a tap was required for each 

sound 1n a regular series of sounds produced a spontaneously synchro

nised sound and tap (Fraisse, 1966 in Fraisse, 1982). But when asked 

to respond after each sound instead of synchronizing with the sound, 

all subjects found this task difficult. The anticipation is part of 

beat matching . Fraiss e also showed that synchronisation of tap to 

sound stimulus occurred very . ~uickly, from the third beat (or pattern) 

sounded, onwards . 

Synchronisation is possible not only in the the range of prefer

red tempi but also across the whole range of spontaneous tempi being 

most regular for intervals of 400 and 800 milliseconds. If the 

frequencies are faster or slower, then the separation between taps and 

sounds 1s more variable. The range in which synchronization is pos

sible is at sound intervals of 200 to 1800 milliseconds between the 

sounds. Fraisse (1982) found an interesting variability between hand 

and · foot synchronisation and the sound stimulus. In measuring the 

temporal separation between a forefinger tap and the sound (about 30 
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milliseconds - an error which the subject does not perceive systema

tically) and the synchronisation between foot and sound, he found 

greater error 1n the foot's response. Possibly the crite rion for 

synchronisation 1s the coincidence of the auditory and tactile

kinaP.stheti c information at the cortical level. The movement of 

t<~pping has t o prPcede the sound in order to allow for the length of 

the transmission of peripheral information, and it 1s more accurately 

conveyed t o and from the bra in from the hand than the foot . 

This differenc e 1n accuracy of response relates to physica l 

distance. It could be suggested th at brain damage at the cortical 

leve l, as in cerebr<~l p<l1sy, m<~ y int er rupt sync hronisat ion and lead to 

error in response . 

Lit t l e is written about br ain areas and rhythm. Henson (1977) in 

discussing neurologi cal aspects of musical experience, had this to say 

about rhythm and brain function: 

It seems ge~era ll y agreed that rhythm depends on 

subcortical activity, and full appreciation demands 

an intact motor system at least on one side of the 

body. A hemiplegic musi c ian may be able to conduct 

or play th e piano with one hand to concert 

mance level , 

affec ted 1n 

but the m1nor hemisphere is 

such cases ... Cerebellar 

per for

usually 

or basal 

ganglion dysfunction migh t be expec t ed t o interfere 

with rhythmic sense, but there does not appear to 

be any published work on this point . (p. 14.) 

Looking at con trol mechanisms for timed rhythm responses Kolers 

and Brewster (1985) rejected a theore tical concept of a central clock 

co-ordinating behaviour in all sensory modalities and response mode s . 

Kolers and Brewster's study gave detailed results pointing to the 

employment of different strategies when the task 1s presented 1n 

different modalities. Performance was most varied 1n a rhythmic 

tapping task with visual stimuli and least varied with auditory 

stimuli. The participants had to first synchronize tapping responses 

with brief auditory, tactile or visual stimuli and then continue to 

tap at the same rate on their own. 
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SUMMARY OF 2.3 . 6 AND 2.3 . 7 

The concept of a personal tempo has more credibility within a 

musical framework than a non-sound one. This tempo is depe ndent on a 

process of anticipation, perceptually and motorically, and has a more 

secure identity within a certain range of speeds for regular synchro

n ization to take place. Hand movements can synchronize closer to a 

beat than can foot movements . It can be suggested that use of a 

personal tempo, a preferred tempo, would facilitate more consistent 

regular motor response to a sound stimulus. 

Next it 1s important to l ook at processes 1n rhythmic learning, 

to establish the most suitable s ound source for rhythmic tasks. 

2 . 3 . 8 

(a) 

Rhythmic Processing 

Rhythm and melody 

Sink (1984) provided an excellent rev1ew of the s carce quantity 

of r e search literature on the psychology of proces s ing of rhythm and 

melody; the findings are disparat e . Pe tzold (1966, cited in Shuter

Dyson and Gabriel, 1981) stated that increased complexity 1n sound 

caused different auditory pe rce ption responses but that melody/rhythm 

together did not affect children's ability to perform rhythmic pat -

terns. However Gabrielsson ( 1973, in Sink, 1984) was of the op1n10n 

that it was hard to concentrate on rhythmic information amidst melodic 

information. Moog (1979) stat ed that some melodic information suppor

ted auditory processing of rhythm. Sink ( 1984), considering the three 

studies just quoted, gave some adult subjects rhythmic processtng 

tasks 1n monotonic (same-note) settings and some 1n melody/rhythm 

c11ntext . She discovered no difference in rhythm processing for some 

subjects; for others the introduction of melody influenced their task 

judgements of rhythmic differences. Sink decided that when rhythmic 

concepts are to be the focus of learning, it initially may be of 

benefit to some subjects to use single tone rhythm rather than have a 

melody with the rhythm . However having regard to the complex nature of 

teaching and learning rhythmic concepts in music, initial stability of 

melodic information may be acceptable for individual learners; atten

tion to a stimulus reached its optimal level when there is a balance 

between simplicity and complexity . The author finally pointed to the 
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need for further research in individual differences and musical 

alteration effects in auditory processing of r hythmic information. 

(b) Rhythm and language 

Although Attenbury (1984) was focussing on normal and learning 

disabled r eade r s aged seven, eight and nine , 1n her study of rhythm 

discrimination and performance, the results have relevance to this 

study . They showed that rhythm performance requires discrimination, 

iPtegration and a motor response. All children discriminated rhythm 

patterns better than they performed them. All child r en did better at 

discriminating tapped and spoken rhythm patterns than patte r ns which 

were just tapped. The addition of language therefore makes rhythmic 

discrimination and performance easier for seven, eight and n1ne year 

olds . 

Another study looked at the use of speech stimuli within a music

based task. Thaut ( 1985) showed that subjects aided by auditory 

rhythm and rhythmi c ~peech performed with significantly better motor 

rhythm accuracy than a control group using visual modelling for 

proprioc e ptive control only . Gains in synchronization, where t he 

motor response coincided with the external beat , correlated 

significantly with gains 1n motor rhythm accuracy. Thaut conducted a 

concentrated three- week experiment using auditory rhythm and rhythmic 

speech to aid t empora l muscular control in children with gross moto r 

dysfunction. Again a significant difference between experimental a nd 

control group was found. When auditory rhythm was faded no perfor

mance difference was found between . treatmen t and control conditions. 

2 . 3.9 Muscle Activity and Auditory Rhythm 

Muscle . activity can be affected by auditor y 

Kosh l and a nd Raymond ( 1982) studied changes in 

rhythm . Safranek, 

electromyogram (EMG) 

patterns of t wo antagonist musc l es in the forearm when subjects per

formed a motor task of hitting a target with and without an auditory 

rhythm. The results of this 1982 study and the processes used within 

it have particular relevance to the present study. 
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It was found that the subjects, 24 adult women, performing the 

motor task without the r hythm, demonstrated a common and persistent 

personal tempo and a common electromyogram pattern. 

During Session One the subjects demonstrated a reciprocal 

agonist - antagonist muscle activity working at preferred tempo. When 

an even auditory rhythm was imposed in Session Two, the subjects 1n 

effect were being asked to learn a new skill. There was increased EMG 

activity showing cocontraction of biceps and medial triceps muscle 

activity and a significant increase in duration of biceps mus c l e 

activity. Another difference between the two sessions was of particu

lar interest . In Session One biceps muscle activity began after 

target contact but in Session Two biceps muscle activity began mu ch 

before target contact. (This bears out Fraisse's theories on rhythmic 

anticipation mentioned 1n an earlier section.) It could be said that 

there has been a major change in the role of muscle activity from 

reflexive to volitional . A further Session Three in Safranek, 

Koshland and Raymond ' s study used uneven rhythms as the auditory 

stimulus. While both , even and uneven rhythms gave a similar change jn 

initiation and duration of EMG activity, the two rhythms produced 

different changes 1n the variation of EMG activity used for eaclt 

target hit . The uneven rhythm increased variation significantly, 

while th e even rhythm decreased EMG variation significantly. Thi s 

latter may be explained by a more efficient recruitment order of motor 

units than that usually seen in skilled performance of motor tasks ; 

there has been "progressively more successful repression of undesired 

contractions" (Basmajan in Safranek, Koshland and Raymond, 1982, p. 

167). 

The authors pointed out that these rhythm-based changes in motor 

activity could be applied to therapy planning for encouragement of 

performance of a motor task. Imposing a rhythm makes the task a new 

skill to be learned, resulting in longer duration of muscle activity 

with increased co-contraction, that is, increased stability of muscle 

action. They state: 

if a therapist wanted to decrease the inconsistent 

activity of a muscle (e.g. in a hypertonic muscle) 

the therapist could design a repetitive task to an 

even beat. This would enhance decreased variation 
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ruitment of motor units. (p. 167.) 
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The authors also pointed out that their study using one even and 

one uneven rhythm of equal duration was compared to a control con

dition which used the personal tempo of the subject. They suggested 

further studies using other modifications of rhythm, also matching the 

personal tempo exactly, when the sound of the rhythm stimulus would be 

the only added variable. This latter suggestion from Safranek, 

Koshland and Raymond has been incorporated in this study. 

2.3.10 Rhytllm and Affective State 

In recent years tllere has been a grmnng awareness of the 

influence of affective states on subject response. 

Bower, Gilligan and Monteiro (1981) stated that mood-congruent 

material promoted recall of a similar experience, thus promoting 

learning. Nielzen and Cesarec (1982) supported the view that mus1c 

is an efficient signal in transferring emotional messages. 

It 1s therefore important to appeal to affective readiness as 

well as cognitive readiness in learning processes involving music. 

Nelson (1983) referred to Giblin's theoretical model for affective 

development which parallels descriptions of cognitive growth, also 1n 

Piagetian theory cognitive and affective growth are regarded as 

mutually interdependent. 

One study relating rhythm with affect, Berlyne (in Spender and 

Shuter-Dyson, 1981) said that "metrical accentuation means a r1se 1n 

arousal potential" (p. 409). Regular beat is the stable measure 

against wllich diversity or complexity is experienced and is part of 

the arousal effect. Rhythm can provide for the neurologically 

arousing surprise or complexity of a pattern within the control and 

dependability of a regular beat. 
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SUMMARY OF 2.3 

Rhythm, a central part of life experience, 1s a maJor catalyst 

for music perception and physical response. Auditory beat provides a 

constant sound stimulus with which to encourage rehearsal, assessment 

and measurement of motor control. The most effective pace for 

auditory beat relates to the use of personal tempo which enhances 

performance of a motor control task. The initiation of motor response 

to auditory stimuli 1s neurological; the mind predicts, for instance, 

regular beat, and directs the musculature to prepare and attempt an 

accurate and regular physical r es pons e to that beat. This sequence 1s 

unique 1n human bejngs who usually make a physical response after a 

sensory stimulus. 

The use of language, which has rhythm and pitch, with rhythm, 

improves motor response generally . 

to be supportive to motor l earning . 

Songs therefore could be presumed 

Noting the devel~pment of rhythmic response from infant involun

tary rhythmic mov ements to later voluntary muscular control, cognitive 

and clinical psychologi s ts recognise the c lose relationship of 

muscular con trol to the perception and ordering of time (Spender and 

Shuter-Dyson, 1981) . This cou ld be r e lated to Freud's r ea lity prin-

ciple, a realisation of the immediacy of time and place . The 

inherent temporal structure of music with its 1nner rhythmic com

ponents of beat, pattern and metre can provide security. By its very 

metrical nature an affective component is provided in music. Then the 

arousal effect (spoken of by psychobiologists such as Berlyne) adds 

another affective ingredient, one of excitation of interest in rhythm 

with th e consequent interes t 1n sustaining either the rhythm task 

itself or the activity associated with it . 

2 . 4 USE OF COMPUTERS IN MUSIC THERAPY 

Educators and therapists are beginning to realise the potential. 

value of computers especially for individualising instruction. 

Personal typewriters and computers are now introduced into learning 

environments, and computers support accurate measurement for asses

sment purposes . 
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In mUS1C therapy mi crocomputer technology has been used to 

analyse client and therapist behavioural interactions (Hasselbring and 

Duffus, 1981). This wa s 8 qualitative and quantitative study of the 

therapy process. A computer brings a new dimension to interactive 

processes which is, as yet, littl e used in music therapy practice. It 

gives greater versatility of recorded information and immediate infor-

mation for feedback and analysis (Greenfield, 1985) . An alpha-

syntauric synthesizer was used as a music therapy device for training 

handicapped students in basic musi c skills, including rhythm training 

by matching a pre-recorded pattern (Osguthorpe and Ditson, 1985). 

Another source of basic computer information is a handbook about 

the use of microcomputers in special education (Berhmann and Lahm, 

1984) which cited three major areas i n which technology can assist 

learning by enhancing environmenta l interactions. These are commutn-

cation, environmenta l control and environmental manipulation. 

Multiple impairments, particularly those involving both cognitive and 

sensory impairments, need intensive and systematic strategies to 

implement an effectiye educational intervention. Computers can he 

vehicles for this approach to educational intervention, and they can 

provide accurate quantitative control in an experiment. 

The same inference can be made regarding ef fective therapeutic 

intervention, that computers could be vehicles for intensive and 

systematic strategies and measurement. This seems particularly 

relevant t o rhythm and motor control where a keyboard-based action can 

be promoted as in this study. 

SUMMARY OF REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The nature of cerebral palsy, with its complex aetiology and 

consequent differing approaches to treatment and support of muscular 

control, makes structuring of a music-based task a challenge . There 

is sufficient evidence that music itself is rewarding and that the 

p~esence of music during a task promotes a time-ordered sequence of 

behaviour and ta sk continuance. Use of rhythm, in the form of regular 

sound impulse, necessitates neurological anticipation of the sound in 

order to activate a required physical 'response'. This sequence 1s 

central to promotion of motor control , as is the use of personal tempo 
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to provide optimum pace for both the time- based sound signal and the 

motor action that is synchronised to it . 

Cerebral palsy subjects, therefore, may relate with interest to a 

rhythm-based motor control task and they are more l ikely to do so if 

the task appeals to them. Music provides this appeal, through its 

structure and rhythm . An effective ingredient in task environment and 

for assessment could be provided by the use of a computer. 
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH PROPOSALS 

This sr.ction hegins with a hypothesis for th e 

study follot~ed by a r.1tionn Le for that hypothesis ; 

this Pxpattcis on rP<J s ons fo r the particular 

intervf'nti o n piRnnPd for cerf~hr<tl palsied c hildren 

together with a stateme nt on the research design 

selected. The ope r ationa l definitions of indepen

dent v<JriRhl es (music: thera py, rhythm and melody) 

ami dependenl vnrinhle (motor control) an~ given, 

and <I short statem~nt of t h e significance of the 

study completes the section . 

3 .1 HYPOTHESIS 
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Cerebral palsied chi l dr e n will demonstrate improvement in motor 

cont r ol by undertak~ng a motor control task wh ich is supported by 

processes of music th era py . This improvement will be identified by a 

sen.es of rhythm-based measureme nts 1n an interrupted time-series 

experiment which uses single subject design. The mensurements will 

relate to r eguletr time peri ods during \llhi c h two music stimuli will be 

introduced at different stages: 

1. Regular rhythm, whi ch will be sustaine d throughout the tetsk . 

2. Melody, which will he addeci to the rhythm at two stages 

during the task . 

Rhythm, nnd rhythm t-'i th meiooy , will provide aural cues to s upport 

more consistent motor action f rom cerebra l palsied children. 

The experimen t wi l l take place over three weeks, and measurentents 

will be taken from ten completed sessions . 

3 . 2 RATIONALE FOR HYPOTHESIS 

3.2 . 1 Cerebral Palsied Children and Motor Control 

From the definitions and descriptions of cerebral palsy outlined 

111 Section One (Vining, Accardo, Rubenstein , Farrell and Roizen, 1979) 

it 1s clear that the condition is not uniform in its presentation . 
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Neuromuscular dysfunction differs, yet disorders of motion and posture 

are common to all persons with cerebral palsy . Re cogn ition of asso-

ciated problems and deficits is necessary . 

children, a major deficit i s motor control. 

For cerebral palsied 

It 1s important to 

maximise their degree of functional mov ement in all parts of the bod y 

(Bobath, 1971). Upper-body fine motor control is important 1n order 

to promote ski ll s in se lf-core and con~uni ca tion. Children need to 

r each as full a potential as possible in independent functional living 

skills such as dressing , eating and mobility. Abilities t o write on a 

page or operate a computer , to turn pages of books , to use and 

manipulate classroom learning resources are desirable for commun1ca

tion and l earning. 

Children with cerebra l p<tlsy have varying degrees of muscl e 

dysfunction, and suitable regular motor task rehearsal is advocated 

f or 1ncrease 1n motor control. However there are other areas of 

concern in planning such task rehearsal. Cerebral palsied children 

have difficulties with right-left discrimination (Abercrombie et ~· , 

1964), as well as vi~ion probl ems . More than usual task rehearsal is 

needed to compensate for impairment and delay in visual-motor develop-

ment (Nie l son, 1966). Birch and Bortner ( 1967) indicated that tasks 

set cerebral palsied children should have fe,., stimulus distract ions. 

Taking these identified difficulties into account this study devised a 

simple, repetitive motor co ntrol task for hand-arm movement . The 

motor action requ ired would provide rehearsal for usefu l 1 ife skill 

tasks . 

3.2.2 Age of Children and R~ i evant Developmental Theory 

The original a1m of the r esearcher was to involve children with 

<.:(~rebral palsy age d from seven to eleven years in the study. To 

obt~dn l<trger numbe r s it wa s dec ided to extend the age-range to five 

years. 

As stated in an earlier section, Rider ' s work on auditory tasks 

for children aged t,.,o to 12 years (Rider, 1981) was based on Piagetian 

developmental concepts , particularly conservation . Rider looked for 

conservation of rhythmic pul se (ability to recognis e a constant beat) 

and conservation of t e mpo (recognition of constant pulse when there 
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are one or two sound sources). In Rider's view, a child that can 

conserve rhythm and tempo has developmental learning potential around 

the Piagetian stage-level of formal operations. A child with cerebral 

palsy that can demonstrate understanding of a perceptual or cognitive 

time-frame by a motor acti on shows a definite stage of learning 

potential. 

Pfledere r-Zi mmerman (in Serafine, 1980), rev1ew1ng age-related 

ability Hl musical tasks, pointed out that eight-year olds perform 

better than five-year olds and that training for these tasks is be tter 

at ages five to seven years. Later (Zimmerman, 1984) she reported 

evidence of a defi nite sequence in development of rh ythmic concepts. 

Beat is recognised first, then pattern, th en metre which can be re cog

nised around nine years six months. 

Although age-stage deve l opment 1n musi c 1s still being explored 

1n res ea rch, the studies referred to above give some direction towards 

appropd ate choice of rhythm ta s k and age-range for this study . The 

use of a simple, motor control action related primarily t o rhythmic 

beat would be s uitable for chi ldren aged five to eleven years. 

Cerebral palsied c11ildren may present deve lopmental delay related to 

the degree of cerebr al palsy present. If they can perform the set 

task, that could provide an indication of optimum learning potential 

for other ta s ks r e levant to their needs. 

3.2.3 Music Therapy Support 

Music the rapy is the pl~~ned use of music to support identified 

needs. In this study the primary identified need is physical; it is 

hoped that improvement in motor control will result from the 

experiment. A constant hand-arm motor control action is asked for, 

with a constant beat sound given as auditory stimulus; at certain 

times this beat sound is joined by a melodi c stimulus. The regularity 

of the rhythmic beat stimulus encompasses the child with aural 

experience of temporal order and encourages, therefore, a time-ordered 

behavioural response. At certain time periods in the experiment, 

melodic stimulus is included. This inclusion is supported by Moog 

(1979) who considered that melody enhanced a rhythm task, although 

Gabrielsson (in Sink, 1984) was of the opinion that melodic 
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information required a person to concentrate consciously on rhythm 

informadon. It wa s ded clecl to include melody in this study becausE' 

it is an important, recognised elemental component of music and music 

therapy. It presents a ne\v modality to rhythm during the motor task 

and could therefore encourage children to employ a different response 

strategy and stay on tnsk thP.rPhy . 

Cons tancy of mus1c stimul i promotes and extends rehearsal of the 

motor control task; Safranek, Koshland and Raymond (1982) imposed a 

rhythm on a muscle activity motor task and obtained l onger duration 

and stability of that muscle activity . It is expected that increased 

rate or constancy of motor ac tion will occur during the presenr

experiment. 

As \vell as the aural impact of music, the child is supported by 

the mu sic therapist, seen by the child as organiser and controller of 

the task, and as direct provider of some of the music stimuli. TIH' 

music therapist and child are thus involved in an ongo1ng interactive 

process. 

3 . 2 . 4 Time Period of Research 

Two periods of working time were selected, each of three weeks. 

Up to ten sessions were spaced over each three-week period and several 

lessons were recorded at each s e ss1on . There was a twelve week gap 

between the two working periods . 

.. 
Thaut (1985) used a three-week period to s tudy auditory rhythm 

with rhythmic speech to aid temporal muscular control in children with 

gross motor dysfunction, and some significant difference was found. 

Children were better able to synchronise motor action to an external 

beat when rhythm and speech supported their efforts. This experiment 

influenced the time-span selected for the present study. It was also 

recognised however, that children 1n Thaut's study had motor 

dysfunction only. Neuromuscular dysfunction associated with cerebral 

palsy could require an extended time-span in order to demonstrate 

improvement in motor control. 



3.2.5 Rhythm-based Measuren~nt and Computer 

Section 2.3 contained full reference to writings and research on 

the analysis of rhythm and use of rhythm in music therapy. Most 

importantly mot oric 'response ' to regular rhythm requires anticipation 

of the auditory stimulus rather than physical action following the 

perceived stimulus (Fraisse, 1982). There is therefore an expectation 

of synchronisation of sound stimulus and physical action 1n this 

study; the motor task asks for hand-arm movement to "play with the 

beat". 

Precise measurement of attempts toward synchronisation, or 

increased rate of action or some other indicator of improvement of 

motor control for cerebr al palsied children can be registered most 

accurately by computer (Bethnwnn and Lahm, 1984). This r emoves human 

error in use of timing devices . Also graphic representation of 

measurements can be immediate and is consistent (Greenfield, 1985). 

3.2.6 Research Desig~ 

Each cerehra l palsied child can present a different set of 

physical, intellectual and emotional needs. Some are spastic, others 

arhetoid; some have intellectual impairment, others do not. Visual 

defects are pre sent in around 20% of the cerebral palsy population 

(Bobath, 1971). These factors would make a control group approach in 

research extremely difficult (Hourcade and Parette, 1984), therefore a 

single-subject design, where the subject provides his/her own control, 

is more suitable. In a single-subject design each subject is acknow

ledged individually. Parsonson and Baer (1978) affirmed this, stating 

that the resultant functional analysis of behaviour emphasises direct, 

individualised and repeated demonstration of experimenta l control . 

Parsonson ( 1979) added further emphasis to the flexible and 

pragmatic nature of single-subject research designs. They combined 

flexibility of approach with on-going graphical analysis of data to 

give uniquely responsive research procedures. Parsonson stressed the 

inclusion of replications in these studies. Where a baseline con

dition A is establ i shed (by observations made without the independent 

variable) and is then followed by a 'treatment' orB section (which 
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contains the independent variable) observations may show changes of 

behaviour . These changes 1n an unreplicated AB design are ofte11 

attributed by therapists to therapeutic intervention when this 1s 

coincident with the onset of 'treatment'. Parsonson stated that 

correlation does not equal causation . Only replication can 1ncrease 

the behavability. Applied behaviour analysis is characterised by 

replications with different arrangements and elaborations of the basi c 

AB sequence. This approach excludes attributing any changes 1n 

behaviour to either the experimental intervention or concurrent ext-

raneous events. Graphic representation of the data g1ves visual 

evidence of whether or not there is a time-based association between 

changes 1n target behaviour and the researcher's manipulation of the 

independent study. Parsonson quot ed Sidman (1960) who pointed our 

that re>plication is i11te>mled more firmly to exclude alternate explana

tions of the obtained effect, and to provide data on the generality of 

the ph enomenon of interest. 

Kazclin (1980) uses the term "intra-subject replication design" 

for a resea rch format akin to what Parsonson terms single-subj ect 

design with replication. Kazdin affirms that the designs are quite 

applicable for clinical work where the individual can be studied 

intensively and where effective treatments can be designed and 

evaluated for the individual situation. The advantages over casP 

study or group research are listed by Kazdin as 

(a) the clients will not be subject to nonveridical or control 

procedures that are unlikely to produce change 

(b) the designs provide tools for evaluating treatment effects 

by evaluating what one is doing rather than subject th e 

client to either different interventions or unevaluated 

treatments. 

Parsonson's (1979) warning about the attribution of therapeutic 

intervention to change when using just an AB design is important. He 

advocated the use of multiple component designs which introduce one or 

more additional treatment variables to identify effective variables 

from those making a lesser contribution. This idea is relevant to 

research involving music. One effective elemental component of music, 

rhythm (particularly 1n the form of beat stimulus), can be 
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acknowledged as being mus1c. But there is more general recognition of 

an aural stimulus source as being music if more than one elemental 

component is there, for example if beat and melody are there. Moog 

( 1979) found for instance, that presenting rhythmic beat together with 

notes of different pitch mad e the perception of rhythm easier. 

This study, th e refor e , planned a design that would provide as 

supportive a musical environment as possible while enabling measure

ments to be made of actions based on response to auditory rhythm 

stimulus. The design is best termed an interrupted time series design 

(Campbell and Stanl ey , 1966). It uses a time-constant baseline where 

the constant beat stimulus is int e rrupted at regular intervals by th e 

addition of a time-based pitch stimulus . 

. ·. : . . ' . : :_ ': :_ ': : ·.· .. · ... :·: < .. . . . . • 0 . •• • • • 

ll P<lt co un t 16 32 4fl 61, fl tl 
Sect ions <··· · ·AI ·· ·· >< ·· ·· · B .. . .. · >< · ···· A'l. ··· · >< · ·· · ·C . .. · · >< ···· · i\1 . . .. . ; 

Diagram 2. Design of study 

Section 1: Computer beat only - Al 

2: Computer beat plus possible computer pitch - B 

3: Computer beat only - A2 

4: Computer beat plus possible computer pitch plus vocal 

pitch - C 

5: Computer beat only - A3 
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The design could also be termed a multiple baseline design 

(Parsonson, 1979). Baseline A, beat-based and continuing throughout 

the experimental session, is joined at section B by a further stimulus 

component, namely pitch. After a return to baseline A, a second 

interpolation of pitcl1 from two sources joins the beat for section C, 

then a final baseline A section concludes the session. During this 

ABACA sequence, the child IS asked to make regular physical contact 

with the keyboard surface . In all A sections no sound is activated by 

this physical contact; in section B the contact activates pitch sound 

and it does this also in section C. A further ingredient is added in 

section C by pitched vocalisation from the therapist. There is there

fore a differential 1 layering 1 of stimulus input which provides a 

multiple baseline. 

The interrupted time series design however is more appropriate 

for this experiment with its particular music ingredients. A regular, 

time-based sound stimulus, namely beat, occurs throughout the experi

ment and is interrupted at regular time-based intervals by a further 

music stimulus, pitc~. The prime music stimulus, beat, has been 

organised from a subject-based determination of personal tempo, or 

preferred pace, which is a temporal factor. Also the ma1n subject 

response expected is regular, physical contact with the keyboard which 

requires anticipation and response to a time-based signal. 

3.3 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF TilE VARIABLES 

3.3. 1 Independent Variables 

(a) Music therapy 1s the .planned use of musIC to support 

identified social, emotional , physical or intellectual 

needs. In this study the prime need identified was improve

ment of physical control by cerebral palsied children. Other 

areas of need were present. Some children had intellectual 

impairment. Because of limited mobility some were unable to 

participate In activities around them and lacked social 

development. All children with disabilities can display a 

range of emotional needs , and this was apparent with some 

children. The use of music therapy aims to encompass the 

range of needs of each individual person by means of an 

interactive process. 
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(b) Rhythm 1s a general t erm used to describe temporal order; 1n 

mus1c it 1s identifi ed through sound impulses . Rhythm is 

experienced tl1rough neuromuscul ar channels where an au r a l 

impulse 1.s identif ied a nd an a pp ropr iate rhythmic r esponse 

is anticipated, and a motor ac tion can take place. 

Two rhythmi c components we r e nece ssa ry to this study . 

th ere was pr e-p lanned r egular sound enass J.on from 

First 

the 

activated computer wh ich was termed the 

the c hildre n were asked to 'play with 

' beat '. Secondly, 

tl1e bea t'. Each 

child 's experimental task was to ant i ci.pa t e the regular beat 

sound, plcw <1nd execute a regular physical act i on , thus 

execu ting il rhyt hnd c action. 

(c) Me lod y 1s planned pitch from a mus1c source. 

The two melodic component s used in this study produced the 

same pitch base, a five-note pentatonic s ca le. At certain 

times dur ing, the experiment the compute r cou ld be ac ti vated 

to emit notes of the sca l e when th e chi l d made contac t on 

the keyboard. The second melodic mu s i c sound was the thera

pist's voice, singi ng some or a ll of the designated five 

pitc hes from the pe nt a t onic sca l e . 

3 .3.2 De pende nt Variable 

Measu r emen t was made of motor control over a consi stent time

frame; tl1is moto r control wa; the dependent va riable . The given task 

involved neu r omus cu l a r a nti cipa t ion of a regu larly sounded beat so 

that an attempt was made to coincide a physical contact action with 

that beat. Thi s con t act information was recorded immediately by the 

computer. 

The study aimed to measure consistency of matched effort, also 

possible improvement in regulari ty of motor control . 
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3.3 . 3 Operati.onnl Restatt:>ment of the llypothesis 

Each child was SE't the snme rhythmic task of providing a regular 

physical action to a regular temporal sound cue. It was expected that 

each child would demonstrate improvement 1n frequency or regularity of 

arm-hand contact with a keyboard. 

3.4 SIGNIFICANCE 

Two areas of significance can be identified 1n this study. 

First cerebral palsied children can be disadvantaged in some or 

all areas of learning through neuromuscular dysfunction. The proces

ses of rhythm used, involving ne urological anticipation of beat and 

physical action to beat, could provide an important vehicle to extend 

and improve rehearsal of motor control tasks important for learning 

skills. Also, if consistent or improved motor control does occur, the 

measurement processes used 1n this study could form the basis for 

ongoing or comparativ~ assessment of such children. 

Secondly, the independent variables in the study, mus1c therapy 

with rhythm and melody, are being used in a controlled research 

situation with accurate and objective computer measurement. This add s 

a fresh dimension to research in music therapy. 



OUTLINE 

CHAPTER 4. METHODS 

This section describes the sample of children used 

1n the study and the methodology employed to 

investigate the proposal set out in Chapter 3. 

Detailed discussion of selection, presenting 

characteristics and known relevant background and 

assessment J.S gtven. Full description of m11s1c 

ther<~py processes and data collection procedures is 

outlined. Instruments of data collection are 

described. Choice of pre and post tests and data 

presentation is discussed. 
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4. 1 DEFINITION OF TERMS RELATIVE TO THIS STUDY 

Music Therapy 1s the use of mus1c planned by the mustc therapist to 

engage, support and extend a child 1 s performance of a 

rhythmic task. 

Cerebral palsy 1s a term for a group of conditions characterised by 

disorders of movement and posture resulting from 

lesions of the brain which may have occurred before, 

during or after birth (Bell and Klemz, 1981). The 

condition may include intellectual handicap. 

Motor control 

Rhythm 

Melody 

1s the mental and physical co-ordination of movement. 

This study looked at upper-body motor control, prima

rily at motor control of arms, hands and fingers. 

1s the ordering of sound or movement through time. In 

this study the regular ordering of sound used as a 

constant stimulus is termed the beat. 

1s pJ <mnP.d pitch change 1n a sequence of sounds. 
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4.2 SAMPLE OF CHILDREN 

Lf.2.1 Selection CJnd Grouping of Children 

Eight cerebre1l palsied children bet\-Jeen the ages of five and 

eleven years took part in tl1is study. Five \~ere located by the 

Manawatu branch of the New Zealand Crippled Children's Society, being 

the only cerebral palsied children in this age-range on district 

records. Three others came into the study through personal referral 

and their cerebral palsy condition was confirmed either by the 

Crippled Children's Society field officer or the community occupa

tional therapist and physiotherapist team from the Palmerston North 

Hospital. In ef fect, th e r e for e , th e eight children made up the knm-Jn 

cerebral palsy population 1r1 an identified geographic area within the 

determin ed age-range, <1nd no s e lection of children was made. A ninth 

child with ce rebral palsy, at a special school for intellectual handi

cap, assisted in a pilnt run to det e rmine functional viability of the 

study; this child was not includ ed in the actual study. 

The children we r.e organi sed into two groups, four children 1n 

Group A and four in Group B. Two r e s e arch periods we r e used, thre e 

\veeks 1n Nov e mb e r 19R5 and thr ee weeks in February 1986. Group A 

children \-Je r e s e l e cted sol e ly on where they lived; more travel time 

was possible in the November pe riod and the four Group A children 

lived in two smaller toHn c e ntres in the r egion. Three of tl1e Group B 

children attended city schools and tl1e fourth wets a pupil at a large 

country school close to the city. The children came from six dif

ferent state schools with comparable rolls and similar general 

curriculum and activities. Seven of the children were 1n normal 

classrooms, 

and pupils; 

some receiving special physical help from teachers, aide s 

some used support appliances (wheelchairs, tricycles) and 

two used typewriters. One was in a special needs unit for intellec-

tually handicapped children attached to a normal school. 

4.2 . 2 Presenting Characteristics of Children 1n Study 

Brief details about each child are given below . They are, age at 

the start of the study, type and degree of cerebral palsy also any 

other identified dysfunction (from records of school or Crippled 

Children's Society), available information on test results or 



functioning level (from Edu cation De pa r tment 

reports) , type of school pl acement and support, 

obse rva tions on l a nguage ability. 

Psychological 

and finally 
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Service 

general 

Child One was eight years, mal e and spas tic . I n November 1983 he 

had heen assessed on the Portage Guide to Early Education (Boyd, 

Stauber and Bluma, 1977) as operating at a three to four year age 

leve 1. He was whee l cha ir-based, needed much physical he lp and was 1n 

a special unit for intellec tually handicapped child r en at tached to <~ 

pr i mar y s choo l . Language skills were limited, there was some speech, 

occasional use of short sent ences and the language ~.Jas appropriate. 

Child Two was a boy aged eleven years , two months .qt the start of 

the study . The cerebral palsy cond ition was sp<~stic; there was l eft 

hemi pl egia especially i n the l ef t arm, both legs displayed s pasticity 

and there was some visual impairmen t . February 1986 Wechsler Intel

ligence Scale ( 1974) resu lt s bad been e xtremely variable a nd commen t~; 

noted on the test report included "genera l IQ range would not repre-

sent the true pos ition , e.g . 

d iff i cu lt, better r esu lts 

lacks information, pict ure compl etion 

in simi lari ti es subtest". He ~•as 1n an 

integ r ated class in a primary school a nd a teache r aide was assigned 

for support . He operated an elec tr ic wheelchair independe ntly but 

needed help in many mobility and se lf-care a r eas . There was little 

expressive language, usl1ally sing l e or two-word statements . Words were 

produced with difficulty and sa livation was common. Receptive lan

guage appea r ed to be of a r easonable standard; he could give sing l e

word or non-verbal confirmation of understanding of queries or com

ments by the th e r apist . 

Child Three, a boy of s eve n years and one month, was spastic with 

mild l eft hemiplegia \vhich presented mainly in the left arm. He 

walked easily, with a s light limp wh en tired, and had complete 

inde pende nt mobility and function relative to his age. Stanford-Binet 

results from September 1983 (just before he began school) were 115 

125 suggesting above-average intellec tual ability . In a normal c l ass 

r ooom situation his expressive and r ecept ive language was adequa te; he 

was re sponsive , had a quiet voice a lways and t ook few conversational 

initiatives . 
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Child Four, aged n1ne years and seven months, male, had some 

visual impairment. His cerebral palsy condition was spastic diplegia 

with dysarthria although tl1ere were some athetoid characteristics 

which sl1owed in his movements. He used a large tricycle for indepen

dent mohi li ty outdoors <md in a normal classroom could walk witl1 

balance support from people or furniture. Expressive language was 

well developed j f r;Hher hard to understcmd. No test data wen• 

available . 

Child Five, 

cerebral palsy. 

classroom and some 

a boy aged eleve n years and one month, had athetoicl 

He operated his mvn electric wheelchair 1n a norm;d 

teacher aide help was provided; he used an electric 

typewriter at school. Tests done in December 1981 gave results in th e 

top 15% for age 1n maths and receptive language, and similar results 

to children of the same age in reading and spelling. Personal recep

tive language was very difficult to understand and salivation was 

regular. 

Child Six, seven years and seven months of age, was a boy with 

mild cerebral palsy which presented as a mild left hemiplegia; he 

1 imped a little when tired. No formal tests had been recorded. There 

was independent functioning 1n a normal classroom with good levels of 

achievement. Language skills we re above average. 

Child Seven, a girl aged n1ne years and eleven months, was a 

spastic quadriplegic, whe e lchair bas ed , with lower limbs more affec

ted. She received physical help in a normal classroom from teacher 

and pupils. Results from a May i984 Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 

(Dunn and Dunn, 1981) showed M.A. at five years eight months, and I.Q. 

75-83. This was considered a conservative result as the child was 

"desultory, fatigued". 

using repetitive phrases, 

example "All right?". 

Language expression was in short sentences 

usually to affirm on-task behaviour, for 

Child Eight, a boy aged five years and ten months, was a spasti c 

quadriplegic 1n a special class at a normal school. He could walk 

with assistance, but often used a t-.rheelchair. No formal test results 

were available. 

appropriate. 

Although few lWrds were spoken those used were 
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4.1 PRE AND POST TEST PROCEDURES 

A tvide search was made for a pre and post test that would be 

suitable for use with cerebral palsied children and that measured 

motor control in uppe r limbs in a way related to the purpose of this 

study . 

Motor development tests such as Denver Developmental 

Test (1970) and Gesell Developmental Schedule ( 1949) were 

Screening 

for pre-

school age children. Other t es ts were gene ral schedules for motor 

development with no capacity for measurement where there 1s physical 

a nd possibly intellectual impairment of the subject . Two further 

tests, the Adaptive Functioning Index (A.F.I..) ( 1978) and the Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery (1980) were considered. The 

A. F. I., used in r ehabilitation or special education settings, was for 

ages 14 years and over, and th e Luria-Nebraska Test was used to assess 

neurological impairme nt in adults. Neither test was suitable . Sutton 

( 1984) had produced a physiological mus1c therapy test us1ng 

kinaesthet ic terminolqgy; only a research paper has been available . 

In considering the Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scal e 

( 1955), for age six to 14 years, it was realised that a n adapted 

vers1on of that scale, the Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Mot or 

Proficiency (1978) could be appropriate in age-range and in style of 

test. The Bruininks-Oseretsky battery of 46 t ests , 111 eight subtest 

groups, measured a broad spectrum of gross and fine motor skills 

within the age r ange four years and six months to 14~ years. Tt 

provided comprehensive testing and screening for motor development, 

and two subtests were relevant to the aims of this study . 

From the rev1ew of literature Thaut's (1985) study, which used 

auditory rhythm and rhythmic speech to aid temporal muscular control 

in children with gross motor dysfunction, was of particular interest. 

Thaut had used the Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency with 

a task similar in content and process to the present study and with a 

similar exper imental time pe riod to this study . Also Donaldson and 

Maurice ( 1983) had used Brui1dnks-Ose retsky tests 1n their South 

Auckland perceptual motor dysfunction survey as assessment procedures, 
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with positive comment on their effectiveness. Those factors gave 

affirmation to the choice of pre and post test as out lined below. 

A selection of two subtests was made involving visual-motor co

ordination and upper-limb speed and dexterity (subtests seven and 

eight from the Bruininks-Oseretsky battery). These sub-test items 

were selected after consultation with an educational psychologist, an 

occupational therapist and a physiotherapist . The tests involved 

motor-control tasks for the upper body that were comparable in move 

ment range with the experimental task and also relevant to real-life 

tasks desirable for cerebral palsied children. After consulting 

with an educational psychologist , the size of some of the charts used 

in the Hruinink s-Osere tsky tests was enlarged to enabl e a be tte 1· 

attempt from some children with less muscular control and, in some 

cases, poor eye-hand co-ordination because of v1s1on defects. Thes e 

enlarged test-sheets were used consistently for each child in all pre 

and post tests (see examples in Appendix C). 

Both Group A and Group B children were given the selected 

Bruininks-Oseretsky tests before any experimental work was done. 

Group A children then had a three-week expe rimental period . Then Group 

A and Group B childr en were given the same selected Bruininks

Oseretsky tests. Twelve weeks later again both Group A and Group B 

children were given the same pre-test. Group B children had three 

weeks of experiment then both groups of children were given a final 

post-test of the same selected tests. 

This procedure was co~sidered of potential value to see if any 

improvement in motor skills (by Group A children) would be sustained 

after the experimental three weeks period was completed . 
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4.4 ESTABLISHMENT OF PERSONAL TEMPO FOR EACH CHILD 

Before the exper~mental work began each child had a s e ss1on with 

the mus1c therapist where an audio recording of personal drum-beat 

sounds was made. The child was invited to "Play the drum with me" on 

a two-headed bongo drum. Being careful to allow the child to estab-

lish both consistent sound patterns and confidence in the task, the 

therapist then both match ed the child's beat with a very soft tap on 

tlte other side of the drum and also sang an improvised pentatonic song 

~., i t h t 1t e a c t i v i t y . The song used improvised personal words such as 

"Betty plays the drum wi tlt me, keeps on playing ... " to provide a full 

musical time-frame around tlt~ · establishment of personal tempo for each 

child. 

From the audio recordings made, drum beats were timed and 

averaged and a personal tempo per beat was established for each child 

(see Table 1). This establishment of personal tempo (Fraisse, 1982) 

11hould provide the optimum pace at which a child can perform a rhythm-

based task and sustain that task; it appears to be the most natur;d 

pace, neither too slow nor too fast. 
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Table 1 Drum beat measurements to establish personal tempo 

Number of beats ~n sees Ratio of single beat ~n sees 

Child Left hand Right hand Left Right Average 

10 ~n 15 20 ~n 30 1.5 1.5 1.5 

2 20 in 19 20 ~n 19 0.95 0.95 0.95 

3 20 ~n 18 20 ~n 19.5 0.99 0.97 0.98 

4 18 ~n 25 18 ~n 23 1. 39 1. 28 1. 33 

5 31 1n 41 62 1n 50 1.3 0.81 1.0 

6 62 1n 46 88 ~n 46 0.73 0.52 0.62 

7 60 ~n 45 58 1.n 40 0.75 0.7 o. 72 

8 64 ~n 55 68 ~n 47 0.87 0.69 0.78 

Tempo for Group A children was determined prior to their exper~-

mental period. For ease of computer calibration the average was 

brought to the nearest 0.5. Before Group B children's experimental 

period began, their drum-based measurements were taken - two children 

presented flexible erratic beating (7, 8) and No 6 presented beats 

which were regular, even though different speeds had been initiated by 

the child in an exploratory way. Other children had personal tempo 

close to one beat per second or one beat per 1.5 seconds. The 

decision was taken that beats of either 1.0 per sec or 1.0 per 1.5 

sees would be desirable for consistent calibration. It was felt that 

subdivisions of the beat could be expected from Nos 7 and 8, and that 

No 6 would play evenly over a~y speed chosen. 

Final ratios of personal tempo were established (see Table 2). 



Table 2. Personal tempo expressed as a ratio 

4.5 EQUIPMENT USED IN EXPERIMENT 

Lf.5.1 Computer and Keyboard 
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The tc1sk progre1mme was lvritten for an Apple liE comp11ter with a 

music interface card. It was designed to control a tone generator and 

to sense keys being depressed on a large five-note keyboard which had 

been specially d esign~d. 

The computer menu offered the followiug options: 

1. Introduction and duration of lesson. When activated the 

computer printed a set of commands to be used during a 

session; then it generated a repeated click sound every one 

second or 1.5 seconds throughout the lesson according to the 

disk inserted. Each child had their own programme disk 

customised to one of those click rates based on their own 

personal tempo. The researcher controlled a pitch sound 

generated by contact on the keys by turning it on or off from 

the computer. Each key when activated sounded a different 

pitch level; the five pitch range available, one pitch for 

each key, formed the musical notes C, D, E, G and A. When 

the pitch sound was turned off there was no sound generated 

apart from the continuous click-beat sound. 

As a lPsson progressed, the computer recorded specific events 

and the tjme at which they occurred. It recorded 

(a) Each click-beat generated 
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(b) Each key depressed by the child, also which key wa s 

depressed 

(c) Each key release from the child's motor action 

(d) The on/off actioning for pitch sound done by the 

researcher. 

2 . On completion of the lesson the contents were stored on disk. 

The children were seated at chairs and table or HI wheelchairs, 

and a portable adapted keyboard was placed on table, working tray, or 

wheelchair 

playing). 

arm (whichever allowed best natural arm action for 

The keyboard consisted of a rectangle of polyurethaned hardboard 

with an attractive speckled-texture surface into which was inserted 

five large brown-pa inted squares of wood (see Diagram 4) . Each 

square , or key as it was termed, was mounted on small springs ; when 

depressed by hand or arm action each square (or key) activated a 

circuit to the computer. Thus every key contact was computer-

registered in a time continuum when the experiment was in progress. 

The mus1c interface card in the computer had been programmed to 

emit a pitched sound from each key when requested . The pitch of the 

first key on the right-hand side of the keyboard was s e t at 440 cycles 

per sec using a New Era alto glockenspiel as pitch monitor . Relating 

to that pitch of note A, the computer programmer cued in notes C, D, E 

a nd G using the xylophone and therapist t o check accuracy of pitch 

n~lativity. Practici ng musicians can identify in-tune intervals 

between notes with a 95% accuracy (Siegel and Siegel, 

Deutsch, 1982). 

1977b, 1n 
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Diagram lt. 

Th e re searc her could acti011 bea l ancl pi tc h ed souncl emission by 

pressing a compu U1r key and could S\vi tell pitched sound out by a fur

ther pn·ss . fiolh heat sound and pi Lched sound Has giveu 20 Hall 

amplification through a spt>aker system consisL:ing of an adapled 

cahinel wilh three eight-inch s peak e rs. Volume was adjusLable b11t wa s 

kept constant (s ee Tabl e 3 below) as no children were hearing 

impaired. 

Later use of computer. Jt was possible to 

(a) load a previous lesson, transferring a saved lesson back into 

cotnp\tter memory from a disk; 

(b) Replay a lesson which played bac k al 1 the computer-generated 

sounds that were r ecorded during the actual lesson under review; 

(c) Analyse a lesson . The lesson could be played back on th e 

computer screen showing when click-beats, key depressions and 

on/off sound commands occurred. 
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The computer material was subsequently converted into histograms 

of six determined categories of response to be studied. 

4 . 5.2 Level of Sound Used 

A simple analog decibel meter was used to measure the decibel 

level of the click generare-d by the computer. This meter was placed 

two feet from the s penkers , s li ghtl y above the cent re of Lhe speaker 

case . It was not i ced wh e n meas urements began that the intensity of 

the sound vaded by severcll percent with even a few inches in change 

of mete r placement. Also the sound emitted was not consta nt for a 

long enough time to al J mo~ the measuring instrument to register <I 

settled value . By request i ng the computer to emit continuous sound 

(rather than manually turning on and off to begin and end click 

emission) a settled value could be r eached , but that intensity was 

louder than the manually-controlled click sound (see Table 3) and was 

too loud. The decibel level meter had a response curve setting that 

modelled the response of the human ear and that setting was used . 

Background noi se (tr.affic and people in adjacent rooms) was 40 -SO 

decibels. 

Having established thal no chi ld had a hearing deficiency 

(records plus obse rvation of response) the volume leve l was kepl 

steady at setting t hree, that is, at 63 de ci bels(see Table 3). Con

stancy o f volume was necessary so that volume did not become another 

variable in the expe rimen t . 

Table 3 . Sound 1 eve ls from computer 

Vol . setting on amplifier 

1. 5 

2 

2. 5 

3 

dB 

Click measure 

not audible 

47 

60 

62 

63 

dB 

Continuous sound 

not audible 

80 

83 

87 

92 

Error 5-10% Position of amplifier knob 3 



4.6 PRACTICAL SETTINGS FOR EXPERIMENT 

All experimental sess1ons were held in schools attended 

children, usually 1n withdrawal or r esource rooms familiar 

child. The nature of t he school envi ronment therefore was 
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by the 

to the 

still 

preserved, but th e r e l.,ras l ess likeU hood of interruption or no1se 

distraction by use of th ese rooms. A no ti ce reques ting people not to 

come into the room was in place duri ng working sessions . 

Following novice from physiotherapy and occupati onal the r apy 

pro f Pss i onnl people, care was taken to ensure co rrec t posture for 

childre n during tlt P. sess i ons. Senting was adjusted to give full trunk 

s upport, so that the body was upri ght and not fl exed forward. Ef fec

tive placement of the keyboard was more difficul t ; t here had to be 

both :1ppropriate height and di stance pl aceme nt in front of the chil d 

and also enough space t o a llow l eft-right horizonta l arm movement Lo 

differe nt keyboard squares. Keyboard height was matched to work i ng 

he ight used in the classroom situation by use of either desk, tabl e or 

whee l -c ha ir arms or t,ray at the appropriate l eve l. The keyboard wa s 

s hi fted to a centra l placement for l eft or right hand use . 

4 .7 NATURE OF SOUND USED 

I n planning a motor task with steady beat sound as a constan t 

variabl e there was an awareness t hat an intervention calling itsel f 

music therapy should use as mu ch "musical" content as possible. While 

a constant bea t-cli ck signa l of definite loudne ss a nd tone quality 

could be termed a mu si c impu{~e , it does not contain me l ody , that is, 

planned pitch change. Me l ody i s a factor that adds a recognised and 

acceptable musica l i ngredient to an experimental rhythm t ask (Moog, 

1979). Children a r e mor e sensitive to simple , phys i ca lly defined 

proper ties of t one stimuli (Krumhansl and Keil, 1982) so a simple, 

five-note framework was co nsidered suitable for me lodic selection. 

Therefore this experiment included a compone nt of melody with in 

the multiple bas e Une design in sect i ons B and C. This component was 

a five-note pitch sequence, a pe ntatonic scale based on notes C, D, E, 

G and A where A is 440 cyc l es pe r second and the ot her four note s are 

pitc hed below that frequency ( see Table 4). Both the construc t ed 
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keyboard In sections B and C and the vocalisation contributed by the 

music therapist 1n section C sounded only those five pitched notes. 

The keyboard squares each emitted a different note. 

Table 4. Frequencies for keyboard notes 

Note Frequency In cycles per sec 

A 440 

G 392 

E 329.63 

D 293.66 

c 261.63 

In ll and C sections, the child activates pitch by depressing 

keyboard squares of his/her choice while 'playing with the beat'. 

This melody release should give that child immediate concrete aural 

feedback which should sustain application to the task (Johnston, 

1981), particularly when key depression in any of the A sections would 

not result in pitch emission. 

The nature of the pentatonic scale is such that any sequence of 

the five notes sounds melodically compatible; a large number of folk

songs ;md children's songs 1n many cultures are based on the penta

tonic scale. Also, any two of the five notes sounded together give an 

aural blend that is harmonically acceptable. So the therapist's voice 

In section C could sing either matching or different notes of the 

five-note scale which are being activated by the child, and the two 

sounds together are musically compatible, also musically fuller than a 

single pitch sound. In many lessons the music therapist matched her 

voice pitch to the notes being played by the child. This was done by 

observing the hand or arm placement of the child on the keyboard 

squares and pitching the voice to that precise note in the scale. 
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4.8 THERAPIST BEHAVIOUR IN EXPERIMENT 

It was important throughout the experiment to maintain consistent 

therapist behaviour. This required personal discipline to avoid a 

wide range of reinforcements normally used by mus1c therapists. 

Facial expression, verbal directions , (apart from verbal directions at 

the beginning of each session), body posture and distance from t he 

chi ldren, gestures, modelling techniques for demonstrating use of the 

sound-m:~king instrument and sta tements of encouragement and commen

dation at the comple t ion of the sessions had to be consistent and 

s uitably low-key for each subject. Generally the therapist maintained 

a facial expression of consistent int e rP. s t (half-smile), and made eye 

contact when the child initiated it. Verbal di rections were not given 

during the experiment but Ch ildren One, Four and Seven needed 

occasional verbal r einforcement . Body position relative to the child 

and body posture was dependent on the position of the keyboard in the 

rooms used. the therapist sat in a chair opposite the ch ild where 

possible. With Children One , Two, Five and Seven, who were 1n wheel

chairs, and for Child,Three where the workspace was a narrow room, the 

therapist sat alongside the child . In every session the therapist 

altered the computer input with the left hand and (if this was not 

distracting to the child) made brief notes with the right hand. If 

note-tak i ng was distracting during the session it was done after each 

sP.ss1on. Physical gestures and physical support were not g1ven, 

except for two children, One and Four, where physical restraint from 

changing from one perforn1ing arm to the non-required arm during a 

sess1on was requ ired . It wa s felt that this form of restraint and 

reminder of the required arm would be less interruptive and more 

a ligned to the nature of tl1e study than verbal intervention. 

Modelling of playing the keyboard was not necessary after the 

first session . Each child played the instrument readily. Remarks at 

the end of sessions were kept to general positive comments about 

participation, consistent effort and seeing them again at the fol 

lowing sess1on. Always the therapist responded to questions (Child 

Four had many) or to ve rbal or non-verbal comments related to the 

session from the subj ect (Child Two told the therapist how he had 

worked out the s tructure of the session). Many of the childre n asked 
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if the therapist was coming again or stated when the therapist was due 

next. 

An exception to thi s neu trality of post-session dialogue was made 

on one occasion wilh Child Five wh o hnd, in the latter sections of a 

session, begun to bang the keyboard squares with greatly increased 

weight. The beh aviour was different and deliberate and it damaged th e 

keyboard. This was pointed out to the ch ild with the statement that 

further sessions de pended on absence of s uch behaviour . 

recurn>nce of the bang ing. 

There was no 

RPgnl.ar audio rPco rdings of sess i ons were taken and p l ayed back 

between sessions by the therapist to monitor therapist behavi our, 

confirm observed vocalisations or verbalisations from the child, or 

r ecall any interruptions or diversions in the session. 

4.9 PILOT SESSION 

A pilot session of the experiment was conducted with a pupil at a 

special school where the therapist and child were observed by the 

school principal, the computer programme r and technic ian and the study 

superv1sor . The pilot session chec ke d technica l details of the equip

ment, enabled the r esearch proc ess and content t o be comment ed upon 

and gave an opportunity for refineme nt of a new style of r esearch 

proc edurP . 

The child had spast i c dipl eg ia, was ten years old, with some 

speech and modernte leve l of mobility. She could walk slowly and move 

her arms slowly, and she had de fective vision. She related to the 

task rendily, could depress the ke ys and there was good attention 

throughout the task. 

Minor adjustments to the equipment were made , mainly to allow for 

immediacy of beat sound from the computer . Also the therapist altered 

verbal instructions to start the sess1on . 
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4. 10 CONTENT OF EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS 

In each of the three "'eek periods of experiment, first a period 

for Group A and 12 weeks after for Group B, every child had sessions 

t'-10 or three times a week until a total of 20 "lessons" were recorded 

successfully; t e n l essons. for right hand and ten lessons for left 

hand. Not all sessions were free of practical problems. There were 

unplanned interruptions, occasionally the computer malfunctioned, and 

twice there was therapist error in disk selection. Faulty lessons 

were discarded. This omission or deletion of faulty lessons was seen 

to be randomly dispersed through the programme. 

The equipment (computer, computer monitor, keyboard and speaker· 

cabinet) was set up before a child came to a session . After making 

sure the child and keyboard were positioned correctly the therapist 

reminded the child that the computer-sound beat to be matched with 

contact action had been take n from the personal tempo established 

previously by drum beating, and that there was a four-beat 

introduction be fore .response was wanted. "Your beat lS 1n th e 

computer and when I turn it on you are going to ~ with that beat" 

(indicating keyboard) "Whi ch hand are you going to use first today? " 

(wait for hand indicati on) "Are you r eady? Wait for four beats before 

you start playing." 

The computer was switched on by the therapist and the programme 

began. The four-bent introduct ion gave the child a time-period to 

hear ;md recognise the pace of t he regular beat so that a physical 

response could be anticipatei . (Fraisse, 1982). Matching pace to the 

introduction the therapist said "Off you go" to cue the child to begin 

pressing the keys on the keyboard. Any key could be pressed to begin 

and any change of key wns allowable during the lesson . [The first 

session with the children had given both verbal and modelling instruc

tions about playing the keyboard on any key, about when to start and 

when to stop playing.] 

After 16 beat sounds (completing Section A 1) the therapist 

switched the computer circuitry. to allow pre-determined pitch sound 

from each key if that key was pressed. The following 16 beat period 

of Section B contained that possibility, and the computer beat Sti ll 
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sounded throughout. At the end of Section B the pitch was switched 

Sixteen beats only sounded for Section A2. Then, during the 16 

beat sounds for Section C, keyboard pitch was switched on for a second 

time and, as well, the therapist vocalised using only the five pitches 

of the pentatonic scale that were also available from the keyboard 

1.e. notes C, D, E, G and A. Words used in the vocalisation related 

to the present situation; "Jane is playing the keyboard now. Keep 

with the beat and play a tune .... " The therapist's song sometimes 

matched the cl1ild's pitch-play, sometimes improvised on other notes in 

the scale. It lasted during the 16 beats of Section C. Then a final 

switch-out of pitch led to Section A3 and 16 beats only sounded. The 

sjgnal to stop was given as the computer was disengaged. Then that 

lesson was put into disk storage and a lesson for the other hand began 

(see Diagram 5). 

Sect i9'' .: A I 
0 

4 cou n t 
introduction 

B 

16 32 

A2 c 
64 

AJ 
80 counts 

( I: I or 
1:1.5 sees) 

Diagram 5. Time base for one lesson 

SUMMARY OF PROCESS: There was continuous and regular beat sound 

throughout each lesson. This came through use of a separat e 

computer disk for each child which contained the child's particu-

lar beat tempo ratio, 1.0 beats per sec or 1.5 beats per sec. 

Sections AI, A2 and A3 contained beat sound only as the sound 

stimulus. Section B had beat stimulus plus pentatonic pitch if 

the child pressed a key or keys. Section C had beat stimulus, 

the same pitch possibility of up to five pitch sounds actioned by 

the child and also the therapist's voice using only those five 

pitches 1n an improvised song which matched the pace of the beat 

stimulus. 
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4. II ANALYSIS OF PROGRAMME 

Data generated by the experiment were presented in a ser~es of 

histograms. Each histogram shm<1ed results for ten lessons with 

(a) totals for each of the five s ections of a lesson 

(b) the accumulated total of the five sections of each lesson. 

AI B A2 c A3 Total 

Diagram 6. Detail of histogram of one lesson 

Ten lessons for the left hand were plotted on a line continuum 

and ten lessons for the right hand on a second line continuum. 

It was 

results as 

comparison. 

decided to give the same ax~s 

for 1: I second results to give a 

for 1:1.5 second beat 

straightforward visual 
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4. 11.1 Definition of Data Categories 

Six histograms for each child were graphed. The six categories 

were :-

1. Contacts: The numbe r of contac ts in a lesson or sess1on 1s the 

number of tjmes the cld ld pressed a ke y on the keyboard. 

2. Deviation from beat: Ertch beat from the computer occurred every 

1. 0 or 1.5 second s. The deviation from t he beat is the ave rage 

number of (t e nths of) seconds between when a beat occurred and 

when the chi ld pressed a key . 

3. Average note duration: Th-is is the average nt~mber (of tenths) of 

seconds that a child held the key down when he/she struck the 

keyboard. 

4. Note changes: This 1s the number of times the child struck a 

different key on the keyboard. If the same key was pressed 

each time then the number of note changes would be zero. 

5 . Average tempo: This is the average time between key presses from 

the ch ild. 

6. Pulse (tempo deviation): This is the standard deviation of the 

t empo for each section , lesson and overall, compared with the 

average t empo for each sectjon , lesson, and overall. 

4 . 11.2 Description of Data Categories 

1. Contacts. Each lesson co nsisted of fiv e sections of 16 beats 

each. Th e child wa~ asked to strike a key in time \.,i th t he 

bea t from the computer. Therefore 80 contacts per lesson could 

be expected and 800 contacts for 10 lessons. 

2. Deviation from beat. This is a measure of difference in timing, 

being the average number of (tenths of) seconds between when f1 

beat occurred and when the child made physical contact with the 

key. Ideally the deviation from beat should be zero, t hat i s 

the key would be struck always at the same time as the beal 

sound came from the comp~ter. 
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3. Average note duration. This measurement of the average number (of 

tenths) of seconds that a child holcls the key down when making 

contact with tile keyboard would vary from child to child depen

ding on the neuromuscular co-ordination of the child. Tapping 

the keys lightly would give a consistently short average not e 

duration. A longer average note duration might relate to 

degree of spasm or control over hand/arm movement, distraction, 

or a change from one position on the keyboard to another. 

4. Note changes. This g~ves some measure of change of hand/ann 

position relative to the keyboard. It could reflect an exp-

loratory interest in pitch change . 

5. Average tempo. This being the average time be tween key presses 

from the child gives a differe nt measure than deviation fro111 

beat. There could be consistent pressing on the keyboard at a 

set period of time before or after the beat sound. Ideally the 

average tempo would be exactly the same as the time betwee n 

beats from the computer, that is 1.0 or 1.5 seconds. It could 

reflect regularity of key press with a regular anticipation of, 

or delay from, . beat sound. 

6. Pulse (tempo deviation). This gives a measure of how consistentl y 

the child kept to his/her own tempo. A tempo variation of zer o 

would indicate that the child kept exactly to his/her own 

tempo. There could be delay in transmission of an activating 

signal from the central nervous system to the muscles. Th e 

brain could receive the aural beat stimulus and register the 

required anticipation of beat cognitively, but impaired neuro

muscular channels could prevent the activation of perceptual 

motor response within the recognised time-sequence. The fin

gers, hand or arm may be delayed in making the physical contact 

on the keyboard. If the experimental measures showed a cons~s

tent delay in this transmission of aural stimulus to physical 

action, then the above premise of a delayed message could be 

considered. The experiment therefore measured actual time 

between contacts. This measurement is shown in the pulse 

histogram. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The results of this study are presented as histograms, six sets 

of r esults for each chi ld, and there are eight chi l dren i n the study . 

The content of each experimenta l session was r ecorded directly by the 

computer, and the actttal histograms are computer-produced . 

The r e are two graphs presented for each set of results for each 

chi l d . One graph shows r e sults of 10 lessons for the left hand/arnt, 

the other shows r ight hand/arm resu lt s from 10 l essons . The lPssons 

are not consecutive i n number always ; technical problems with th e 

computer , major interruptions and distractions and therapist error 

with disk insertion meant th at some lessons could not be completed or 

had to be discarded. Experimental sessions were continued until ten 

compl eted l essons for both left and r igh t sides were computer-recorded 

satisfactorily . The numbering on the histograms reflects these recor

ding difficulties; baseline 11umbers refer to the lessons used for 

Tt'COrding . 

It was decided t o r estrict presentation of results to histograms, 

rather than include bar-line graphs . Suffic i ent data were obtainable 

in this form. The overcll l results could be determined accurately and 

readily by compute r for both actua l totals ( number of contacts made) 

and comparative totals (note changes made) also for average response 

r esult s (devia tion from beat, note duration, average tempo and pulse) . .. 
These totals and rE-sults form a basis from which to assess whether o r 

not : -

1. The child stayed on task for the complete time- span of each 

lesson, A1 B A2 C A3, thereby "playing with the beat" for 80 

sees (if that child 1 s bea t -sound was 1: 1 sec) o r 120 sees (if the 

beat-sou nd was 1:1.5 sees) . It should be possible to observe any 

dec rease in number of contacts near the end of a lesson ; t his 

could r ela te t o neuron111scular fatigue or to loss of task focus . 

2. The child made the same amount o f r esponse in each of the 

five sections of the l esson relating thus to the dependent mus1c 

vari able, beat, or whether there was differential response 
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relating to the presenc e or absence of the independent pitch 

stimuli . Also it could be important to note the follow-on effect 

in some histogram measureme nts, to see if t here is a systematic 

effect when th e experimental variables a re introduc ed. Where 

some neuromuscular delay could be expected (dependent on the 

nature and degree of cerebral palsy present) th e ef fect of one 

section may still be present during th e subsequent section giving 

a carry-over effect. (This aspect could be particularly applic-

a ble to th e numb er of contacts made in each section.) Or ne uro

muscular function may be s uc h that the child r elates to his/her 

own t empo, apar t from th e beat s timulu s . 

J . 1t Js possible to identify the nat ure of response for enc h 

ch i ld from results and relate that to observation of actual 

behaviours during l essons . From that it may be possible in somP 

categories of r es ponse to make gene r a l comment s on obse rved 

trends for al l eight chil dren. Ce r tain ly it will be possibl e to 

note a ny diffe rence in r es ponse between left hand/arm a nd right 

he~nd /arm action and relat e that t o ha nd prefe r ence established 

(see Table 5) a nd to cerebral pa l sy cond ition. 

5 . 2 PRESENTATION OF DATA 

First, Tabl e 5 was estab l ished by noting hand prefe rence at Llt P 

s tart o[ each s et of l essons in a sess i o n. The t herapist asked "Wh ich 

ha nd would you l ike to start with today? " Children in Group A had 

mor e sesstons to ena ble a full set of 20 lessons to be recorded . 

There was more comput er fa.ult and exper i ment al e rror 1n the fir s t. 

stages of th e study . 
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Tab l e 5. Hand Preference 

Child No . of sessions L. ll . s t ar t R.ll . s t ar t Preference 

One 8 7 R.H. 

Two 7 6 R.H . 

Three 7 2 5 R.H . 

Four 7 3 4 R.H. 

Five 5 0 5 R. H. 

S i x 5 l~ R.H. 

Seven 5 5 0 L.ll. 

Eight 5 5 0 L.H. 

Table 5 identifies five ch i ld ren with marke d pre f e r ence for right· 

arm/hand s tarts t o sessions; four children had s past i c l ef t hemipl egi11 

vary1ng from a marked t o slight degree a nd one child was athetoid. 

Two children wit l1 spastic quadriplegia, which wa s more prominent 11o 

l ower limbs, prefe rred l eft hand starts exclusively . Child Fou r wh(l 

had a margi nal preference fo r right hand starts had been identified as 

having dipl egic cerebral pa l sy witl1 some athetoid characteristics. 

Beca us e of the quanti. ty of data for presentation with Sl X se t s or 

r esult categories (each set containing two histograms , one for left 

side r e sponse and one for right -side r es pon se ) for eight single cas e 

studies, it wa s decided t ~· r eport from a broad base in this chapter . 

Eac h c hild's histog rams and other particular details r elevant to 

r esult s are plac ed in the Appendix s e ction . 

Each category will be discussed thematically pointing out respon-

ses in general t erms. Foll owi ng that, any particular observations 

relevant to individual children studied will be presented. 

The s1x thematic headings for histogram-based results are 

1 • Contacts 

2 . Average no te duration 

3 . Note change s 
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4. Deviations from beat 

5. Average tempo 

6. Pulse (tempo deviation). 

5.2.1 Contacts 

The number of contacts 1n a section, lesson or total lS the 

number of key depressions made by separate hand/arm actions on 

the keyboard. These depressions could be made on the same key or on 

different keys. The measurement is of rate of physical activity 1n 

r es ponse to the two aural music stimuli, beat , present in all five 

sections of each lf>sson but heard alone in AI, A2 and A3, and pitch. 

Pitch 1s computer - emitted in section B (with five different pitches 

possibl e) and section C, where there is an added, similar pitch input 

from the there~pist's voice. 

The first table sets out total contacts made by each child for 

the total of ten l essons. 

Table 6. Total contacts made in 10 lessons. 

Child L.H. R.H. Preferred Hand 

291 495 R.H. 

2 688 867 R.H. 

3 686 835 R.H. 

4 9 13 1016 R.H. 

5 762 929 R.H. 

6 841 881 R.H. 

7 805 780 L.H. 

8 1334 128 1 L.H. 

At least 80 contacts per lesson were expected, one for each beat 

sounded, therefore 800 per ten lessons could be expected. The total 

number of contacts made is higher for the preferred hand for all eight 

children. 
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Table 7 shows a comparative differential from the expected 800 

contacts from ten lessons for left hand and ten lessons for right hand. 

Table 7. Comparative differe ntial from 800 contacts 

No. of contacts Diff. from 800 Child Hand used 

805 1 5 7 L.H . 

780 - 20 7 R.H. 

835 -t 35 3 R.H. 

762 - 38 5 L.H. 

841 r 41 6 L.H. 

867 "f 67 2 R.H. 

881 + 81 6 R.H. 

688 - 11 2 2 L.H. 

913 1 1 1 3 4 L.ll. 

686 - 114 3 L.ll. 

929 -f 129 5 R. H. 

1016 -t 2 16 4 R.H. 

495 - 405 R.H. 

1281 t 481 8 R. H. 

1334 + 534 8 L. H. 

291 609 L.H . 

While this table has nothing to do with regularity of contact 

measures, it does show a rang'e of contact behaviours. Child Seven ha s 

comparable right and left hand actions. Other children have varied 

results relating mainly to hand-arm prefer ence and non-preference and 

also to task focus . The scores furthest from the expected 800 

contacts over 10 lessons would indicate very fast, or very slow, or 

erratic contact. This wa s the case with Child Eight, who had a very 

fast contact action, and with Child One who gave erratic response and 

slow actions . These two children were the youngest 1n the s t udy. 

Another reason for contact scores higher than 800 1s that some 

children in Section C related their contacts to matching of pattern 

rather than beat. Often t he therapist's improvised pitch and words 

contained words of more than one syllable ; instead of singing "Play 
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the beat" where the expected response would be three even contact 

actions, sometimes children ' s names would catalyse five or six contact 

actions within a comparable time span. More word syllables encouraged 

pattern-based re sponses rath er than r esponses t o beat. 

The following four tables, Table 8 (a), (b), (c) and (d), basf'd 

on the eight contact histograms registered, set out order rank ing for 

number of contacts made within each section over a total of ten les--

sons. The detail of each child 1 s order ranking 1s contained 111 

Appendix AI. The highest histogram bar in each five-section lesson JS 

identified as the section in which most contacts are made. 

TRbl€' R. Contacts m.<~de within Sf'ctions 

(a) Totals for left hand: 

Sections AI 

Chi 1 d One 2 

Two 5 

Three 0 

Four 4 

Five 

Six 2 

Seven 5 

Eight 6 

Totals: 25 

B 

5 

2 

0 

3 

5 

3 

3 

22 

A2 c 
2 () 

5 

0 3 

0 

0 

6 

3 

3 

6 

0 

21 

A3 

4 

2 

4 

0 

0 

13 

Order ranking of sections AI B C A3 A2 

Extra e ffort to get the non-preferred hand (for s1x of the eight 

chi l clren) stRrted could be r PflectE'd in the number of contacts made iu 

AI sections. The next two ranked sections contain both pitch and 

beat, sections R and C. 
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(b) Totals for right hand: 

Sections Al B A2 c A3 

Child One 6 2 0 

Two 4 3 4 

Three 0 0 9 0 

Four 4 4 2 0 

Five 4 2 2 2 0 

Six 3 6 5 

Seven 4 5 0 

Eight 3 2 4 2 0 

Totals : 20 21 20 29 2 

Order r:111king of s ections C B AI A2 A3 

Th e c sect jon, with Cl b<tse linP. beat and two pitch variables 

acided, scored highest in numbe r of contacts registered, closely 

followed by B (beat and one pitch variable), then the AI initiating 

section. For six of the eight children the right hand was the 

preferred one. 

(c) Totals for preferred hand: 

Sections Al B A2 c A3 

Child One 6 2 0 

Two 4 3 4 

Three 0 0 9 0 

Four 4 4 2 0 

Five 4 2 2 2 0 

Six 2 3 3 4 

Seven 5 0 6 0 

Eight 6 3 0 0 

Totals: 23 24 11 26 5 

Order rankin~ of sections C B Al A2 A3 

Comment: This result parallels the previous t able and the same 

comments apply. 
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(d) Totals for non-preferred hand: 

Sections Al B A2 c A3 

Child One 2 5 2 0 

Two 5 2 

Three 0 0 5 4 

Four 4 3 0 3 

Five 5 0 3 2 

Six 3 6 5 

Seven 4 5 0 

Eight 3 2 4 2 0 

Totals : 22 19 15 24 10 

Order ranking of sections C Al B A2 AJ 

Comment : The three-layered C section contained most contacts. 

For all four tabl e s th e first three ranked sections include AI, ll 

and C. Al is the initi at ing section, Section B is pit c h and ben t 

based with keyboard-computer sound trjggered by keyboard contact, 

Section C ha s the double sound source of keyboard-compt1ter beat and 

pitch as well as the therapist's vo1ce. The concurrenc e in ranking o[ 

right hand and preferred hand totals is noted . The non-preferred hand 

ranking is slightly different with the C section still highest ranked 

but initiating Section AI ranking higher than Section n. Three of the 

four tables show lowest ranking for the final AJ section where beat

only stimulus is given. Tabies for right hand and pre ferred hand show 

a marked drop in contact ranking for Section AJ. There is a lesser 

drop for Section A3 registered for left hand and non-preferred hand 

but it is still distinct. 

A2 sections rank l owest for left hand results and second lowest 

f or the other three tabl es . Al ranks highest for l eft hand results, 

and the A2 lowest ranking has to be considered in the sequential order 

of sections in a lesson. It is also of note that Section C, which 

comes after Section A2, always registered more contacts, as does 

Section B showing that there is a resurgence of contact effort made in 

sections where extra stimuli occur. 



5.2 . 2 Average Note Durati on 

This me a surement gave t he average duration, in tenths of seconds, 

that the key was held down wh en pressed by the ch ild . The physical. 

action of t he left or right uppe r limb involved a downward movement on 

t o the keyboard, actua l pressur e on a key followed by a r e lease of 

that key. The use of antagonistic mu sc le groups 1n this down-u p 

action was purposeful, and the ave r age note duration could 

(a) r eflect the ce rebra l palsy condition as it affected up per limbs 

in r espec t to cont ro l over extensor and flexor muscle grou ps 

(b) become a compa r at i ve measu r e o f improvement 1n desired muscle 

tone and activily towards fine motor cont r ol 1.n upper limbs. 

Two r esult arens were cons idered t herefor e relating to (a) and 

(b) above. 

I . First, a co-relation be lween hand preference and l onger average 

note duration was observed in s ix of t he e i ght ch i l dren's r esu lt s 

(see Tabl e 9) . 

Table 9 . Average note durati on 1.n seconds 

Child L. H. R. ll . Hand preference 

I. 15 o. 76 R. H. 

2 0.57 0 . 49 R. H. 

3 0 . 59 0. 42 R. H. 

4 0.84 o. 74 R.H. 

5 0 . 45 0 . 37 R.H. 

6 0 . 78 0.7 9 R.H . 

7 0 . 55 0 . 48 L. H. 

8 0.29 0 . 24 L. H. 

The measurement s for Child Six we r e very close, 0 . 78 L.H . and 

0 . 79 R.H.; Child Six had no ident i fia ble dys funct ion of neuromuscular 

control in ei the r uppe r limb so t hat comparable note duration could be 
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expected. Other children showed variability between left and right 

side duration times . 

2. From a close visual compadson of all histograms for average note 

duration there was (a) no discernable pattern of increase or decrease 

of average note duratj on during the five sections of each lesson 

except for Child Six (s ee not e below) ; (b) a trend towards increase 

in ave rage note durAtion ovt~r Lhe course of ten lessons for Child One, 

Child Three and Child Seven . Whether or not this can be correlated to 

improvement in muscl e tone i s debatable . 

Note on Child Six 

Ratings for left hand showed a preference order of Al >A3 >A2 >B>C and 

for right hand A3 >Al >C>A2 >B. Reat-only sections appeared to coincide 

predominantly with iucrease of note duration (see Table A2 111 Appendix 

A). 

5 . 2.3 Note Change 

If a child pressed the same key throughout a lesson then no notE' 

change would be registered. The computer could identify each 

different key pressed according to pitch. However the note changf' 

histogram registe rs the number of times the child pressed a different 

key without identifying how many of the five different keys we n .. 

pressed. Observations made <.luring lessons however were able U • 

identify children who explored a few keys beside one another or, wh o 

explored all keys. 

Results in this note change section show that all eight children 

made more note changes with their preferred hand (see Table 10) . 
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Table 10. No t e changes in 10 lessons 

Total note changes 

Child L. H. R.n . Preferred hand 

132 19 1 R. H. 

2 L169 77LI R.H. 

3 160 23 1 R.H . 

4 739 776 R.H. 

5 447 688 R.H . 

6 218 324 R. H. 

7 6/1 I 6 17 L . H. 

8 203 138 L.H. 

More note changes were made with the preferred hand by all eight 

chi l dren (see Table 10). There did not appear to be a sec tion-based 

interes t in note change from histogram observation. 

From observation, both Child Two a nd Child Seven established a 

regular cyclic patter n of movement across the keys, downwards with the 

right hand and upward s with the left . Child Four stated regularly 

"Used a ll t he key s" at the end of le ssons, and usually had done just 

that. This degr ee of consciou s directional activity on the keyboard 

to explor e different keys and notes was reflected in the note changP 

hist ograms for these three childr en . 

Child Three parti cu larl y , and Child Eigh t to a l esse r extent, 

us .·d mor e note changPs in later l essons, playing on single keys onl y 

in early l ess ons . This was not·e d in personal observation and con f ir-

med by the h i st ograms. Later l essons we re approached more confidently 

and more ke y exp l orntion occurred. 

5 . 2.4 Deviation from Beat 

The deviation from the beat, emitted from the computer every one 

or 1. 5 seconds , is the average number of tenths of seconds between a 

beat occurrence and a child pressing a key while trying to '' p l ay with 

t he beat" . A low deviation from bea t, whe re the child " plays with the 
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beat" more consi stently means a lso that the chil d is close to his/her 

own personal tempo of 1:1 second or 1:1.5 seconds . A high deviati on 

from beat shows that t he keys on the keyboard were being pressed al 

e rrat ic in tervals of time. lt could not be assumed that the key 

depression , (in erratic playing), wou ld always be before, or always 

after , the bea t. It was the r efor e measu r ed in relation to the closest 

beat sound (see Diagram 7). 

x1 

Beat 1: 1 sees 0 2 3 4 5 

X whe n contact with ke y made 

x1 relates to beat 

x2 II II II 2 

X3 II II II 3 

x4 I I II II 4 

Diagram 7. Relationship of contact to nearest beat 

This hasis of measurement resulted in the fo l lowing measurements 

being computer-recorded and produced in histograms (see Table 1 1) . 

Table 11 . Deviation from beat 

Child L. H. R.H. Preferred hand 

0.34 0 . 35 R.H. 

2 0 . 39 0 . 30 R.H. 

3 0.35 0 . 38 R.H. 

4 0.34 0 . 34 R.H. 

5 0 . 25 0 . 24 R.H. 

6 o. 18 0 .1 5 R.H. 

7 0 . 35 0.35 L.H. 

8 0 . 34 0 . 35 L.H. 
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Specific comments on individual children: 

1. Most children, SlX of the eight, had measurements from 0.30 to 

0.39. Child Five lind scores of 0.25 and 0 . 2lt, and Child Six 

achi eved the close st scores, 0. 18 and 0 . 15 . It could be 

considered that Child Six anticipated the beat with greate r 

accurClcy as that score was indicative of contacting the key almost 

at the same time as the beat sound is heard. This was confirmed by 

personal observation. 

2. Sectional comparison 1n each lesson on the histograms did not 

reveal any particular trends (see Appendix A, Table A3). 

5 . 2.5 Average Tempo 

This measurement 1s the average time 1n seconds betwee n 

keypresses from the child. Whereas deviation from the beat reflect ed 

the relationship between press contact and beat sound, th i f; 

measurement is indepe!1dent of beat sound. It could reflect a child' s 

consistent anticipation of beat sound by pressing before the beat u 1· 

a consistent delay of action after beat sound is heard. This may lH' 

of some significance for cerebral palsy children with neuromuscul Cl r 

dysfunction. Ideally the average tempo would be the same as the time 

between beat sounds , that 1s, 1. 0 or 1. 5 seconds, this having bee •• 

established for each child as a suitable personal tempo. 

Table 12. Average tempo (in secsonds) 

Child L.H. R.H. Hand !:!reference Personal temEo 

One 2.85 1. 91 R.H. 1 : 1 • 5 

Two 1. 06 0.91 R.H. 1 : 1 

Three I. I 5 0 . 94 R.H. 1 : 1 

Four 1. 1 I 1. 06 R.H . 1 : 1 • 5 

Five 0.91 0.81 R.H . 1 : 1 

Six 1 . 3L• 1. 28 R.H. 1 : 1 • 5 

Seven 1. 22 1. 2 1 L.H. 1 : 1 • 5 

Eight 0 . 79 0. 77 L.H. 1 : 1 • 5 
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These results in Table 12 have some correlation with personal 

tempo for some children, such as Child Two, Child Three and Child 

Five, and could therefore indicate anticipation or delay of action . 

Notes o n ee~ch child's pl ay ing r elati ve lo average tempo r esults wil I 

be in Appendix AL1. 1t s hould be remembered that some children pressed 

more often in Section C, rPlating to pattern of song rather than bea t; 

lhis would affect aven•ge Lempo . Also, Child Eight played at a fast 

pace, avernging around two key contacts per beat stimulus. 

Re su lts 111 tll'i s average tempo section are not consistent bet\oleen 

ee~ch c hild . Although for all cldldren rankings for Sections Al, Band 

C we r e in the fir st three results there was also a number of A2 and A3 

section rankings sca tt e r e d among the first three. It must be 

r ememb e red th e~t this me:~suren•ent is an average measure only, and 

rest•lts th e refore would not shoH extremes of registration which could 

h ave been present . 

General Comments o n Average Tempo Results 

I. Personal tempo for e<:IC h child was estab lished prior t o th e 

resenrch component of this st ud y by means of a simple drum task 

whid• was IIOt r e lat e d spe>cifically to either hand; probably il 

reflf'ctecl the tPmpn s 11il eel to the child as displayed through the 

p r I' r f' r r e el l•nnd . It 1s inll'H'sling tlwt Lhese results do not give 

a c l ea r-cut distinction betwe e n preferred and non-preferred hand . 

Ap al"t from Child One, a ll chi ldre n displayed a close relationship 

between the average tempo and personal tempo, for both hands. 

2. Section re~nkings were es tablished for each child from the 

histograms (s ee Appt>ndix A4) . No correspondence 1s apparenl 

bet\oleen deviation from beat rankings and average tempo rankings . 

A strong correspondence however exists between average tempo and 

conttlct ratings . 

Specific Comments Relating to Children 

1. Child One's results reflect .a random approach to "playing with the 

bent" , 

action. 

though Section B appears to provide stimulus for some 
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2 . Results for Chi l d Two give no shared trend; left hand averagP 

tempo appears to be more constant in the initiating AI sections, 

wherea~ Section fl 1s fir st rr~nkP.d for right hand action . 

} . Child Three has a strong Sect i on C ranking for both hands. This 

preference f or Section C I S consistent with other resu l ts , such as 

contacts, for t hi s ch Hd . 

4. Ri ght and l eft hand results are para lleled for Child Four . 

Sect i on A has highes t rr~nking , then Section B (beat and pitch from 

compute r), then Section C (bea t and pitch from both compute r and 

therr~pist ' s voi c£>) . 

5. Child Five ' s results are almost para lle led between hands, except 

for an interchange of order between Section B and Section Al 1n 

the left hand becoming ordered as SectionAl, then Section B, 1n 

the right hand. Section C r anks lowest . This child often sang 1n 

SPction C and t hi s persona l music-making ap peared to be the prime 

focus rather thAn beat matc hing . 

prefe r ence . 

In no l esson was A3 marked as a 

6 . Results for Child Six i ndicate homoge neity of effort; 1n several 

lessons two sections were equal in he i ght on the histogram. 

7 . Child Seven ' s results, with highest rankings for Sections Al and 

C, cor r e lated with observed patterns of behaviour . A definit~ 

start was made t o each l esson, and Section C refocused act i on on 

the keyboard . 

8 . Chi l d Eight ' s actions, wi t h a definite and regular start to each 

lesson, a re reflected in Section A l ranking , particularly for the 

preferred l eft hand . In other sections mor e uneven physical 

responses occurred . 

5 . 2.6 Pu l se (Tempo Deviati on) 

This mea surement ignores the bea t sound from th e computer as a 

r eferrent a nd gives a measure , 1n seconds, of how consis t en tl y the 

chi ld keeps to his/her own tempo . The histograms show the standard 
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deviation of the tempo compared with the average tempo, for each 

section, lesson and overall. A pulse (tempo deviation) of zero would 

mean that the child kept exactly to his/her own tempo. 

consistency on task. 

Table 13. Pulse (tempo deviation) tn seconds 

Child L.H. R.H. !land Ereference 

One 2.815 1.891 R.H . 

Two 0.786 0 . 403 R.H . 

Three 0 . 538 0.343 R.ll. 

Four 0.807 0. 732 R.H . 

Five 0.91 0 . 81 R.H . 

Six 0.460 0. 50'• R.H. 

Seven 1.369 1. 109 L. H. 

Eight 0.92 0 . 787 L.H . 

It shows 

A high pulse (tempo deviation) value signals that the child ts 

not consistent in task behaviour. If a child with a high pulse value 

seems to have a more on-task result tn average tempo histograms, it is 

important to realise that the average tempo is just an average, and 

has ignored the high and low readings. No child kept exactly to 

his/her own tempo. The closest to zero measurements came from least 

cerebral palsied limbs. 

Results for Child One and Child Seven in Table 13 reflect the 

erratic nature of response for Child One and the marked tendency for 

Child Seven to cease playing unless encouraged. 

Closest measurements came for preferred hand action of Child 

Three and Child Two. Child Six ' s 0 . 460 sees for left hand and 0 . 504 

seconds for right hand show that this child has almost matched mus-

cular co-ordination in each arm. Full tables are given in Appendix AS 

to show section rankings. 
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In Appe ndix A6 a comparative table is given showing ranking of 

sections for average tempo and fo r pulse (tempo deviation) . Comments 

particular relating to some children fol l ow, showing some 

charact e ri st ics of rhythmic a n ticipation for ind ividual s. Some 

defini te l y relat e better to beat - only st imulus, others appear t o be 

affec t e d posit ivel y by pit c h and beat stimulus in their attempts to 

"play with the beat". 

Notes on indiv idua l s related to Table A6. 

Child One 

Child Two 

Although ave r age tempo results for right hand, ]. 91' 

coul d be cons iderf'd near t he personal tempo r at io of 

bectt (•very 1. 5 second s , the high tempo deviation from 

zero 1n the puls e results conf irm Child One's erra t i c 

applicati0n to task . Both average tempo and pulse 

r ankings shm., B as highest achievement section . This was 

confirmed by observat ion; Child One took some time to 

focus on task, then played, then usually was distracted 

by the s.inging of the therapist. Results have little 

significance 1n rhythmic terms, on ly erratic attent i on 

has been monitored 1n a ll results. Ch ild One \vas 

younger, and was jn a unit for intellectually handicapped 

ch ildren . 

Results here reflect observed consistent effort wi th both 

hands, with preferred ri ght ha nd results showing better 

beat matching than left in pulse measurements. Each 

lateral sweep of ·~ ight .or l eft arm- hand done by Chi ld Two 

1n the consis t ent downward or upward sequencing of key

playing took more time than o ther between-key actions, 

es pecia lly for the l ef t hand-arm sweep . This, plus the 

fo llowing " settling-down" contact would affect both sets 

of results. This ch ild would benefit from more rhythm-

based motor control work. Rankings reflect hi s interest 

1n counting beats ; he conveyed to the therapist by non

verbal gestures and vocalisations t hat he knew there were 

16 count s to each sec ti on. 
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Child Three With little motor dysfunction, Child Three's results are 

consistent, And close to both the desired one beat per 

second [or average tempo and zero for pulse. Child Three 

also has consistent interest in Section C, with a strong 

A3 section indicating a carry-over effect from Section C. 

Child Four 

Child Five 

Child Six 

This child had more spasm and muscle tone dysfunction 

than others in the study. Each lesson would be under

take n with maximum concentration and effort and this 1s 

reflected 1n the rating preference for Al sections for 

both hands 1n both average tempo and pulse measurements. 

Often C sections in later lessons were sung by Child Four 

as we ll as the th erap ist, so this extra input would caus e 

uneven beat playing at times. Also a marked tendency to 

ask questions would int e rrupt the constancy of action and 

thus pulse results are some distance from zero. Child 

Fonr also became tired several times. 

This ch~ld, with athetoid cerebral palsy, also had a 

marked deg ree of spasm and muscle tone dysfunction. Les

sons were start ed with some consistency of beat, then 

abnormal reflex patterns would emerge and the action 

would often be continued with extra difficulty and less 

beat consistency. Sections Al and B therefore received 

best effort, as is shown in the ranking table. 

While Child Six's average tempo and pulse times wer e 

relatively close to . the desired targets, ranking of 

sections did not seem to reflect any particular special 

influence on beat behaviour. From observations it was 

apparent that Child Six consciously tried to play evenly 

throughout each lesson, counting often as he did so. 

Whereas contact results seemed to show a preference for 

beat-only sections, results here for average tempo and 

pulse do not reflect beat behaviour related to any 

particular section. 
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Child Seven Average tempo results for Child Seven appear to be close 

to the desired timing. However pulse results more accu-

rately reflect the variable nature of beat response from 

this child. There were frequent stops, reinforcement to 

continue was often needed. However C sections were res-

ponsible for more consistent playing, and this was 

confirmed 1n a later session when Child Seven told the 

therapist "Like you singing." The ranking table reflects 

this positive beat response to C sections, and early 

sections, in lessons. 

Child Eight This child had a rapid beat action; the establishment of 

personal tempo originally was made on the prem1se that 

two actions per beat would be made by Child Eight. Aged 

five years ten months, Child Eight did appear to enjoy 

the task, to focus well to start and when pitch stimulus 

was included, but patches of non-action did occur from 

time to time. There was no consistent beat-based or 

other reg~lar rhythmic behaviour. 

5.3 PRE AND POST TEST RESULTS USING SELECTED SUBTESTS OF BRUININKS

OSERETSKY TEST OF MOTOR PROFICIENCY 

Subtests seven and eight were selected for use. Their content, 

outlined 1n Appendix Cl, reflected tasks similar to real-life 

situations related to learning, to the experimental music therapy task 
·. 

and to suggestions made by specialist occupational therapists and 

pl1ysiotherapists and educational psychologists. Specific alterations 

made to these subtests are also contained in Appendix C2, and these 

alterations were used consistently 1n all pre and post test 

situations. 
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Table 14. Results of pre and post tests 

----------------
Time measured: Start of study 3 wks 15 wks 18 wks 

Score in sub-test 7 8 lotal 7 8 lolal 7 8 TotaJ 7 8 Tolal 

Child One 1 5 6 0 8 8 1 7 8 1 9 10 

Two 8 22 30 6 36 42 5 34 39 3 37 40 

Three 13 33 46 10 33 43 12 39 51 14 38 52 

Four 0 11 11 0 10 10 0 9 9 u 12 12 

Five 1 11 12 0 8 8 0 11 11 0 10 10 

Six 14 30 44 20 28 48 19 27 46 19 29 48 

Seven 4 18 22 1 16 17 5 24 29 2 22 24 

Eight 2 7 9 0 7 7 2 5 7 1 6 7 

Table 14 sets out comparative results for subtests seven and 

eight for all children, whether Group A or Group B, over the eighteen-

week period. Subtest seven, relating to visual-motor control, gave 

initial low scores with no score gain for six children, Child Three 

had higher scores but showed no consistent improvement, and Child Six 

improved his original score. Both Child Three and Child Six have mild 

cerebral palsy and are fully independent in living and learning situa-

tions. The other s1x children have varying degrees of physical 

dysfunction, and some had defective vision. Lack of experience 1n 

real-life situations would be responsible for the variation in score 

level between the two groups of children. The period of time over 

which measurements were taken was relatively short, and any improve

ment noted could be attributed as readily to maturation as to the 

effects of this study. 

Upper limb speed and dexterity, measured in subtest eight, was 

also relative to type and degree of physical dysfunction 1n scoring 

levels achieved. The two youngest and two athetoid-tendency children 

formed a group of four children whose low scoring was definite and 

consistent, although Child One did appear to make some score gain over 

the total 18 week period. Child Two, Child Three and Child seven made 

some score gain and Child Six stayed at much the same level. Again 

the stability or improvement of score could be the results of 

maturation as well as study content. 
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION 

This chapter revJ.ews and discusses the results 

presented in Chapter Five and relates the findings 

to li terr~ture revie\ved J.rl Chapter Two. The 

disti nctive features of this study are described 

with reference to the wide range of in fluence which 

led to content, method and measu r ement processes . 

Relationships between rhythm primarily, and melody, 

and neuromuscular function and dysfunction a r e 

explor ed with focus on difficu lties that ar~se 

because of the nature of cerebral palsy. The role 

of mu s~c as an interactive therapeutic agent ~s 

included throughout the discussion , as are 

suggest i ons for th eoretica l and practical 

projec ti ons for possible future research. 

6. 1 DESCRIPTIVE DATA 

120 

This study , the first of its kind in New Zealand in either mus~c 

therapy or music education , provides encouragement for the continued 

exploration of the use of music stimuli and therapy support for inter

ventions and research involving motor control with cerebral palsied 

children . 

A brief summary of major . . result findings con f irms this statement : 

All e i ght children took part readily ~n the required motor 

control task showing consistent , participatory effort and interest in 

each l esson. There was some evidence of differential r esponse within 

lessons , with increased contacts registered in opening sections and in 

the two sections which contained pitch stimuli. There was strong 

cor r espondence between preferred hand/arm and better motor control in 

a ll mea8u r ement s . Although comparing pulse and average t empo 

measurements of rhythm rate gave some evidence that a few children 

related more to their own personal tempo than to sync hronisation with 

beat sound based on persona l tempo, the experiment may have been too 
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short to allow a definite trend to emerge. Least palsied limbs dis-

played most motor control, as could be predicted; this related 

directly to preferred hand/arm. Importantly though, results for 

average tempo showed comparable amount of effort between preferred and 

non-preferred limb demonstrating the value of this music therapy 

activity for rehearsal of a motor task. 

Few research studies involving cerebral palsied children or 

adults and motor control have been undertaken using mus1c as a 

dependent variable. Early descriptive studies referred to in Chapter 

Two reinforced the general value of music in cerebral palsy programmes 

to support physical mobility. Later studies used mus1c as contingent 

reward for cerebral palsy subjects as support towards relaxation 

training or visual-motor sequenc1ng. One study consciously 

superimposed well-known marches as rhythmic stimulation to support 

rehabilitation of gait disorders (Staum, 

subjects were cerebral palsied children. 

1983) and some of the 

With little suitable reference therefore from cerebral palsy 

study sources, it was necessary to base this study on information from 

wider music and motor control research. To improve any form of motor 

control a regular time-based rehearsal framework is supportive. Music 

traditionally has provided this framework of regular sound stimulus 

for a wide range of physical activities such as skipping games, mar-

ching and all forms of dance. In each case the physical action 

required becomes coincident with the regular rhythmic beat of the 

mUSlC. To achieve this match of effort with sound the person has to 

anticipate that regular mus(cal beat (Fraisse, 1982) and does so by 

around 30 milliseconds (Fraisse, 1984). Conscious use and reinforce-

ment of this anticipatory quality of music is the basis of this study 

to encourage children with cerebral palsy to rehearse an upper-body 

motor control task by "playing with the beat". Active music-making is 

more conducive to alteration of behaviour than passive listening 

(Holloway, 1980). 

The element of mus1c used to provide orderly reinforcement of 

effort 1s rhythm, and within rhythm the consistent, motivating 

auditory impulse was regular beat. To encourage extension of task 

rehearsal and physical effort it was important to use beat at a pace 
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compatible with a motor action that the children could sustain, and 

that action should be functionally useful too. The children must be 

encouraged to use actions that avoid spasm (Bobath, 1971) by 

inhibiting patterns of abnormal reflex activity, yet they should not 

get over-tired. The use of previously determined personal tempo was 

important in achieving a balance of sustained effort. In the study all 

children sustained effort over the required time span, some more 

consistently than others. Three children showed signs of tiredness 

near the end of some lessons by making less physical effort. Two 

younger children , less able to keep focus on task and less able tn 

keep to a beat, sometimes ceased r egular effort towards l esson com

pletion. This r elates to Gilbert's (1981) findings which linked age

based maturation in physical development with improvement 1n motoric 

mus1c skills . 

The results for all the children with observable cerebral palsy 

dysfunction refl ected the i r l acl< of regular exper1enc e of usual 

patterns of body movement in spe~ce. Because of this possibiUty th e 

music task had been k~pt to a simp le form (Moog, 1979). The three

week long experimental period was not l ong enough however to establish 

whether or not there would be permanent improvement in motor control 

shown by sustained or improved scores of contacts made or of matching 

beat-based behaviour. The tl1ree-week period was long enough to show 

much consistency of effort in both contact scores and beat-based 

behaviour. 

Using a time-based framework based on the child's own tempo 

therefore did result in improvement in motor effort . The registration 

of that effort on a constructed keyboard, linked to a computer, 

provided both complete accuracy of measurement at the moment of 

physical contact on the keys and, as the experiment confirmed, a 

direct comparative evaluative process for each single case study. 

This use of a specially designed music-programmed computer was effec

tive and a major development 1n objective measurement for suitable 

mus1c therapy processes. 

It was considered advisable however (James, 1986) to use also a 

pre and post test to provide a more generalised assessment setting. 

Two sub-tests of the Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency 
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were used, both of which had some resemblance to the physical nature 

of the rhythm task planned. The selection of just two sub-tests from 

a full battery of motor proficiency tests was done after much consul-

tation regarding the validity of such a procedure. A wide and fruit-

less search for a test suitable for cerebral palsied children had been 

undertaken; the decision to use the two sub-tests was made to provide 

a measurement process with some relevance to the motor abilities of 

cerebral palsied children. Pre and post test results did not provide 

clear-cut evidence of improvement in motor control so could not 

support a case for immediate referral of skills learned through a 

mus~c rhythm task being transferred readily to a perceptual-motor 

task. The short time of the experimental period again needs to be 

recalled in tl1is connection. Three weeks was not long enough. High 

variabiLity of performance gave erratic results; the variable nature of 

the cerebral palsy condition, which is also different in degree and 

presentation for each individual, would explain these results over a 

short period of motor activity. A replication of this study should 

take a longer experimental time-span. 

The person conducting the pre and post tests drew attention to 

proportionate improvement in motor control tl1at did take place with 

some children. The Bruininks-Oseretsky Test battery was developed 

primarily around normal muscle development, not relating to neuro-

muscular dysfunction. In the examiner's manual for the tests it ~s 

stated that they provide a screening device for students with serious 

motor dysfunction and developmental handicaps so that remedial inter-

vention can be offered. The interpretation of scores on individual 

subtests, while not recom~ended routinely, was suggested as an 

analysis process to help evaluate particular student performance. 

There ~s no suggestion that comparative evaluation was possible for 

persons with serious motor dysfunction. Though Bruininks, writing ~n 

the manual on the validity of the Test for Motor Profiency, says 

The evidence presented here must be viewed as 

necessarily incomplete, since additional studies 

are needed to delineate further the usefulness of 

the test with children having different types of 

handicaps. (p. 28.) 
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It does seem that furr-her development of pre <Jnd post test 

measures, based on the Bruininks-Oseretsky sub-tests , would be 

useful for children with cPrebral palsy . A separate study could be 

made of the protocol details needed to satisfy standardisation of 

assessment proc edures. In turn, this would add validity to 

experimen ts 1n music therapy tasks such as the one presently under 

<.li scussion. 

Research on muscle function for people with cerebral palsy shows 

that they have speci fic problems in suppression of involuntary muscle 

activity and regulatjon of tonic stretch refl exes . Reduction of spasm 

and m11scle tone is an import11nt component in therapy for cerebral 

patsy (Neilson and HcCaughey , 1982; Scartelli, 1982; Safranek, 

Koshland and Raymond, 1982). In the latter study, even rhythm changed 

the electromyogram patterns of tHo antagonist muscles. This could be 

the <~ppropriate physio logical e xplanation f or the effort observed 1n 

the presf'nt study of reg11lar rhythm on musc l e tone. With neurological 

function impaired to a lesser or greater degree among the eight chil

drell srudied, th e orga~1isation of motor rPsponse needed ext ra stimulus 

and s11ppnrt provided by auditory rhythm in the fo rm of beat so11nd 

bas ed tempora ll y on a sPlf-determined pP.rsonal tempo. Scartelli's 

(1982) <tdvocacy of rPIAx At i on training, with sedative music, to 

educate or re-educate cerebral palsy muscle tissue also supports the 

use of personal tempo and, as Hell, constant musical and non-musical 

behaviour from the therapist . 

6.2 RHYTHM, MEASUREMENT, AND SENSORY INTEGRATION 

In chn rting n ne\~ experiment t hrough developing areas of musical 

knowledge it 1s important to base directions on well-founded and 

affirmed theories and practice. Three areas of music- related theory 

and research have special relevance to this study : the work done on 

rhythm 1n the last tl.,.enty years , developing interest in processes of 

objective measurement of behaviours influenced by mus1c and mus1 c 

application of theories of sensory integration . 

Rhythm perception has been studied most intensively by Fraisse 

( 1982) who drew research attention t o the 

anticipation of motor behaviour. In 1966 he 

principle of 

established 

r hythmic 

that the 
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anticipation of a tap or beat to sound occurs very qu ickly, from the 

third beat or pattf~rn onwards wh en synchronisation then occurs. This 

rapid assimilation of beat impulse was apparent 1.n the present 

n•stllts; all ctdldren we re physically active in tlte first section of 

the first lesson and most were able to prnduce a contact action that 

tried to synchronise 1-'ith the first heat after a four- beat 

introduction. Younger chiLdren need more time to process temporal 

information (Morongielln, Kulig and Clifton, 1984) and two younger 

c hildren re.flected lesser ability to fo llm" the required instructions 

with appropriCJte motor action . That they did play the keyboard at 

all, and that the other children contributed as well as they did, 

reflects their affective. interest in the task . Nelson (19R3) remind s 

us that affective readine ss , as well as cognitive readiness, J R 

important f or effective learning processes involving mustc . Also 

something of 111hat BerlynP. (in Spender and Shuter-Dyson, 1981) cal l s 

'arousal potential' has beP. n CJctivated by a beat task such ;~s this. 

Severfll children 's Vf'rbal a nd non-ve rbal commun i cations with th P. 

therapist confirmed that: tlds ' arousal potential' was present; they 

questioned or commented about the beat, the singing component, t ile 

computer (both a s a sound source and a me nsureme nt device) and tltey 

talked about their 0\..m keyboard performance and 'thei r beat ' in th e 

computer . This ready interest could be t he basis for more mus ic-b;~sP.cl 

diagnostic assessment of motor function . Maranto, Decui r and Humphrey 

(198L,) suggested that musical rather than verbal stimuli could be used 

to assess auditory memory by use of rhythm span scores . In a com

parable way the assessment of improved motor function is possible 

(over a longer period than three weeks), by use of a music-based task 

measured accurately and imme d1 ately by computer. This would go some 

way t owards supporting Sutton's (1984) statement: 

A reliable, v al id, easi ly administered method of 

recording g r oss and fine movements used in instru

mental performance cou ld be helpful to mustc 

therapists using musical instruments to facilitate 

physical r ehabilitation in a variety of settings. (p. 162.) 

Time-based behaviour then ha s a continuum of awareness built in 

wh e n there is constant auditory stimulus, which provides immediate 

feedback to the pe r son creating or i n terac ting with the constant sound 

source. 
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Measurement processes for mus1c and motor control are not plenti

ful. Sutton 1 s (1984) Music Therapy Physiological Measures Test used 

elemental motion, recording it in kinaesthetic terminology. It aimed 

to objectify rhythmic accuracy, which has been traditionally a subjec

tive judgement. This aim could be supported, as here, by computer

based registration of rhythmic contact . Gilbert 1 s (1981) Motoric 

Music Skills Test for young children aged three to s1x years, con

tained 44 tests similar to the Bruininks-Oseretsky subtests used here 

as pre and post tests. Such detailed definition of test content, 1n 

itself, provides an objective look at mus1c therapy procedures. This 

emphasis 1s critical to the acceptance of mus1c therapy as a 

behavioural scie nc e . 

Madsen (1981) set out four principles of behaviour modification 

for mus1c therapy use which can be related to this attempt to 

influence motor control behaviour 1n cerebral palsied children. 

First, 

pointed 

Madsen suggested that the behaviour to be eliminated is pin

and skills and behaviours arranged hierarchically, based on 

specific behavioural <?bjectives. Then specific behaviours are listed 

as they happen. Thirdly, contingencies are set up, (such as personal 

responses from the therapist), and reinforcers; Madsen used the term 

consequating for this behaviour . Finally, provide continuous evalua

tion. Madsen pointed out that ultimate effects may be different from 

immediate effects; evaluation must be allowed to operate for some time 

before final data analysis can be done. 

This study shows some relationship with Madsen 1 s four principles . 

First, the pinpointed behavi~ur to be eliminated was unwanted upper

arm motor reflexes so that regular contact could be made with the 

keyboard. Arrangement of skills was organised carefully; pace was 

self-determined by using personal tempo and the beat-matching task 

required a functional down and up arm-hand action . Computer recording 

was immediate and accurate, of contacts made, note duration, notes 

used and beat-matching skills. Consequating behaviour from the 

therapist however was restricted. None of Madsen 1 s suggested contin

gencies could be used during the recording of the session. Afterwards 

the therapist could interact in very general terms only. A few rein

forcers were available during the session; these included the 

therapist•s consistent directive behaviour to the child and the vocal 
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mus1c component 1n Secti on C, and the use of attractive involvement 

obj ec t s , the keyboa rd and ti re compute r . Continuous evaluat i on was 

provided by me <ms of info r111r1tion f ir st stored on computer disk then 

proclrrcrd 0 11 print -out informnti o n nnd graphs. Tt wa s most ev i dent 

tha t the time-spnn used [o r the expP rime n t was too short for \~hfl t 

Madse n cA lls 'ul. t imate ef f ect '. Considering the neuromuscular dif-

ficulti es associated \vith ce r e bral pa l sy it would be more effec tive to 

use a m11ch l onge r period than th r ee weeks . This would be more app r op

riate and realisti c for ma ny children t o registe r consi stent i mprove

me nt in motor cont rol . 

The vnlu e dPc isi on to 11 se mus1 c as ::1 11 in te rvention process th en•-

fore l S not c lwllenged 1 ll tire above rramework . What can emerge 

howeve r 1S th e possibili ty of a negative value choice to exc lude 

certai n usuall y expected therapy be haviours . On the othe r hand, 

s trict con trol of the r apy behav i our does allow the mUS1C conte nt 

it se l f to be seen as the maior modifyi ng influence on behaviour . 

The present s tu~ly , requ1r1 ng a pa rti cula r response of 'pl aying 

with the beat' , does not us e conve ntiona l behaviour modificati on 

tec hn iques where it mi ght ha ve been expec t ed tltat ad d ition o r remov r.d 

of musi c e leme nt s would be used, so l e l y as positive or nega tive r e in

forcements. There i s more to mu s i c ther::~py than simply the presenc e or 

absence of mu s1c content, eve n tho ug h that presence or absence hns 

been shown to have an e ffect on l ea rning (Miller , 1976 ; Madsen, 198 1) . 

First, mus1 c l S a complex e ntity , and certain i nt e r active th e r apy 

environments dema nd a focus on individual element s of mus1c eithe r 

singly or 1n planned gr oupings. The ef f ect o f music t he r apy depe nds 

partly on the emphas is given t o rhythm, melody, ha rmony , texture o r 

dynamics , also on the particular musi ca l s t r ucture into wh ich the se 

elements are placed . Secondly, all music ca uses some ef fect on t he 

listene r or pa rticipant, which then i s reflec t ed in the r esponse or 

initiative take n by that listener or participant . This affective 

power of mu s ic alters the original environment and creates a new one , 

and so the process goes on . 

affective dualism of mu s 1c . 

emotional experience of musi c , 

Nelson ( 1983) wrote about the cognitive-

Other writers have discussed the 

for untrained listeners, as a means by 

which emot i ona l experie nces can be transferred; this is part of the 

funcdon of musical structu re (Nielzen · and Cesarec, 1982). The 
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balance of perceptual cognitive, affective and structural content must 

be recognised in mu sic therapy; this goes a great deal further than 

reference to one beh;wioural style. Music therapy has to be eclectic, 

using what is appropriate for the situation. 

The mt1s1c focns of the present study was rhythm, with less 

emphasis on melody and texture . The sound of the beat Has always 

there. Pitch was possible in the music continuum in two lesson sec

tions dependent upon its activation by the child. In one sense tl1e 

tactile keyboard contact made in Sections Band C was r eHarded by nn 

aural pitch sensation but the responsibility for that pitch inclusion 

resided with the child 's m>~n dc>cision to m<~k e conteJct. 

This self- contro ll ed aural stimulus of pitch added to the sensory 

dimension of the contact task; it could be said to enhance the effort 

to suppress um>~anted spasm and muscle tone and allo\>~ arm-hand 

movements through space to touch and release keys to f.nl f i l thf' 

'playing with the beat' task. James (1984) advocated a sensory 

integration approach ~or much music therapy, arguing that an approac h 

that aims solely for the exact skill missing from the client's repe r

toire operates often at the cortical level of neurological function . 

The client may not be ready for this; motor and cognitive abiliti e s 

follow a developmental sequence and certain prere qt1isite abiliti e s ma y 

not hnve been fully integrated. Shift in focus from the specific 

ski I l reqt1ired to a more gPnerflL mix of vestibulAr, tactile, proprio-

ceptive, visual and aural stimuli leads the therapeutic intervention 

to neurological function at the subcortical level where appropriat e 

learning can be cata lysed. 

Whether one accepts James' ( 1984) identification of brain area 

for particular function or not, certainly his sensory integration 

theory matches promising mus1c therapy work and cognitive writing l.n 

the Piagetian mould from Rider (1981), Serafine ( 1983) and Zimmerman 

( 1984) . Fraisse ( 1984) believes that the emergence of the cognitive 

approach 1n psychological r esea rch of the last two decades has 

encouraged the re-examination of many aspects of human experience , 

including that of perception of time . He now states that perception 

of both duration and succession of sounds 1s present very early 111 

life, but that their joint functioning is not acquired until seven or 
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eight years, "wh e n the child first becomes ca pable o f l ogical 

thinking" (p. 3) . Although concern for duration and success1on of 

sound is a much mo r f' refined pe rceptua l aren than dea lt wi t h he re, the 

princ iple of developmental r eadines s fo r time- based pe r cep t ion JS 

clear. 

A new stud y hy James ( 19R6) inco rporating senso ry integ r ation 

theory <tnd propri oc t>pti vt• ne uronntscular faci li tat ion i s based o n :t 

cerebral palsy youn g adult and affirms the useful parameters of sen

sory int eg ration, using as fu l l a range of sensory stimuli a s is bot h 

possible a nd suitable . Thi s multi-face ted approach to cerebral palsy 

treatmen t r eaf firms Robath' s ( 197 1) approach ,.,hi c h advocates facilit a

tion of innate normal basic motor pa tterns in a planned t eam app r oach 

so that the same goals ca n be targe ted throug h several trea t me nt 

moda lities. Bobath stressed the need to treat developmental and 

neuro l ogica l defi c ir togeth e r. 

6.3 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RE SULTS AND CURRENT THEORIES AND PRACTICE 

1n Chapter Five , thr et> quest ions ,.,e re asked t o provide an eva l ua 

tive ba se f or data about cont ::~cts mad e , no t e duration, note change, 

deviati o n from hea t, aventgf' t emro and pul se , 

themati c r esult groups . 

thes e being the s 1x 

The f irst quest ion sought to esta blish the capac it y of each c hild 

t o stay on task for t o tal l esson t i me , o r to iden tify marked de creas e 

1n physical ac H on 1n l atter sections of t he l esson . Secondly , was 

th e r e equal r es ponse in eadt of the five l esson s e ctions? Or a ny 

follow-up effect i n follow-on sect i ons? The third ques tion asked fo r 

identification of respons e from r esults and from observati ons mad e at 

the same time as r esults were be ing r ecorded. Also , although each of 

the eight children provided a single case study,were there any general 

observations that cou ld be made for all children? 

That the children stayed on task, shown by contact h istograms, 

makes this type of music task a posi tive one for rehearsal of motor 

control for uppe r limbs for cerebral palsied children . It could be 

used for lower limbs as we ll . While most lower limb motor control 

rehearsa l involves walking , as 1n Staum's (1983) work on gait 
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rehabilitation, there may be need for more non-locomotor exercises for 

palsied legs. The keyboard and computer equipment could be used for 

foot contact action 'playing with the beat'. 

Most of the children 1n the study did perform the arm-hand 

actions of 'playing with the beat' with some consistency. Also 1n 

contact results, it is of note that C sections ah11ays ranked higher 

than A2 sections which prec e ded them; 1n other words there was resur

gence of interest in making contacts with the keyboard near the end of 

the lesson when melody from the therapist's voice plus self-activated 

pitch from the keyboard comput e r source came into action. The chil

dren were thus motivated to incr e as e physical action in the lat e r 

Section C. Each of th e fiv e s e cti ons o f a lesson did not eli c it th e 

same contact activity. 

hand showed highest 

Results for pr e ferred, non-preferred and right 

number of contacts in C sections. The other 

pitch-based section, Section B, was ranked second twice, and third 

once, 1n the same three groupings of preferred, non-preferred and 

right ha nd contact r e sults. 

This pitch emphasis 1n r e sults 1s interesting 1n the light of 

studies done on the effect of melody on rhythmic process1ng. Sink 

( 198Lf) found differenc e in effect; for some children rhythmic proc e s-

sing was not affected when patterns were presented in single-tone or 

melodic-rhythmic context; for others pitch inclusion did affect their 

perception of rhythm. Sink quotes a 1966 study of Petzold (in Sink, 

1984) who found children could perform patterns when melody and rhythm 

were presented together. But Gabrielsson (in Sink, 1984) found it was 

difficult to concentrate on rhythmic information amidst melodic infor

mation. Moog (1979) provided the best basis for relevant discussion 

to this question. Working with three groups of children and rhythmic 

processing tasks, he found that children of low intelligence welcomed 

pitch with rhythm 111 percept ion of rhythm tasks as did, to a lesser 

degree, non-handicapped children. But a large part of the rhythm 

perception tasks was less successfully accomplished if these were 

constructed with melody, and physically handicapped children showed 

the least 1ncrease of effectiveness in rhythmic perception 1n such 

circumstances. Moog pointed out that physically handicapped children, 

also some non-handicapped children, made the melodic input the prime 

focus of experience and disregarded the rhythm perception tasks. Also 
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limitations 1n movement stnce ear l y childhood reduced perception of 

rhythmic forms and physically handicapped children l acked this move

ment experience. 

Moog ' s tasks were be1sed on li stening to aural stimuli wh e r e 

" same" and "different" judgements on paired exercises were executed by 

non-verha l raising of different cards . This rhythmic processing 

requireme nt was a tota lly dif fe r e nt task from that r equin~d from eac h 

cerebral palsied child in thi s s tud y . Instead of processtng rhythm i n 

a same/different immedi ate recognition parameter, each child was gtven 

a parti c ipatory pe rceptual-mo tor task wlti c h continued over a pe riod of 

time. Diffe r ent stimu li content \ver e introduced during this time span 

demanding new cognitive und e r st<llldi ~gs of the r equired task . First, 

in ma tching contracting and r e l axing mu sc le action to bea t stimulus to 

pla y with the bea t, one learning pattern was established . Whe n key 

contact occu rred in Sect ion B, pitch sound was released t o join beat 

sound and a new l ee~ rning pa ttern had to be deve loped. A r e turn to the 

f irst 1 ea rning pattern pr P.ceded Section C where , with extra votce 

stimulus add ed, a tl~ird l earni ng task was unde rt ake n . With melody 

attracting attention ( Moog, 1979) and a r e infor cing on-task message 

hr· ing conveyed by mPnns of s ung wo r ds , it i s t o he expected t lt at mort

response activity could t a ke place . This respon se act ivity 1s motoric 

1n action, bu t cogniti ve in style , tl te r efore r e l ating t o a certain 

deve l opment;ll l eve l. 

Moog ( 1984), l ooking e~t mu stc l earning, put e l emen t s of music tn 

a hie rarchy first assessed through a single sound \vhi ch ts non

relational and has timbre , d.ttration, volume and dynamics. Then comes 

rhythm, which 1s r e lational because of its temporal quality; th e r e 

ca nnot be rhythm ttntil several sounds r e late to one another in suc ces-

Me lody is the next learned element , r e lationa l to sian through time . 

rhythm and being a succession of single sounds. Al l relational 

elements of m•Jst c can only be learned cognitively. Another important 

learning quality of music is the fact that relational sound is always 

prese nt, giving a form of l ea rn i ng that does not demand abstraction. 

Other forms of learning for ch ildren start with concrete experiences 

with ob.iects, th en the concept to be l e arned is abstracted apart from 

the physi ca l obj ec ts. Mu sic however is always there . One can talk 

about mustc in an ctbstract way and remember music in one ' s mind, but 
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sounds exist and relate to one another in their otm right through 

time . As each musical element relates to one another the musical 

event becomes more complex. 

In summary, regarding the first group of results relating to 

contact performancE', the initiating Section Al was always in the first 

three r ankings . The ini tial impact of beat sound was an effective 

stimulus for each child to start rehearsing a motor action . Impetus 

to continue with that motor action was strengthened by pitch stimulus 

inclusion in Sections B and C. Beat and pitch together were definite 

reinforcers for physical and intellectu<~l dev Plopment of cerebra l 

palsied children 111 a mot or control task that had several l earning 

components . Inte rest, or affective readiness, was also essential for 

continuance of the learning task . 

Other themati c results, besides contact, can be divided into tt<~O 

areas of discussion. Average note duration and note change could be 

considered togethe r and the three hist ogrRm groups of deviation from 

beat, average tempo and pulsP (tempo deviation) can be discussed 1n <1 

complemeTitary way. 

Average note duration is a second measure that could be used 111 

comparative evaluation of mu sc l e control in cerebral palsy. Work on 

micro- struct ure of t<~pping movements in children (Schellekens, 

Kalverboer and Scholten, 198/f) shows tt<IO control processes in goal

directed movements. First, there is a rapid movement through distance 

that is not as accurate as the second homing sequence of fine motor 

adjustments under visual con'trol. The present study task therefore 

would be valuable for cerebral palsied children, especially those with 

visual handicap, to rehearse such movements in a struct ure that gives 

aural feedback for continued effort; pitch sound identifies a target 

'hit' and pitch change available encournges target 'release'. The 

ave rage note duration could be used to monitor the efficiency of 

contact-release by flexor and extensor mu scle activity. It was noted 

that s1x of the eight children studied registered longer average note 

duration with their preferred hand which had more control over 

contact-rclf'ase action. Self-regulation of spasm and muscle tone in 

cerebral palsy can be achieved for youn g adult cerebra l palsied sub

jects by experimenta l r eflex training (Nei lson and McCaughey, 1982) 
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where favourite mus1c 1s activated on achievement of the set goal. 

Younger children respond better to less verbally-directed procedures; 

they may not have had e nou gh music listening experience upon which to 

base favourite cho ice , and they could be motivated more effectively by 

a tactile, involvemen t proces s such as of fered in the present experi-

ment. Staging of learning tasks referred to previously , immediate 

fe~dbac k of self-activated pitch, and melodic song r einforcement are 

strong arguments fo r suggesting that the mo tor and mu s1c task lS 

developmentally and neurologically suitable. Note duration therefore 

\.IOuld provide a cnmparative meas11re that ca n he extracted immediately 

and accurately by compu t er over a period of time . 

A s \.1 i l h <lV e r n g <> 11 n t: l' d 11 r n l i on , 11 o r e c h n n g P ,., a s e f: f e c t P d mo r E' w i t h 

preferrPd hand than non-preferred hand for all eight children . Some 

c ld ldrPn began 11 rf'gul ar up-nnd-down movement sE'quence along the 

keyboard in their motor response, with both hands. The lateral left

to-right and right-to-left movPments provided good self-d irected exer-

cise whi ch may have been stimulated by the note change effect. Five 

different pitches wh .ich, by the nature of the pentatonic scale, 

together in sequence became a close-interval melody, 

simple melodic stimu lu s for SitCh physical effort. 

thus provided a 

As Hoog (1979) 

pointed out , pitch commands attention. The implications of this for 

controlled exercise programmes for cerebral palsied subjects are con-

sider<tble. This study, based on music precepts, presented a large-

scale keyboard left-to-right parameter for movement. Safranek, 

Koshland and Raymond ( 1982) used a triangle of targets which, when 

touched, registered electromyogram measurements . The use of different 
•. 

shnpe arrangements of contact keys which could emit beat and pitch 

sound and have computer-regist ration of t ouch , would provide a useful 

r esource for all therapists concerned with improvement in motor con

trol for cerebral palsied subjects. For children, something of a 

'game ' concept c<tn be reinforced too . It was noticeable that several. 

children were aware and interested 1n the therapist's use of the same 

pitch in song as was being produced by their choice of key contact 1n 

Section C of l essons . This conscious use of play 1s a component of 

importance tn interaction between therapists and children. 

The three measures relating particularly to regular time-based 

motor actions, deviation from beat, average tempo and pulse (tempo 
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deviation), were all necessary in an exploratory study into the effect 

of rhythm on motor control of ce rebrcd pal s i ed children. 

Deviation from beat was not a measure of much comparative use 1n 

this s hort stud y; it may we ll be of value over a much l onge r pe riod of 

experimental time . The r esults shotved that only one child, one \vi th 

l e ast dys(uncti on, had result s that we r e close to the zero sco r e , thus 
1 playing with th e beat 1 to nea r persona l tempo. The others , t o a 

l esse r or greater degree relating to limb dysfunction, could not 

antici pate the beat regularl y and t hei r contact action \vas nol 

consistent . Thi s measure would be a useful one to use with non-

handicapped child r en and t hi s is an important ar e<~ of study to be 

suggested . Not only \·JOu ld such a s tudy provid e a neede d base for 

compar1son between normal function and dysfunct i on in moto r control, 

hut 11l s o it co• •Lcl c>s te~bl is h whetlt e r or not there W<I S a chnnge i11 

r egul a rity of conta ct betwee n beat stimulus alone and be a t plus me l ody 

stimu lu s togeth e r. Such a st udy wo uld explore the effectiveness of 

mo tori c a nd mu s1c i ngr ed i ents 1n a well -con tro lled expe rime nta l 

environment. 

As explai ned in the result s e ction , average tempo measureme nt s 

we re take n to see \vhethe r or not ce r ebral pal s ied children had 

cons i stent an d cipat i on or de lay between recei"ing a ne uro logica l 

s timulu s signal and act ua lly making t he physica l contact . If average 

t empo ti me came c l ose to pe rs onal t empo time then the child \vas making 

a consi stent press contact on the keys ind e pe ndent of the beat sound 

stimulu s therefore playing ahead or beh i nd that beat stimulus 1n a 

r egular wa y . Fraisse ( l984f pointed out that foo t tapping to a simpl e 

repetitive auditory rhyt hm takes 20 milliseconds l onge r than hand-

tapping which anti c ipat es the sound by 30 milliseconds . If neuro-

muscular messages take l onge r to reach the f ee t than the hands and 

normal hand action is ahead of bea t s timulus, it would seem possible 

that impaired neuromuscu l ar function would result in de lay of trans

mlSSlOn of mov ement messages from brain to uppe r limb and that the 

de la y would not be consistent where abnormal reflex muscle t o ne inter-

fered with the message . For some children the insertion of song 

pattern caused extra key pre ss es in some C sect i ons . This was not a 

common occurre nce and th e therapist became mo~are of its effect ear ly 

in the expe rime nt and tried to avoi d patterned song . It could affect 
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average tempo results and future replicated studies looking solely at 

regularity measures would be advised to use single-syllable song 

words, one syllable per beat . Although the song patterns positively 

supported ext r a regular contact on the ke yboard, they could influence, 

negatively, beat-based measurements. Also, from the results , it did 

seem that some children kept to a beat-based task more readily wheu 

beat stimulus was the only stimulus . 

The final thematic categor:v , pulse (tempo deviation), when com

pared with the prev1ous avert~ge tempo results, revealed those children 

who wen• on task consistently from thosE' who were not . Some took long 

pauses, became tired and played sporctdically nenr the Pnd of a lessott 1 

or played \vith e rrAti c pAcP, p;nticulArly \vith the non-preferred hand. 

Unlike average tempo, which Averaged out extreme high or low measure

ments, puls e or tempo deviation measures \.,rere based on the child's own 

tempo. This gave the most useful measure of time-based behaviour for 

those children whose genera l consistency was interrupted by soml" 

patches of erratic muscle reflex action or by lack of focus on the 

beat-based task. Children with less dysfunction gave results in pulse 

measurements that were relatively consistent with results 1n the 

average tempo measures. These children therefore could \vell be 

measured by e ither aventge tempo or deviation from beat measures as 

their neurological anticip<ltion of beat and physical contact on key

board with heat would be more regular . 

6 .l1 FINAL SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 

A case-st udy approach ._;cknO\vledges individual difference. The 

eight cerebntl palsied children in this study differed 1n sensori

motor org<~nisational ability, conceptualisation of spatial and sequen

tial factors, ability to integrate sensory messages and perceptual-

motor response and hence capacity t o learn cognitively . The rhythm-

based task accommodated to many of these differences because of the 

way it was planned <1nd struct ured. Basing pace on personal tempo 

removed many potential problems of tension resulting 1n spasm and 

abnormal mu scle tone. Keeping l essons short, and sections within 

lessons to a 16-count length, both gave a supportive, consi stent time

frame and also short enough time to prevent habituation to the beat 

stimulus. The novelty effect of pitch inclusion along the interrupted 
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time series framework also supported continuation of effort. Each 

lesson was long enough to allmv inhibition of unwanted muscle tone ~n 

a relaxed environment, and therefore support rehearsal of a functional 

upper limb motor control action . Certainly the melodic component 

encouraged more physical act ion, although it was, for most children, 

an attention focus which de tracted from rhythm-based measures. That 

1s not to say that, as more rehearsals took place, the melody com-

ponent would not become a familiar and reinforcing component, because 

it was definitely a component of interest to the children. Once the 

novelty effect of melody receded, the insertion of a second mus1 c 

stimulus could be a strong motivator towards sustaining of motor 

effort . 

The time-frame of this experiment was too short to establish a 

realistic comparative measurement base for children with motor 

dysfunction. Cerebral palsied childre n lack early motoric and prop

rioceptive experience, and consequently require rehearsal of motor 

control over a longer period of time than for children with no neuro

muscular dysfunction. Eno11gh positive results we re recorded howev e r 

to encourflge replication of this study, over a longe r pe riod, '-'lith th e 

refinements suggested. The use of a music-programmed computer was 

also a significant factor in obtaining objective and accurate measure

ments. Comput e r meas ttr e me nt r ei nforc es the acceptance of mus~ c 

therapy processes which tak e place in as interactive an environment as 

is possible within the restri c ti ons necessarily imposed by scientific 

research on behaviour change . 

The mus~c content ~n th1s study encouraged learning by providing 

as full an aural stimulus as possible having regard to the develop

mental level of the children. Rhythm had a vital and stimulating role 

in ordering the perception of real time through motor action. Melody, 

which 1s a higher relational sound element, enhanced the sound spec

trum as a second music stimulus, and encouraged continued motor 

effort. Using music in as full a manner as possible, in the parti

cular environment of cerebral palsied children, reinforced the 

holistic concept of addressing perceived need through a wide range of 

sensory experiences. 
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The study supported the development of functional motor skills 

through tjme-based rehearsal \-lith music stimuli, using mus1.c therapy 

processes to implement and encourage the activity . 
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 

Al. Contact rankings 

The following tables were assembled from contact histograms 

showing sectional ranking of contacts made within each lesson. Where 

several sections had the same histogram l evel (i.e., the same number 

of contacts) each section was included in the contact ranking. Totals 

over 10 lessons then, could register a contact ranking total greater 

than 10 ,.,here this occurred. 

Table A1. Sectjons with greatest number of contacts and personal 

ranking for each child . 

Lesson: 

Child One L.H. 

R.H . 

Contact ranking: 

B 

A3 

2 

A3 

A2 

3 

Al 

Al 

4 

Al 

B 

5 

B 

c 

L.H. B=5, A2=2, Al=2, A3=1 

R.H. B=6, A2=2, Al=l, C=l 

Lesson: 

Child Two L.H. 

R.H. 

Contact ranking: 

2 3 

Al A1 C 

A3 BA2C C 

4 

B 

A2 

5 

Al 

BC 

6 

B 

B 

6 

A1 

B 

L.H. A1=5, B=i~ A2=1, C=1, A3=1 

R.H. B=4, C=4, A2=3, A3=1, A1=1 

Lesson: 2 3 4 5 6 

Child Three L.H . c A3 A2 c A3 A3 

R.H. c c c c c c 

Contact ranking: 

L.H. C=S, A3=4 , A2=1 

R.H. C=9, B=l 

7 

B 

B 

7 

B 

c 

7 

c 
B 

8 

A2 

B 

8 

Al 

B 

8 

c 
c 

9 

A2 

B 

9 

A3 

A1 

9 

c 
c 

10 

B 

B 

10 

A2 

A2 

10 

A3 

c 
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Lesson : 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Child Four L.H. B AlB A3 Al c c Al c Al B 

R.H. Al B B Al A3 AlB A3 Al c B 

Contact ranking: 

L.H. Al=4, C=3, B=3 , A3= 1 

R.H. Al=4, B=4, A3=2, C= l 

Lesson: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Child Five L.H. Al A3 B c A3 B B BC B c 
R.H. c Al A2 Al Al A2 Al c B B 

Contact ranking : 

L.H . B=5, C=3 , A3=2, Al=l 

R.H. Al =4, B=2 , A2=2 , C=2 

Lesson: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Child Six L.H. c B B A3 B CA3 AlA2A3 Al A3 c 
R.H. c c B A2 AlC A2 AlA2CA3 A2 A1A2C A2 

Contact ranking: 

L.H. A3=4, C=3, B=3, A1 =2 , A2=1 

R.H. A2=6, C=5, A1=3, B=l, A3=1 

Lesson: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Child Seven L. H. c AlC Al Al c AlC c B Al c 
R.H. AlC Al Al c A2 c c Al c B 

Contact ranki ng: 

L.H . C=6, A1=5, B=l 

R.H. C=5, A1=4, A2= 1, B=l 



Lesson: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Child Eight L.H. B Al Al B B A2 Al AI Al AI 

R.H. A2 Al AI B c Al BA2 A2 c A2 

Contact ranking: 

L.H. A1=6, B=3, A2=1 

R.H. A2=4, A1=3, C=2, B=2 
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Table A2 . Average note duration preference within lesson sections for 

Child Six 

Le f t hand: 

Order of note 

Lesson duration/section Rating scale 

B Al A2 A3 c 
2 A3 Al B c A2 AI 4+4+5+3+4+4+4+3+5+4 40 

3 AI A3 A2 R c B 5+3+2+3+2+3+2+1+3+2 26 

4 c A2 AlB A3 A2 3+1+3+4+3+4+5+4+4+5 35 

5 A3 Al A2 B c c 1+2+1+5+1+2+1+2+3+1 19 

6 A3 A1A2 R c A3 2+5+4+2+5+5+3+5+2+3 36 

7 A2 Al A3 B c 
8 A3 A2 Al c B Al > A3 > A2 > B > C 

9 A1 A2 RC A3 

10 A2 Al A3 R c 

Right hand: 

Order of note 

Lesson duration/section Rating scale 

A3 Al C A2 R 

2 Al BA3 C A2 AI = 4+5+3+2+2+4+4+4+5+3 36 

3 A3 A2 Al C B R 1+4+1+3+1+1+1+1+3+2 18 

4 c A3 B A1 A2 A2 = 2+1+3+1+5+2+5+2+2+1 24 

5 A2 A3 c A1 B c 3+3+2+5+3+3+2+3+1 +4 = 29 

6 A3 Al c A2 R A3 = 5+4+5+4+4+5+3+5+4+5 44 

7 A2 Al A3 c B 

8 A3 Al c A2 B A3 > Al ) C ) A2 ) B 

9 Al A3 B A2 c 
10 A3 c Al B A2 
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Tabl e A3. Deviation from beat section rankings 

Note : Wher e no bar is present on the histogram, a check was made on 

contact histogram . If no contact was r eg istered , on this 

measurement the lowest bar present was used . 

Child One . Lesson: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L. H. R A2 A2 c B AI A1 B c A2 

R.H. R A3 A2 c AJ A1 c B c A2 

Ranking : 

L. H. R=3, A2==3, A1=2, C=2 

R.H. C=3, B=2, A2=2, A3=2, A1=1 

Child Two . Lesson : 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L. H. A2 A2 AI c B AI A3 A2 A2 A2A3 

R.H . A2 A2 A1 AJ c c A3 AI A1 A2 

Ranking : 

L. H. A~=5, Al=2, A3=2, B=l, C=1 

R.H . AI=J, A2=3, C=2, A3=2 

Child Three Le sson : 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L. H. c c A2 B A1 B A2 AI B A1 

R.H . c B A3 A2 B A3 c B A2 c 
Ranking : 

L.H. Al=3, B=J, A2=2, C=2 

R.H. R=3 , C=3;· A2=2 , A3=2 

Chi l d Four . Lesson : 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L. H. B AJ AJ AJ A2 CAJ AJ AJ AJ A3 

R. H. A1 A2 c AJ R c A2 A1 A1A2 AI 

Ranking : 

L. H. A3=8, B=1, A2= 1, C=1 

R.H. A1=4, A2=3, C=2, B=l, A3=1 
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Child Five. Lesson: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L.H. A1 A2C c A3 A3 A1 A1 A2 c A2 

R.H. A1 B A1 A3 c A1 B A2 B Al 

Ranking: 

L.H . A1=3, A2=3, C=3, A3=2 

R.H. A1=4, 8=3, A2=1, C=1, A3=1 

Chi ld Six . Le sson : 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L.H. A1A3 A1 A1 Al A1 A1 AlA3 A1A2 J\1 A1A2 

R.H. A1 AI A1 A1 A3 c A3 A3 AlA3 Al 

RAnking: 

L.H. Al=lO, A2=2 , J\3=2 

R.H. A1=6, A3=4 , C=1 

Child Seven Lesson: 2 3 '• 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L.H . J\2 c A1A2 c AJ A1 c A2 B Al 

R.H. A~ Al Sl A1 c A1A2 A2 B A2 A3 

Ranking: 

L.H. A1=3, A2=3, C=3, B=l, A3=1 

R.H. A1=5 , A2=3, B=l, C=1, A3=1 

Child Eight Lesson : 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

L.H. c c J\3 c c c c A2 A2 A1A2C 

R.H. B A2 A3 A1 A2 Al A2 A1C A3 A2C 

Ranking: 

L.H. C=6, A2=3, A1=1, A3=1 

R.H. A2 =4 , A1 =3 , C=2, A3 =2 , B=1 



Table A4. Average tempo - section rankings (taking lowest bar on 

histogram as comparative measure) over 10 lessons 

Child One 

L.H . Al A3 Al B B A2 R A2 A2 B 

R. H. A2A3 A2 AI B c B J3 B II B 

R.'lnk i ng s : 

L.H. B=Lf, A2=3 , Al=2, A3= 1 

R.H. R=6, A2=2, Al=l, A3= 1, C=l 

Child T\.m 

L.H . AI AI c AI Al AI A3 AI Al A3 

R.H. A3 B c c B B A2 B Al A2 

Rankings : 

L.H. Al=7, A3=2, C= l 

R.H. B=4, A2=2, C=2, A 1=1, A3=1 

Child Three 

L.H. c A3 A2 c A3 A3 c Al c c 
R.H. c c c c c c B c c c 

Rank.ings: 

L.H. C=S, A3=3, A I= I, A2=1 

R .II. C=9 , B=l 

Child Four 

L.H. B AI A3 AI c A2 Al c Al B 

R.H. Al B B c A2 AlB A3 Al c AlB 

Rankings: 

L.H. Al=4, B=2, C=2, A2=1, A3=1 

R.H. Al=4, B=4, C=2 , A2=1, A3=1 
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Child Five ----
L.H. Al A2 Al Al c B B B BA2 c 
R.H. BC AI BA2 Al Al A2 Al c B B 

Rankings: 

L.H. R=4, A1=3, A2=2, C=2 

R.H. Al=4, B=4, A2=2, C=2 

Child Six ----
L.H. c B B A1A3 BC BA3 A2 AI A3 c 
R.H. AlC A2C R A2 Al A2 A1A3 A2 c A2 

Rankings: 

L.H. B=4, C=3, A3=3, A1=2, A2=1 

R.H. A2=5, Al=3, C=3, B= 1, A3=1 

Child Seven - ---
L.H. c AI AI AIC A2 c AI A2 c c 
R.H. A3 AI AI c A2 c AI AI c B 

Rankings : 

L.H . C=S, Al =4 , A2 =2 

R.H. Al=4, C=3, B= I, A2 = I, A3=1 

Child Eight 

L.H. B AI AI B B A2 AI AI Al Al 

R.H. A2 AI AI B c Al B A3 A3 A3 

Rankings: 

L.H. A1=6, B=3, A2 =1 

R.H. A1=3, A3=3, B=2 , A2=1, C=l 
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Table AS. Pulse (tempo deviation) section rankings 

Child One 

L.H. Al A3 c B B A2 B A2 A3 B 

R.H. A3 A2 Al B Al B B B c 

Rankings: 

L.H. B=l~, A2=2, A3=2, Al=l, C=l 

R.H. B=4, A1=2, C=2, A2=1, AJ=l 

Child T~w 

L.H. Al Al c A1A2 B c B A2 Al A3 

R.H. A2 Al c A3 A2 c A3 A2 c Al 

Rankings: 

L.H. A1=4, B=2, A2=2, C=2, A3=1 

R.H. A2=3, C=3, A1=2, A3=2 

Child Three: 

L.H. A2C c A2 A3 A3 AJ c Al A2C B 

R.H. A3 A3 Al A2 A3 Al A3 A3 A2 c 

Rankings: 

L.H. C=4, A3=3, A2=3, Al=l, B=l 

R.H. A3=5, A1=2, A2=1, C=l 

Child Four 

L.H. c c Al . Al B Al c B Al Al 

R.H. Al A3 B Al A2 A2 Al B A3 B 

Rankings: 

L.H. Al=S, C=3, B=2 

R.H. A1=3, 8=3, A2=2, A3=2 
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Child Five 

L.H. AI A2 A1 A3 A1 AI B B B c 
R.H. B AI B B A2 Al AI A3 B A1 

Rankings: 

L.H. Al =4, B=3, A2=1, C=l, A3=1 

R.H. Al=4, B=4, A2= 1, A3=1 

Child Six 

L.H. A1 c AI B A3 A2 Al A2 B BA2 

R.H. AI A1 A3 AI A3 Al Al A3 A3 A3 

Rankings : 

L.H. Al=3, B=3, A2=3, C=1, A3=1 

R.H . AI=S, A3=5 

Child Seven 

L.H . c AI AI c A2 B c B Al c 
R.H. A3 AI c c B c Al B B A2 

Rankings: 

L.H. C=4, A1=3, B=2, A2=1 

R.H. B=3, C=3, A1=2, A2=1, A3=1 

Child Eight 

L.H. A3 AI AI B B A2 AlC A3 c Al 

R.H. c AI AI B c A2 B A3 c c 
Rankings: 

L.H. A1=4, B=2, C=2, A3=2, A2=1 

R.H. C=4, A1=2, B=2, A2=1 



Table A6. Average tempo and pulse (tempo deviation) - comparison of 

section rankings 

Child i\vere1ge tempo Pulse 

One L. H. B A2 Al A3 B A2 A3 Al c 

R.H. B A2 Al A3 c B Al C A2 A3 

Two L.H. Al A3 C Al B A2 C A3 

R.H. B A2 CAl A3 A2 c Al A3 

Three L.H. c A3 Al A2 C A3 A2 Al B 

R.H. c B i\3 Al A2 C 

Four L.H. Al B C A2 A3 Al c B 

R.H. Al B C A2 A3 Al B A2 A3 

Five L.H. B Al A2 c Al B A2 C A3 

R.H. Al B A2 c i\l B A2 A3 

- - - ----- -

Six L.H. B C A3 Al A2 Al B A2 C A3 

R. H. A2 Al C B i\3 AI A3 

Seven L.H . C Al A2 C Al B A2 

R.H. Al C B A2 i\3 B C Al A2 A3 

Eight L.H. Al B A2 Al B c A3 A2 

R.H. Al A3 B A2 C C Al B A2 
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Table comparing average tempo and pulse (in seconds) 

Average t empo Per sona l tempo Pulse Ha nd preferenc e 

Child L . H. R.H. L.H. R.H. 

One 2 . 85 1. 91 1 : 1 • 5 2.8 15 1.891 R.H. 

Two 1. 06 0 . 9 1 1: 1 0. 786 0.403 R.H. 

Three 1. 15 0.94 1: 1 0.538 0 . 343 R.H. 

Four 1. 11 1. 06 I : 1 . 5 0.807 0 . 732 R.H. 

Five 0.91 0.8 1 1: 1 o. 91 o. 81 R.H. 

Six 1. 34 1. 28 1 : 1 • 5 0.460 0 .504 R.H. 

Seven 1. 22 I. 21 1: 1. 5 1. 369 1. 109 L.H. 

Eight 0 . 79 o. 77 1 : l • 5 0.92 0 . 787 L.H. 

In the above tables, average tempo ideally cou l d be the same as 

the t i me between beat sounds , t h at is t he same as personal t empo. A 

pulse (tempo deviation) of z e r o would sh01v that tlte child kept exactly 

to his/her own tempo. 
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APPENDIX B. NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN 

Bl. Contact response. 

Child One 

Child Two 

This child's motor response did not appear to be 

influenced by the be.ott and was inconsistent ~nd errcttic. 

The results showed more contact in Section B of lessons; 

there the child's actions on the keyboard resulted J.n 

pitch sound bei ng emitted from the computer which could 

have prompted more task focus. This child gazed open

mouthed at the therapist Hhen singing was added 1n 

Section C, and this reaction is reflected in the results. 

Child One was eight yectrs . 

This child stayed on task throughout each lesson and from 

the end of the first lesson developed a particular style 

of hand-arm moveme nt sweeping down the keys on the key

board with right hand action and upward with left hand 

action. More contacts were made by the preferred right 

arm . Th e non - preferred l ef t arm was inclined to spasm as 

each lesson progr essed and there was uneven contact con-

trol <1fter the opening SectionAl. The preferred right 

hand made most contacts in Sections B and C, and th e 

histogrnm sho\vS more even contacts 1vith that right side 

action. 

Child Three The voc<ll pitch input in Section C was of great interest 

to this child; ~his is reflected in the results. If th e 

therapist sang two-syllable words, relating to name and 

action occurring, then the child would sometimes match 

contacts with this pattern rather than with the beat. 

This contributed to the high ranking for Section C. 

Child Four At school this child is instructed to use both hands for 

typewriting; this could explain the difficulty displayed 

in keeping to the lesson requirement of one hand only per 

lesson. Novel exploration of the keyboard occurred, with 

a finger 'over and over' action, stepping along the keys. 

Especially 1n later lessons the child sang consistently 



Child Five 

Child Six 
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with the therapist 1n Section C and there seemed to be 

vocal matching of pattern rather than contacts made to 

beat or pattern. 

THis child had difficulty in bringing the left hand/arm 

up to and on to the keyboard and the starting action \oJas 

usually with clenched fist and some arm spasm. There was 

much more pffective st<~rting fiction with the preferred 

right hand. While physical control was erratic, 

concentr<Jtion on t<Jsk was consistent. 

For this child there was very little difference 1n motor 

control between left and right hand action and the right 

hand preference \~as marginal. The child counted beats 

during each lesson appearing to concentrate on this self-

determined task. A deliberate physical contact action 

was sustained and often gazing around the room would 

accompany that action. Sections B and C sometime s 

appeared .to interrupt this concentration. 

Child Seven This child (like Child Two) developed a cyclic motor 

action, going left to right up the keyboard with tlte left 

hand and right to left down the keyboard with the right 

hand. Task focus needed to be reinforced by nods and 

gestural actions towards the keyboard. Often action 

ceased during Section A3. There was definite interest in 

Section C with a return to playing with the beat, a smil e 

or look at the 'therapist and some pitched vocalisation 

from the child. 

Child Eight Snatches of erratic, very fast playing were normal for 

this child. Often the C sections were played mainly on 

the wooden surface of the keyboard and not the keys, so 

few contacts would be registered by the computer. 
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APPENDIX C. PRE AND POST TEST INFORMATION 

1. Description of selected sub-tests. 

Sub-test 7 contains eight items relating to visual motor control. 

The sub-test measures the ability to co-ordinate precise hand and 

visual movements through: cutting out a circle ,.,ith preferred hand, 

drawing a line through a crooked, straight and curved path; copying a 

circle, triangle, horizontal diamond and overlapping pencils with 

preferred hand. 

Sub-test 8 has eight items relating to upper-limb speed and 

dextPrity. This sub-test me asures hand and fing e r dexterity, hand 

speed and arm speed. Items are: placing pennies in a box with 

preferred hand; placing pennies in two boxes with both hands; sorting 

cards with preferred hand; stringing heads with preferred hand; dis-

placing pegs with prPferred hnnd; drm.,ing vertic<d lines; 

dots with preferred hand. 

and making 

2. Alterntions made to sub-tests. 

Several sections of the two sub-tests were altered for some of 

the children in the study to provide tasks that were possible within 

their range of motor function. Items one to four in Sub-test Seven 

were magnified and some items ~n Sub-test Eight had their time spnn 

increased from 15 to 30 seconds. also, ~n Section Eight some 

materials provided ~n the test kit, such as pegs and cards, were 

unsuitable for some of the children. These materials were replaced 

with larger or thicker similar items so that an attempt could be made 

at the tasks which measured dexterity. 

In all cases alterations were kept constant ~n every pre and post 

test. Thus, in a single case study design, providing comparable 

criteria. 
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